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This study is dedicated to the memory of Joel S. Berke. Joel, .who
originally directed and guided the de;3ign 'of this study, died on Decem-
ber 8, 19 1. .His,death came too soon in all respects. With regard to
'th e'eavor, we had just begun thestudy. Joel played a role far
beyond thA of project director and develoOer,i however. He brought Wit,
collegiality, political acumen and the wisdom of experience to the tasks
he undertook. We Emo4e only slightly in jest when we called him the
big pidture" perSon:

For Joel Berke this study represented far more than another re-
search

x

project. He believed deeply in using,the tools, of social sciAince
to 'serve the needs.of national, state, and local policymakers. Whethet
the issue was a more equitable school finance formula or improving the
administration of federal education programs, Joel wanted to bring his
skills to bear. We followed this philosophy in completing, this study.
We trust the product meets his expectations-
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PREFACE

The proper organization of responsibility among federal, state and
local governments is a central issue in policy debates in the 1980s. While
the issue is timeless, the content of the debate changes coincidentally \
with differences in societal needs and perceptions about the competence .1
and propriety of various governments to meet those needs.

The current debate in regard to education takes place on tag) .related
yet distinct levels. The first level questions federal interventia in 01/4

education altogether. One faction posits' education is the proper domain of
state and local authorit s; therefore, federal involvement should be as
minimal as possible -- or put differently, the familiarfumarble cake" of
American federalism should return to a laybr cake. Opposing viewpoints
hold that federal involvement and shared functions are critical to the
pursuit of national, as distinct from more parochial state, purposes.

At a second level, the question focuses on the proper assignment of
functions within various educational policy areas. Here, federal involve-
ment is assumed, but debate surrounds the issue of the appropr iate balance
between.federai objectives and needs for accountability, on the one
hand, and recipients' need for flexibility and discretion, on the other.
Critics of the current federal role maintain that the scales have tipped
too far in the direction of the federal government, charging that federal
requirements- are administratively burdensome, uncoordinated and inflexible;
supporter argue that careful controls are necessary to ensure that state
and local governments faithfully pursue federal goals and objectives.

This 'study was conceived in the summer of 1981 against the backdrop
of this two-tiered debate. Its intent was to examine how federal education
programs affected the states' administration of federal and related state
education programs: the federal/state intergovernmental system' in operation.
The study was not an attempt to define what the federal role should look
like, but rather an effort to describe and analyze how the states responded
to, and were affected by, the combination of federal education programs in
operation in 1981-82. By pursuing this course, the study sought to inform

1 In-1960 Morton Grodzins wrote his now-famous criti4.1e in which he
argued that Americah federalism no longer resembled a "three-layer Ake"
where functions were neatly divided into federal, state, and local activities.
Rather, federalism gas more like the "rainbow or marble cake" in which the
activities were inextricably mixed: Grodzins, Morton, "The Federal System."
Goals for AmericanS: Programs for Action in the Sixties, (Report of the
President's Commission on National Goals and Chapters Submitted for the
Consideration of the Commission) , New York:', Prentice-Hall for the American
Assembly, 1960.



policymakers' knowledge and understanding of how federal programs under
their current configuration influenced the states.

To the extent that federaliswissues in'education are ever resolved,
they are dealt with along side of and in conjunction with, a myria0 of other
public policy concerns. ttcordirtly, the education federalism debaie of
the 1980s is wrapped up in, and shaped by, questions of national budget
deficits and economic stagnation. In addition to these concerns are-public
attitudes that betray yearning for simplicity and a reversal of govern-
ment activism. -The feleralism debate in education cannot be totally isolated

frbm these larger events gr from the course of federalism in ggneral.
Nevertheless, acknowledgiAg the presence of these'larger events and breaking
down the debate into discrete, analyzable questios can assist polfcymakers
to make infbrmed judgments that are less subject to the pressures'of the
times.

Overview of the Study

This study focuses on two major dimensions of the intergovernmental
system: state:' administration of a select set of major federal education
programs; and federal and state interactions surrounding special pupil
'programs. The federal programs and civil rights provisions examined
include: Titles I, IV, V and VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act (ESEA); the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (P.L. 94-142);
the Vocational Education-Act; Title VI of the CivilZights Act of 1964;
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972; and Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The state programs we, studied include those
that are analbgous in purpose to these federal prbgrams.

The federal programs studied predate the revisions made by the 1981
Education Consolidation and Improvement Act (ECIA). That legislation had
just been enacted When we began the study making it impossible for us to
assess its.impact in the field. The following brief profiles describe the
federal programs constituting the focus of our inquiry.

o Title I of theiElementary and Secondary Education Act, the. largest
federal elementary and secondary education program, provides,
funds to local schdol districts to meet the needs of educationally
disadvantaged children residing in high-poverty areas. Title I

also contains set-aside amounts for institutionalized handicapped
children, children who are neglected or delinquent, and children
of migratory workers. Funds are allocated to local school

1
This study was pa of of a larger research program/Mandated by P.L. 95-851
(Section 1203), the cAucation Amendments of 1978, to examine how public and
private elementary and secondary education is financed,and what role the
federal government should play in the process. The School Finance Project
'(SFP), established to implement this mandate, commissioned three field-based
studies: this study; a study of the cumulative effects'Of federal and state
programs on school districts -and schools conducted by SRI International;
and a study analyzing alternative state programs for special pupW_
populations undertaken by Decision Resources.
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(districts (and school's within districts)*bpsed on low - incomecriteria. Once fqnds reach the school level, students are
selected for participation in the program by educational ,echieN..
ment criteria. ECIA revisions changed the name of this 1:7c=9rifin
to Chapter 1 and reduced the administrative requirements On
states and local school districts.

o Title IV of the Elementary_ and Secondary Education Act ihclIldes
Part B (grants for instructional materials) and Part C (Val'ItO Zo
imprOve the quality of educational practices through i.ocs.3-Y i'ntated
projects and activities) . Sederai grant- allocations, based orle%ch
state's share of the national student population, are mace to ewer
state that has filed an approved plan with the Departnient P-4t4litio.n.
Under Part B (instructional materials), SEAs alloOate fun to 44k2,0
on the basis of public and private school enrollment, with add 'll'ttnients
to reflect local tax effort, expenditure levels and percpc-ttge.° of
high-cost hildren. SEAs distribute Part C funds for innolf4t,r or
exemplary programs to LEAs on a competitive grant basis; 0%
state's allocation is earmarked for projects for handicappo° 0".-Acirn
ECIA has consolidated this program into the Chapter 2 edwAtior block
grant.

o' Title V of the Elementary and. Secondary Education Act wag OtsiOnttl
to help SEAs develop the capacity to undertake the adminiOta--
tive responsibilities imposed by the various federal eduo0iorl,
programs. Funds are intended to strengthen the educational, le4"4.r..
ship in the SEA and to assist it in identifying and meeting cr'''"Il
educational needs. Approvable activities include designing Ino%e
equitable school finance programs, assessing educational prcigros%
teachr assistance, disseminatijon, training, and curricultl cie0%p-
ment. Title V is''now part of the ECIA Chapter 2 block grailt.

o Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the 011ngual
Education Act, provides grants on a competitive basis direCtly
local districts4 SEAs are eligible to receive five ,percent of

eTitle VII district grants in the state for coordination of flta
technical assistance activities. Title VII/ legislation is IP "
specific about the definition of bilingual 1programe eligible to
receive federal support. The\satute defines a bilingual preigOtikl, as
including "instruction given in, and study of, English am, to ')e
extent necessary to allow a child to achieve competence it) the
English language, the native language of the child." (20 ffie
(a) (4)).

o P.L. 94-142, the Education far All Handicapped Children Act' hds
three goals: 1) ensur ing that all handicapped children h.tie alf%qat)te
to them a free" appropr iate public education (FAPE) ; 2) entior tngt\ hat
the rights of handicapped children and their parents are proted
and 3) assisting states and localities in providing for the t'do"tioh
of the handicapped. P.L. 94-142 provides pupil-based for:1101-4 q"\hto
to SEAs that submit acceptable state plans to Washington. gibe 25*
of this federal aid may be used for SEA administration anti for
services provided directly by the SEA, the remainder is aU,Ovat"

Ybfederal formula to LEAs that submit acceptable applications to the
SEA.



o The Vocational Education Acq 'of 1963, as amended, is the oldest
______,federal education program. ;';Its purpose is to help 'states build
vocational programs and infove planning for vocational education and
manpower training. To acc plish its goal, the legislatiOn includes
extensive state-level plan,4ing requirements, funding for-special:

c needs groups, and matchingPrequirements to ensure appropr iate levels
of state financial partici ation. In allocating funds to local
school districts, states st give priority to economically depressed
areas and areas with high unemployMent levels, and .recognize district
financial ability and low income 'concentrations. While VEA aid is
fairly unrestricted in it use, the law contains set-asides for the
handicapped, disadvantag , limited English-speaking students, and
foe -postsecondary and adult programs.

-o Civil Rights Laws that pertain most directly to educational discrimi-
nation are Title VI.of tIe Civil Rights Act of :1964, Title IX of the
Education Amendments of '1972, and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973. These laws; forbid discrimination by reoipients of
federal aid on the basis of race, color, or national origin; sex; and
handicapping condition, respectively. These laws provide no federal
funds; rather, recipients who receive federal financial assistance must.
abide by these requirements as a condition of receiving that assistance.
Federal. aid recipients must file an assurance of compliance with
these laws or be implementing a plan to. achieve carnpliance.

After completing a thorough analysis of the requirements contained in
these federal laws, in the spring of 1982 we visited eight states
California, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Missouri New Mexico, New York,
Virginia and Wyoming to ascertain the adminilittrative effects and program

. interactions associated with these _programs. Those states were selected
to represent a Wide spectrum of polical, economic, and institutional
environments rele4nt to the admi.wfstration of education policy. Fbr each
state we prepared a case st'udy, focused on a range of similar issues. A

companion volume to this _report= contains these ,eight individual case
studies.

The study's findingsrely on an examination of federal program require-
ments, documentary material from each state, and personal interviews with
over 300 individ-uals at the State and local levels. , Within the states, we
spoke with SEA officials and staff,' legislators ,and their staff, interest
group representatives, local school administrators, teachers and journalists
who covered education. The wide spectrum of States and range of persons,
coupled, with the scope and intensity of our- interviews, give us confidence
that the findings of the study are generalizable to the 50 states.

Presentation of Study Findings

This report,de4cribes the results of our effOrts examine federal,
program requirements and their subsequent tranalatidn and itfluence at the
state level. The first two chapters, of the report prOvide relevant
Wackground .information to the Study's fi.ndraqs. Chapter I sets the
Context for the ispuen involved in this study by trac.irwt.ihe evolution Of

I i
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American federalism, with special temphasiS on education. Chapter II
-` provides the conceptual framework and describes the research design used

to investigate the states' admin4istration of federal programs. Chapter
-III presents our analysis concerning the mix and design of the federal

;_education policies studied. Chapters 'IV andriV focus on the'Irtate-level
.influences and interactions that characterized- they administrationkof

federal and related state progi,ams. More specifically, Chapter Ili asses
titre 'state Pollitical and institutional context surrounding federal specral'.3),,
pupil, programs,. and Chapter V "reports our findings about how federal
programs are ,administered and/ interact With state programs and -policies.-
Chapter vz,, summarizes the major _conclusions of the study and notes implica-
tions that' these 'conclusionaih3e for proposals to alter the current
design,Of federal eduCationipr rams.

:

//,,Summary

of Major Findings

This study reveals tie system of federal-state governange of education'
to-he robust and diverse., Both the federal government and thestateS
appear strong actors- in determining the direction of education policy.
State `political traditions- and climate, and SEA priorities actively
influence-the admiriistration Of federal education programs. At the same
time federal actions often legitimize state endeavors-in_particular policy
areas. Once the federal government acts, different federal strategies-shape
the conduct of state officials and yield consistently different responses
across the states.

Relative to 1$ years ago when the Elementary' and Secondary Education
Act was first enacted, we found an improved state capacity. to administer
education programs -1- whether federal or state. This improved capacity,
however, 'remains dependent on federal funds for the immediate future.
With the possible exception of special education and the basic grants of
the vocational education program, state adoption of federal goals and
opeCtives for special pupil populations has not emerged concomitantly with
this increased capacity and sophistication. All states were willing to
acccompdate 'feder al programs, hut state fisdal and political climates
allowed. onlya few states to undertake these programs in anysignificant-

..
way on"their own.

The study indicates no significant general intergovernmental conflict
between the states and, the federal government. Rather, conflicts are
program specific and channeled into the continuous bargaining and negotif-
tkon process that characterizes federal-state relations. Two programs
accounted for the preponderance of conflicts reported by state officials:
P.L. 94-142 and the- Vocational Education Amendmenti3 of 1916. Both these
programs represent, /relatively recent federal interventions in areas where
thestates previously had established their-own policies and procedures. In
contr ast , ESEA Ti tle I, once controversial, h s,benefitted from the settl
out process allowed by time, and emerged --'eunong the least conflict-r idden
progranus-in the states. ESEA Titles IV and V also exhibited little conflict.
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The strategies hat define federal education programs dentonstrate
distinctly differe outcomes across the states. ilroirains providing con-
siderable admin st ati e discretion to state officials result in.greater
variation in pr r tivities across the states. More prescriptive
federal program 'result: in greater unkiformity 4n tip core'design of programs,
Str ategies asserting nes1 requirements in areiEC Where`..states previously had
established programs and/40tocedures..engender conflict betWeen state 'and
federal authorities. Federal: strategies .that; by and large bypassedystates-
do not stmulatelanalOgous.,state 'ations in theise areas.! The outCrines,
associated, with different prograngetrategies constitute a range of trade-
offs fede,zal.,policymakers ,fa at reflect on the existing -inix and
design of federal' programs.

.
Trade-offs' also 'emerge aroundprcipOSaIEi to change the configuration of

federal 'progrants. This Study'suggests that block grant proposals =are
likely to ,increase`` program variations across the 'states,-an outcome which
might be undesirable in areas where uniform -service standards are a
national objective. Proposals to strearfilfrie current federal education
programs and to refOrmulatt the mix' of incentives fall within the tradi-
Aional accommodation and adtustment process necessary to federal-state
interactions. This Study indicates, however, that in terms of streamlin-
ing, parsimony often Conflicts with clarity. Relatedly, reformulated
'strategies that shift federal eignals require time and bureaucratic
reinforcementto demonstrate their full impact. ThiS. study further.
suggests that. proposals calling for differential te'atment of states will
be difficul.t to implement blecauSe of the complexity involved in assessing
and defining minimal levels of state perfOrmance.

2
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CHAPTER I: THE CHANGING STRUCTURE OF AMERICAN FEDERALISM

/

Introduction

During the last half century the American federal system changed
dtamatically. Through a wide range of enactments, Congress established
the national interest iwareas traditionally the ptovince of state
and local governments. These areas include education, manpower training, -

,

law enfriTcement, economic development, and mass transportation.

t . .

. _

This chaptek discusses the expansion of the federal government's role
in American society.and the controversy suttounding this-gro4th. Since
part of this debate concerns a reordering of federal -state -responsibilities,
we also dedcribe recent changes in the capacities and Capabilities
of state goVernment. The prst section'loOka at broad developments in the
changing federal system; the second.sectionfocueles on changing federal
and state responsibilities in education.

The Changing Federal System

The Exjansion of the Federal Government

The expansion ofhel federal government's role in American society
began in the 1930s in response to the Great Depression. In the 1940s and
19508i,federal growth continued through enactments such as the Servicemen's
ReadjUstment Act of 1944 (the G.I. Bill), the Employment Apt of 1946, the 1

Federal Highway Act 6f1956, and the National Defehse Education Act of
1958. These and Other measures either expanded traditional federal
responsibilities (the,G.I. Bill),, launched new ones (the Employment Act),
or'established a federal.role in areas where the states had preViously
been the dominant actors (education, and highways).

It was in the 1960s and 1970s, lowever, that the activities of the
federal government expanded sharply. Some.of the new federal respon-
sibilities were the culmination of efforts to establish a gfeater national
role in-fields such as education and health.' Other activities.focUsed
aroundthe civil rights movement and the desire W improve the standing of
minority and disadvantaged groups. The federal gOernment alsOtesponded
to new public concerns such as job training, environmental protection,..'
community development, and.public safety that seemed to require a national
,response. Regardless:Of their origin, however, these new tesponsibilities
fundamentally altered Ameriban federalism. According to one recent
analysis:

1
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental, Relations. The Federal Role
in the Federal System: The,Dynamics of Growth -- A Crisis of Confidence
and Competence, Washington, DC: Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental-
Relations1980, p..4.



Over the past 20 years the federal role-has become bigger, broader

and deeper - bigger within the federal system, both in.the size of

its intergovernmental outlays and in the number of grant programs,
broader in its program and policy concerns, and the wide range of
subnational governments interacting directly.with Washington; nd

deeper in its,cegulatory thrusts and preemption proclivities.

Not surprisingly, the new responsibilities increased the number of

federal.progtams available to state and local governments. According'to

theAdvisory Commission on Intergovernmental.Relitions (ACIR), the number

of grant-in-aid programs increased from Si 'in 1964 to 498 in 1978, and

federal outlays for state and local gov9rnments rose from seven billpn
dollars in. 1960 to $85 billion in 1978.

The programmatic direction of federal aid also changed to reflect

new prj.orities. Between 1963,and 1968,federal support of commerce and'

transportation programs declined in importance, while the resourges
devoted to health and human resource programs increased shhrply.

The 1970s'witnessed a growth in federal regulation as well as' new

areas of federal law. The increased regulatory activity took two differ-
.

ent forms: regulations prepared by government agencies to implement
new programs and a tore cieneral se of regulations -- sometimes refer,red

to as "the new social regulation." Rather thin being tied to specific

programs, these later regulations established conditions to be'followed

by all grant recipients and affected such diverse areas as employment
discrimination, occupational safety and environmental protection. The

effects of the expanded regulatory activities on the intergovernmen-

tal system have raised concern about: administrative failures, 'red tape,

and tension between the levels of-government; poor performance and inade-,

quate results; excessive cost and waste; and lack5of adequate control

and responsiveness through the political process. This changed

1 Advi'sory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. The ederal Role in

the Federal System: The Dynamics of Growth -- An Agenda r American

Federalism: Restoring Confidence and Competence, Washing n, DC: Advisory

Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 1981, p. 1.

2Ibid., p. 4.

3Barfield, Claude. Rethinking Federalism: Block Grgint nd Federal,

State, and Local Responsibilities, Washington, DC: Arlie. can Enterprise

Institute, 1981, O. 15.

4weidenbaum, Murray L. Business, Government, and the Public, Englewood

Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall,1977. %

5Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
And COmpetence, Op. cit:,P. 5.

Relations.,-Regtoring'Confidence
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federal role has also generated,,a growing controversy over the proper
division of responsibility among federal, state end local governments., As
we enter the 1980s,. this debate shows no signs of abating.

The Federal Government and the States: Striking the Proper Balance

The concern that the historic balance between federal, state, and
local,governments has been damaged by an expanded federal role led to a
variety of efforts to alter federal social programs. These include
attempts to consolidate programs, reduce funding, and eliminate programs.
altogether. A- brief review of these proposals illustrates both the
nature of the controversy and tilt philosophical arguments underlying
these efforts..

, .

The current interest in defining the federal role more precisely
dates ;from" 1949 when the Commission on the Organization of theExecutive
Branch -- the first Hoover Commission -- issued its report on governmental
organization. In its brief analysis of federal-state relations, the
_Commission criticized the "duplication,"t "overlap" and "gragmenttion"
that stemmed, from uncoordinated federal grants to state government.- The',
Commission concluded by recommending tte creation of "a system of grants
based upon broad categories -- such aslighways, education, plibliciassis7,
tance and. Public. health." They called this,device "block grants.

a

While the Commission's, proposals had little immediate impact, its
work did influence the Eisenhower Administration. President Eisenhower
entered office determin5d to reverse what he saw as the growing reach of
the federal government: He established the Commission'on Inter-
governmental Relations, chaired by Meyer Kestenbaum, and instructed it "to
find a logical division between the p5oper functions and, resioonsibilities
of the state and federal government." Later, Eisenhower established
the Joint Federal-State Action Committee in an4effort to identify federal
funCtions that could be assumed by the states,

Yet even in the Eisenhower Administration, the interactions between
the federal and state governments became increasingly complex.. yhe
Federal-State Action Committee was unable to identify many federal

1
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. Improving Federal

Grants Management, Washington, DC: Advisory Commissiod on Intergovernmental
Relations, 1977, p.°4. For the complete report of the Hoover Commission,
see The Commission on the Organization of the Executive Branch of the
Government. Federal-State Relations, A Report to the Congress, Washington,
DC: Government Printing Office, 1949.

2See, for-example, Duram, James C. A Moderate Among Extremists: Dwight
D. Eisenhower and the School Desegregation Crisis, Chicago: _Nelson=Hall,
1981.

3
Sundquist, James L., & Davis, David W. Making Federalism Work,

Washington, DC: Brookings Institution, 1969, p. 8.

4lbid., p.

G
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activities that could be returned to the states..
1

Moreover, under
Eisnehower's leadership the Congress enacted two major,programs -- the
Federal Highway Act and the Natjonal Defense Education Act -- that
expand0 the reach of the federal government.

Under the aegis of President Johnson's Great Society, the federal
government assumed the Majpr responsi4Ility for assuring legal equality
and equal opportunity for all citizens, In the procets, the number of

federal grant-in-aid programs grew explosively. Not surprisingly, this
rapid growth of federal programs strained the capacities of stateand local.
governments. In 1967,,Vice President Htbert Humphrey noted, "This rapid,
increase in grant programs' has created new stresses and produced ney suspi-s(,
,cions in federalism's already overburdened administrative network.".
Senator Edmund Muskie called tRe admiiistrative difficulties spawned by
these programs a "management muddle."

The,Nixon Administration was philosophically opposed to many pieces
of the Great Society, and entered office determined to return decision-
making powers to state and local governments. According to Claude Barfield,

their arguments were based on several assumptions about the nature of the
federal system. They believed:__

The federal government had taken on too many responsibilities and
was incapable of solving the nation's domestic probleis. The time

had cometo sort out the appropriate rolesiand responsibilities of
each level Of.government. Arhe system of categorical grants was_
duplicative, wasteful, and plagued with too many federal strings.
And state'and local elected officials were beat capable of defining

their own needs and priorities.

To address these probleMs, the Nixon Administration proposed general
revenue-sharing to providebroa&based fisoal'sUpport for state and, local
governments, and six special revenue - sharing grants to allow state and
local official& flexibility iR administering programs in education, .aw
enforcement, manpower training, rural Community development, urban
community development and transportation: Although the'Congress greeted
these proposals skeptically, it did enact two hlock'grant pioposalsi the

Comprehensive Employment and Traiging Act (1973) and the HouSing and

Community Development Act (.1974). ,During,Ithe Ford Administration,
Congress continued to ignore execut4ve.branCh-propdlials fog bloCk grants
Aq education, health,. child nutrition ana social services.

1 Sundquist James L., & Davis, David W. Making Federalism Work.

Washington, DC: Brookings Institution,'1969, p.8.

2
Leach, Richard H. erican
1970, p. 168. \

3
Ibid., p. 169.

Federalism, New York: Norton and Company,

4,
Barfield,' Claude. Op: cit., pp. 16 -17.

5
Barfield, Claude. Op. cit., pp.. 16-17.'

6lbid.
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Under the Carter Administration, the Congress did not enact major
social reforms, nor did it directly address the complexities of the
intergovernmental system. It did, however, continue to expand the number
and range of categorical grant programs and regulatory activities. A 1979
study, for example, estimated that the federal government imposed 1,259
mandates on state and. local governments, 223 of which were direct orders
and the rest (1036j conditions of aidfor specific programs.

t.

In the 1980 eleOtiot campaign, Ronald Reagan promised to seek a
return of program authority -and, responsibility to state and local govern-
ments.. Upon taking office, he moved quickly to turn this 'promise into
reality. In April 1981, the Reagan Administration proposed to consolidate
all or part of 83 categorical programs into six block grants, totaling
about $11 billion, a reduction of about 25% in funding from the, .

precorisblidation level: 'The Administration's proposals gave state govern7
ments'ponisiderable discretion and flexibility. The proposed consolidations
contained few pEovisions for matching funds, planning, earmarking of
Iparticular categories, or maintenance of effort for particular programs or
iactivities. States were given compl5te freedom to allocate resources
within the prescribed program. areas.

,Congress enacted a series of block grants that made substantial
changes in both the form and substance of the Administration proposals.
When ege smoke cleared after the budget reconciliation process, Congress
had' consolidated 57 programs into nine block grants. These grants were
fors4sociaI services, low-income energy aid, community services, alcohol;
drug abuse and mental heAlt,'preventive health servicesi maternal and
.child healths community.development, education, and primary care. -

In addition to increasing the number of block grants, Congcess.remoVed-
froM ttie block grant proposal a number of major categorical programs,
placed liMits on state discretionary actioi, and increased,the- reporting
and accountability requirements on states.

In early 1982, the Reagan AdministratiOn again suggesteOia major
reordering of the federal government's domestic aciivities.4,Underthis
complex proposal, the federal government would ;mistime full responsibility
for the medicaid-program and the 'states would take over all costs oft,,food.
stamps, aid to_families with dependent children (AFDC), and some'60
smaller categorical programs. A federal trust fund, stocked with-federal
-excise and oil windfall profits taxes, wast-to heltates meet their new

, OP

1
Advisory.Commission on Intkrgovernmental Relaticins. A Crisis of Confi-

dence and Competence, Op. cit., p. 46; Lovell, Catherine H. et al.
'Federal and State Mandating to Local Government: An Exploration of
Impacts and Issues, Riverside, California: University of California,
1979,q). 57.

2
For a description of the Reagan proposals see Barfield, Claude. Op. cit.,

pp. 35-46. See also Sugarman, Jule. (ed.). A Citizen's Guide to Changes Ain
,Human Services Programs, Washington, DC: The Institute for Educational
Leadership, 1981.

,Stanfield,, Rochelle L. "Picking Up Block Grants - Where There's .a
Will, There's Not Always a Way.' National Journal, Vol. 15,'April 10,
1982, pp. 616-620.

4Barfield, Claude. Op. cit., pp. 31-34.



.obligations unti1,1991. The Administration was unable to work out the

details of this plan with state and local officials, and the 97th Congress

adjourned without taking any action.1 $

-

While it is impossible to determine if the Reagan Administratioil's

most recent proposals will lead-to a reordering or clarification-of

federal-state responsibilities, it is uncontestable that intergovern-
mental.relations have becobe increasingly numerous and complex over the

Met two decades: Obviously, the expansion of the federal govethment's
role in domestic liolicy has helped to reshape the intetgovernmental system.

Another important factor, however, is the improved capacity and capability

of state governments... The social, issues of the 1960s frequently required"

the federal, government to play - a leadership role because states were

unable, or unwilling, to_do so. By 1980c this was no'longer true for

'many states.

The Growing-Capabilities of State Government

For many years, state go ,wernments were regarded as the weak links in

American federalism. In 1933, Luther Gulick wrote, "The Ametican state

is finished. I do hot predict that the states Will,fo, but affirm that

they have gOne."2 In 1965, Roscoe Martin called the states""reluctant

'partners" in social. reform.., He wrote:

That the states] have, been `less than sensationally successful .in

coping with the probleMs of modein Society would, perhaps be generally

conceded....If a federa-I,system, and specially the American system,

is tofUnction properly .all members of the partnership must be

strong and vigorous.. It is A:central conviction of this study...that
the states gave'not.been able or .willing to assume their share of ..

federal responsibilities,-partitularly during the last three decades,

and that the national government has Nen compel'ed to develOP .

active relations.withlocal governmentN in order to make the AMerican

system operationally effective.3

The scholars were not alone in critiCizin the states. Former North

Carolina Governor Terrx Sanford begs his
the admission:'

The
The
The
The
The
The

states
states
states
states
states
states

are
are
are
are
are

are

indecisive..

antiquated.
timid and ineffective.
not willing to face their problems.
not responsive.
not interested in cities.

storm Over the States with

1Stanfield, RoChelle "A Neatly Wrapped Package with Explosives

Inside." National J al, Vol, 15, February 27, 1982, pp. 356-362.

"ReoiOnization of the States." Civil Engineering,

420-421.

The Cities and the Federal System, Nel_.4 York: Altherton

45-47;

2Gulick, Luther.
August 1933,.pp.

3Martin, Roscoe.
Press, 1975, pp,

-r 19
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These half dozen charges are true about all of the
states some. ?f the time.and some of the stAies all
(4 the time.

State governments have changed. Legislatures, governors' offices,
and executive. branch agencies are quite different places thanthey were
20 years ago. Where many, states previously could be characteiized
as uninterested and unwilling, Indst states'' recently have adopted reforms'
that have increased their capacity tO.govern., Reapportionment of state
legislatures, constitutional modernization and administrative reform have
all combined to alter Substantially the face of state governments.

Perhaps the most important changes occurred in state legislatures.
Following the,SupremeCourt's one man-one VOte'decisions, state legisla-
tures were reapportioned to make them more representatimo41 These changes
increased the representation of cities and suburban areas and produced 0
a different type of legislator. According'to one recent snalysis, "state
legislators now are thought to be more intelligent, assertive, i9depen-
dent, diverse in backgrsound, and critical of government policy."

In addition to becoming more representatiVei stAte legtslature hive
also imprbved their lawmaking capacities. Most legislatures meet adnuiliy.
Salaries have been raised.and professional staff. assistance increased.
In California,-for example, the number bf legislative staff grew from 50
in 1956) more than .700 in \1974, and similar growth can,be seen in other
states. Finally, some states revised Vle legislative process and
reorganized their committee structures:"

The power of state governors. lso changed. Gubernatbrial powers
expanded signifiCantly. According to one recent study the executive
budget, planning and management tools and an enlargement of the:vetq
power have combined to strengthen the position. and power of most governors.
Moreover, governors' offices are generally bigger and better staffed than
previously. .Like.their legislative, counterparts,' the personal characteris-
tics of governors haVe also changed: the new-gov9rnors are younger, better,.
.educated and more heterogeneous than,ever before. .

1 Sanford, Terry. Storm Over the States', New York:

p. 1.

2
M rphy, Jerome T. "The Paradox of State. Government Reform." Public
Interest, No. 64, Summer 1981, p. 126.

McGraw Hill, 1967,

3
Barfield, Claude. Op. cit., p. 49.

4

4Murphy, Jerome T. Op. cit., p. 127; see also Rosenthal, Alan. "Beyond

Legislative Reform: An Agenda for the 80s." State Legislatures, JulyA
August 1982, pp. 17-21.

5
Barfield, Claude. Op. cit., p. 50.

.6
Sabato, Larry. Goodbye to Good-Time Charlie, Lexington, MA: (Lexington

Books, 1978, pp. 63-89.

7
s Ibid., pp. 56-57.
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Changes in state administritive agencies show parallel developments.
States made enormous strides in.moderniling administrative procedures
and improving internal management. The increased activity. in state
governments helped state agencies attract better trained and more diverse
staff. 'State.agencies are .now likely toeMPloyispeCialists In such areas
as planning, finance, research, and evaluation.

Finally, states' revenue systems are more broad-based and efficient
than previously. By 1979, most states had enacted personal and corporate
income taxes and sales taxes: 37 states use some combination of these
revenue sources, compared to.19 in 1960. Some states have Alstituted

their own version of revenuering with local governments.
. .

This evidence, while impressive, does not mean that state capitols
have-become paradise. The states always varied, in their political
and administrative capabilities, and they 'still do:- One recent analysis
of state governments noted that state governments are often "plagued by
fragmentation, disarray, confusion, and lackof leadership. The General

Accounting Office has frequently criticized states foi ineffective and
inefficient administration of federal grant programs. Mdreover, the
nationwide recession has had a devastating impact on the finances of many
state governments, leading tocriticism that the revenue base oft,the
states mat not be sufficient to enable them to carry out their responsi- ,
bilities.

What these developments'do illustrate, however, is how much the
states' governments have changed in the last two decades. Even though some
problems remain, the states today are more effective and decisive elements
in the federal system. One of, the most significaht areas where federal
and state responsibilities changed is elementary and secondary education.
The next section of this chapter briefly-illustrates how education policy
has evolved over the last 20 years in both Washington, D.C. and in
state capitols.

1
M rphy, Jerome T. Op. cit., p. 127.

2Barfield, Claude. Op. cit., p. 50.

3Murphy, Jerome T. Op. cit., p. 125.

4See, for example, U.S General Accounting Office. Fundamental Changes
are Needed in Federal Assistance to 'State and Local Governments, Washington,

DC: G.A.O., 1975; see also U.S. General Accounting Office. The Federal,

Government Should But Doesn't Know the Cost of Administering Its Assistance
Programs, Washington, DC: G.A,O., 1978.

5
See, for example, Shulins, Nancy. "The States' Search for Fiscal Light

in Gloom of Recession." Washington Post, July 13, 1982; Schellhardt,

Timothy D. "Revenues of 41 States to_Fall $7.9 Billion Below Earlier
Projections, Poll Indicates." Wall Street Journal, January 7, 1983; Pear,

Robert. "States Report Recession is Squeezing'Budgets." New York Times,,,

January, 9, 1983. .
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Education in an Intergovernmental System

Education has historically been a state and local responsibilityl.
The U.S. Constitution does not mention education, and this is usually
interpreted as a signal that the Founding Fathers believed states and
localities would have primary responsibility for education. Nonetheless,
the presence of the federal government has had a major impact on the
nation's schools. As one scholar noted, "Education is a local responsi-
bility, a state function, and a national concern."'

The Expanding Federal Role in'Education

Establishing a Federal Role. The federal government's interest in
education was initially ekpressed fhrough'land grants to states and
territories for educational purposes. During the nineteenth gentu y, this
trend continued through enactments such as the Morrill ACts, which rovided
for the establishment of land grant colleges in each of the states.

The land grant colleges were intendecLto'empha&e another, source of

. .

federal dnterest --instru tion in industrip 'and agricultural education.
This gcel was also a central feature of thOrith-Hughes Act of 1917;
which provided funds to train, and pay the salaries of, teachers in, agricul-
ture, trades, home economice,and industrial subjects. Importantly,
the Smith-Hughes'Act was the first federal program of categorical grants-
in-aid to state governments, -- astrategy.that became increasingly popular
in succeeding years. Federal interest in vocational, education would
be renewed and'expanded thrOughout the twentieth century through laws such
as the George-Reed Act (1929), the George-Barden At (1946),Ahe George-
Barden Act (1956), .and.the Vocational Educatidn Act (1963).2

World War II also boosted federal educatiOn support. The Lanham Act
of 1941 authorized money ft:sr the construction, _maintenance,. and operation
of in communities confronted with an increaWed school-aged popula-
tion resulting,trom defense mobilization. In 1.950, 'this measure was
expanded with the enactment of P.L. 81-815 for. school construction and
P.L. 81-874 for operating expenses of scno4 districts "impacted" by
federal activity.3 These programs proved highly popular.with'state and.
local educators and the Congress because they,imposed no federal' controls,
were easy and inexpensive to administer, and were widely distributed.4

1Tiedt, Sidney W. The Role of the Federal - Government in Education, New
York: Oxford .University Press, 1966, p.

2For a description of the early federal role'in education see Tiedt.
Ibid.; see also Advisory Commisaibn on Intergovernmental Relations. the
Federal Role in the Federal System: The Dynamics of Growth Intergovern-
mentalizing the Classroom: Federal.Involvement.in Elementary and Secondary
EduCatiOn,: Washington, DC: Advisory Commissionbn Intergoyernmental
Relations, 1981.

d

?Thomas, Norman C. Education in NatiOnal Politicia; New York: David
-Malay Company, 1975, p. 22. See also Tiedt. 'Op.cit., p. 23.

.

.:4Thomas. op, cit., p. 23.
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In °the 1950s, Congress'enacted;the National Defense Educatioh
Act (ttIDEA) in response to the Aussian launching cif Sputnik 1 -- an event

that raised major questions about the quality 1,.f American education. NDEA

provided for student loans, guidance counseling, grants for audio-vasgel

equipment and for technical assistance in an effort to increase the
quality and quantity of scientists, engineers. and foreign language specie-
lists.1 According to Bailey and Mosher, NDEA was "an important harbinger
of the kinds of federal support for American education that blossomed in
the'mid 1960s."2 They wrote:

It was categorical aid; it affected both secondary and higiler/
education; it was substantial in the volume of funding; solik of
its titles included religious affiliated institutions among
NDEA beneficiaries; and.itproclaimed that education was -a

matter of national concern.3

,Despite its importacce, NDEA was not the broad- based general aid for
elementary. aqd secondary education that many educators had sought. Through-

out the 1950S general aid bills wereureguIarly introddced in Congress.; blot

none were enacted. The Eisenhower Administration was decidedly unsympathetic,,
to such measures, and conflicts over the church -state issue and the desegregaT
tion amendments. proposed by Representative Adam Clayton. Powell further
limited the possibilities fpr pasSage.4

With the election of President Kennedy, the prospects for general'
federal aid to education seemed brighter. President Kennedy supported
federal aid, and Representative Powell agreed to help defuse the desegre-

gation controversy. Despite these developments, general aid to education

was not forthcoming. The divisive issue proved to be assistance to

parochial schools: public school officials were unwilling to accept a

law, hat contained such a provision, and private school representatives
insitted on it as the 'price for their support.5

In 1963, the Congress adopted a measure greatly expanding the
federal role in'vocational education, the Vocational Education Act of

1963. This landmark law greatly increased federal support for vocational
education, including support of residential vocational schools, vocational
work-study programs, research, training and demonstration projects -.
Perhaps more importantly, this measure helped solidify the federal govern-
ment's roleAin support of state and local education activities in which
there was a national interes6.6

1Thomas. Op. cit., pp. 23-25; for a more extensive disCussion of NDEA see.
BundquiSt, James L. Politics andPolicy: The Eisenhower, Kennedy and
Johnson Years, Washington, DC: The Brookings Institution,'196/, pp. 1737180.,

2Bailey, Stephen K.,_& Mosher, Edith K. ESEA: The Office of Education
. .

Administers,A. Law, Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 1968; p. 19.

3Ibid., 20.

4See Duram. Op. cit., and Sundquist. Politics and Policy, Op. cit.,
pp; 155-180, for a discussion of these yeats.

5Thomas. Op. cit:, pp. 25-26.

6Kliever, Douglas. Vocational Education Act of 1163 Washington, DC:

American' Vocatiolial'Asseciation,. 1965.
0

t.--

,.
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Atthe outset of the 88th Congress, President Johnson launched the
"war against-poverty." The most important weapon in this warwas the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 which created new.programs in edUcation,
health, welfare, manpower training and-urban developmentl, Passage of the\
,Civil Rights Act of.1964 also helped set the:stage for an expanded federal\
role in education. Title V,I of this law prohibited racial discrimination \

inlfederally funded programs and thus removed. the desegregation issue that
had' plagued earlier federal' education legislation.

The importance of the measures became apparent in 1965 when.President
Johnson proposed a major education,initiative for educationally depriVed
children. The .centerpiece of this bill was Title I, which authorized a
three-year program orgrants to local education agencies for the education
of disadvantagedrchildren.- Johnson's proposal receivedsWift consideration
on Capitol Hill. Congress approved the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act (ESEA)

'2
with.few modifications, less than 90 days after it was

introduced.

. ESEA is a milestone in federal aid to education. In addition to
being.a "remarkable legislative achievement," this law refocused discussions
about federal aid to education. No longer was the question whether there
should be a federal presence. Insteadi the debate ShiftedtO the!purpose
of the federal role, its size, and its relationship to the activities Of
state and,[localetucaticin agencies.

Federal Aid from 1965 to 1976: 'Continued Expansion. In the yeais
following passage of ESEA, the federal government's role in education .

continued to growl- Between 1965 And 1976 the number of federal education
programs mushroomed, and the amount' of. federal appropriations devoted to
elementary .and secondary education increased dramatically. Kaestle
Smith note .the effect of. the expanded federal activity:

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 contained only
five titles and about a dozen program authoritiee: revisions in 1968
added new titles and programs,: including the Bilingual Education Act.
The gducationfor,All Handicapped Children Act was passed'in 1975, and
embellishments .6:_ESEA in 1974 and 1978:eventually enlarged its scope
to thirteen.titlepfend, over 100 programs. As programs Proliferated,
so did the bureaucracgt regulations, and interest groups. Each4

- funded prograM had a director:, a staff, and its own procedures.

1
Thomas. Op. cit., pp. 27-28.

2The best summaries of the,enactment of ESEA are Bailey & Mosher. Op. cit.;
Sundquist, Politics and Policy, Op. cit., pp. 205-220; and Advisory
Commission on IntergoVernmental*Relations. Intergovernmentalizing the
Classroom, Op. cit., pp. 31-36. *

In Sundquist's words "The question would be, henceforth, not whether
the nationdlgovernment should give eraidl but-how much should give, for
what purposes -- and with how much federal control." Politics and Policy,
Op."cit., p. 216.

4
CKaestle, Carl F., & Smith, Marshallk,S. "The Federal Rol, in Elementary

and Secondary Education, 1940-498" Harvard Education Review, Volume 52,
Number 4, November 1982, p.

2,
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In additO.on to its -rapid,grOwth-, ;theObjectives of fedeial aid .
. .

.

shifted. As:!boted earlier, federal. id initially yeas designed. to encourage-

the establishment of schools and to'fOSter.instruction in dertain 'subjects

such as vocational education. In theaate.1950aid:to edutation bedame
a vehicle to help ensure .an adequate supply of trained manpoimrjor

national defense. .

.

.i

By the 1960s, the federal involVement'in edOcation was foqused on
increasing equality of educational -Opportunity. IMplicit in the design
of;kederal education programs was the belief that-education could break
the cycle ofilpoverty-for grOups who had beer n bypassed by American-progress
and prosperity.Federal intervention appeared necessary for three..

reasons.: .the American public education osystem either did not care, or .

did not knovi how, to teach low-income children; an- infusion of research
and innovation could upgrade the quality of elem ntary d secondary
education; and the federal. government had a commitment to rote e and .

advance civil rights. .

rIndeed, the years following the passage of ESEA were mar by a

proliferation of efforts designed to improve and extend services o other

rget groups or "disadvantaged" students. In'1967,)for example Congress

tended the Elementary and Seconday Education Adt. These rev ions

ex nded,federal support for handicapped children and established a

program for bilingual education. In 1968, Congress reauthorized the

Vocational Education Act. The revisions to this law mandated that f
be spent on certain categories of disadvantaged students, provided
for the development of curricular programs,, mandated state planning

activities) and required the creation of national and state advisory

panels.
f

, I

During the Nixon Administration,federal education activities did

not expand as rapidly. There were oppottunities for a substantial
broadening, of the federal-role -- such as Vhe drifve for general aid
to education, equalization'of educational opportunity, and metropolitan

ec:

de gregation -- but.they were not taken. Nonetheless, the incremental
/

changes in federal.support were significant. First, appropriations for

all education programs increased steadily. Some programa-- such as

bilingual education -- showed especially rapid growth. Second, the

Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA) established an important federal role in

facilitating school desegregation. Third, creation of the Natio
Institute of Education (NIE) identified educational research as an important

role for the federal government.. Fourth, a number of programs,Mere
enacted to provide categorical support for the development of-new curricula

in schools -- programs such as Environmental Education; Consumer Education,

1Berke, Joel S., & Moore, Mary T. The "Evolution of Educational

Federalism: Recent Developments, Future Alternatives, (Paper prepared
for Third Annual Conference of the American Association for Public Policy

Analysis and,Management), Washington, DC: Educational Testing Service,

Education Policy. Research Institute, October 4981, pp. 3-4.

2Thomas. Op. cit., pp. 74-100.



Career'Education'; and Ethnic Heritage 'Education., Finally, the passage of
easures such as Title...I4 of the Education Amendments of 197 (which

iiought.to eliminate seic discrimination in edu6ation).and Section.504 of'
the Rehabilitation 'Act cf-t973' (*tch OrOlibited discrimination against.
thehandicapped).greatlyincrea'sed the scope of the federal government's
requlafo6, activities. in educational " -

.

. ,

I .'''
. -The growth, federal aid to education continued in the Ford presi- /4

. .

dency. ..Presideq..Ford' first:major legislative act was to sign the 1974
AMencimentsto the Eiemenehxy abd:Pecondsry.Educatidn Act ,Thssf,0 endMenta
extindeOitlel,ofEBEA,and tightened the 'program's adminiiitrativ require -,
vents. The revisiOne.alSO,consOlidatedfa number of SMallcategori al'
programs into Title IV of ESEA. In 1975, President Ford reluctantl
signed theEducation for All Handicapped Children Abt.7tP.L.. 94-142), Which ,
expanded the educational rights and opportunities fOrhandiCOped'Children..
Finally, in 1976 Ford. approved the. eaUthorizatiOn Of the Vocational
Education Act, which increased the p cedural and administrative reciut;
ments on state and local education agencies:

. .
. 1

. ..

The increa'sectregulation-required by the...amended Vocational Education
Act illustrates another important development in federal...education policy :

during the 1976s -- the adoption of4regulatiops and statutory amendments
AOenSure,that state and.local agencies would Meet-federal goals. Broad
legiSlative strategies are hot_ self-executing, especially When state and
local agehcieS are,unfamiiiar with, or opposed to, their objectives. When -
local officials seemed to subvert the intentions of a law, the:federal

.

officials were .quick to tighten ihe'requirements, Forexampie, prOvisions
. of ESEA Title I were adjusted to prohibit the .use of funds'forgeneral.
purposes. Tatgetitg provisions were developed to ensure ffiat eduCational
services are provided only for educationally disadvantaged pupils living
in the most impovetished attendance' areas. Provisions such as maintenance
of effort, comparability, and.nonsupplanting were intended to ensure that
federal aid, is not diffused, into ""regular" education prOgtams and to
'enCOUrageteallocation of state and lobal funds for fgderal pUrposes.
,iAset of aimed at improving compensatory education,

eweralso i osed.: LEAs'had to conduct needs assessments,. establish
quantifiable objectives, conduct program evaluations, concentrate resources
o the most needy children, and involveparent advisory Councils in

/27

p anning.2' r .

The growth and broadening of federal education policy and the tendency
to increase regulations'governing program administration are similar to
the broader developments affecting American federalism. In educatiOn, as
in other program areas, these developments fueled concern that federal
policy was "out of control" and eventually produced efforts to_redefine
the delicate balance between federal objectiVes and the states' need for
flexibility.

1For a description,ofeducation policy during the Nixon Administration,
see Finn, Chester E:, Jr. Education and the Presidency, Lexington, MA:
Lexington Books, 1977.

2For a more complete discussion o these issues, see Berke; Joel S.r &
Moore, Mary T. Op.,cit pp. 4-11.
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1976 'td! Present: Seeking the Balance in ,Federal Aid to Education.
Complaints over the regulatory burden of federal aid and fear that
federal money would lead to federal control of education are notnew.
Indeed, throughout the expansion of federal aid to education, there were
dire warnings about the consequences. In 1958, for example,'Senaeqr Barry
Goldwater expressed Rls opposition to the National Defense Education Act

by commenting:

This bill...reminds me of an old Arab proverb: 'If the camel once

.gets his nose in the tent, his body will soon follow.' If adopted, the

legislation will mark the inception of aid, supervision, and ultimately
control of education in-thid country by federal authorities.1

These, and similar comments were voiced, and generally dismissed, du1ing
the effort to establish and expand the federal role in education.,.

-But, by the mie 1970s, there was a growing chorus of complaints that
federal aid to education had become over-regulated and excessively burden-
soine. Among the specific complaints were paperwork, excessive eegulation;

inflexibility, and poor coordination.2 In response to these concerns,.

the Congress and the Executive Branch took a number of steps to reduce the
administrative complexity of federal aid.

One popular approach was grant consolidation. President-Nixon suggested.

,the first large-scale education consolidation in 1971 with the Education

Revenue-Sharing Act.' TWo years later, he proposed another consolidation,

the Better Schools Act. President Ford also. submitted a consolidation

measure to the Congress in 1976. During the 1978 reauthorization of ESEA,

Senators Bellmdn and Domenici introduced S.1780, The Reorganization
and Consolidation Demonstration Project. While these measures received
varying.degrees of attention and analysis, none were enacted into law.3

Some statutory changes designed to simplify federal aid to education

were adopted. In the 1978 reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary.

Education. Act, Congress took Several steps to reduce the regulatory

1U.S. Congress, Senate. National Defense Education Act of.1958,
Report 2242, (to accompany 5.4237, 85th Conq., 2d sess.)i Senate
Reports on Public Bills, Vol. II.

or a more complete description of the issues involved

Fee:e:TA:;472:rCtne
Hartle,

Terurc:tWiOn:6 :n11347: Sof
Reorganization and Consolidation Demonstration Project,
Educational Testing Service, 1979.

3In addition to these major consolidation proposals; two limited consoli-:
dations were adopted by the Congress. In 1974, the Congress consolidated

seven small categorical programs into two parts of Title IV, ESEA. The

first\yart B, was for Library and Instructional Services, while the
second, Part C, was for-InnoVatiOn'and Suppoit Services.: In.1976, the

Congress consolidated 11 vocational education,program authorities into

taro parts: Basic Grants and PrograM ImproVement.and Support SerVices

Grants.' See Baratz-, Bartle, & Berke. Op: cit. for a detailed discussion

of, the proposed consolidations.

Senate
Miscellaneous

in these complaints.
Changing the

S.1780: The
Washingtopi-DF:

27.
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burden of federal assistance. For example, Section 1116 of the law
encouraged and rewarded states with compensatory education'programs
by providing matching funds. States were permitted-to design their
,compensatory programs however they chose, bdt,only one-half of the federal
matching funds could be spent outside Title I target schools. These
changes represented a compromise between federal and state objectives that
accommodated state policy priorities but retaird the federal'emphasis on
the poverty'basis of educational disadvantage.

Other accommodations in the 1978 Amendments eased leverage tactics'
where states were phasing in state compensatory, bilingual and special
education programs. In particular, funds in these state programs were
exempt ftom supplement-not-supplant and comparability requiremenpil if
specific criteria were met. Some targeting tactics were also relaxed.
For example, more leeway was permitted: in the expenditure of Title,I funds
for school-wide uses in attendance areas predominantly comprised of
Title I pupils. While the number bf schools that could qualify was
limited, the step was welcoied as.a retreat from the rigidities that

, school administrators claimed had limited-their ability to plan and
implement itcally relevant educationarpidgrams- A.numbere.of other
administrative changes eased the restrictiveness or obtrusiveneis of the
federal presence, e.g., multi-year applications and new state -- rather
than federal -- monitoring responsibilities. Despite the importance of
these developments, they were marginal exceptions to the categorical
strategy, and they did not satisfy complaints that'the esiistipg structure.
of federal aid required more flexibility and streamlining or possibly
needed to be jettisoned completely.

Conceenspver federal, regulation of education were also evident
in the consideration of President Carter.'s proposal to create a cabinet-,
level*Department of Education. The debate over the desirability of this
measure split the education community. Those favoring the department
believed,it was necessary to provide greater, visibility and coordination
to federal education efforts, while those opposepredicted it would lead to
greater lederal intervention.in.lodal schools. Eventually, the measure
was approved by a scant four votes'in the louse of Representatives, but
not before numerous pahrisions were added to restrict the Department's
.authority.

eledtion of'Bonald Reagan heralded an abrupt'change in'fedekal
education policy. Reagan Promised' dUriii/ the 1980 election campaign to

,dismantle the Department of Education and, once elected, he indicated that "
this would be a.high priority or his admkniStration. The Reagan Admini-
stration also sought to reduce the federaf presence in education by
consolidating most existing programs into two block grants: oneeor state
education agencies and the other'for local school districts.

While previously the Congtess had rejected consolidation proposals,
the 97th Congress was reCeptiire to President Reagan's requests. As part

1Berke, Joel S., & Moore, Mary TAp. cit., pp. 18r19.

2
Ibid.

41?
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of the Omnibus BudgetReconciliation Act of 1981, the Congress modified

Title I of ESEA and consolidated a number of small categorical programs

into a block grant. The new law, the Education Consolidation and Improve-

ment Act pf 1981, has two primary sections or,chapters.

Chapter 1 basically continues ESEA Title I by providing financial

assistance to state education agencies (SEAs) and local education agencies

(LEAs) for the special needS of educationally deprived children. The new

law, however, eliminates Trost regulatory requirements except those related

to'fisc)l accountability.

Like old ESEA Title I, Chapter 1 requires local school systems to:

(1) use federal 'aid as a supplement to otherwiSe available state and

local resources, (2) ensure Comparable services between redjipient and

non-recipient attendance centers, (3) maintain fiscal effort and keep

records for fiscal audits and program evaluations, (4) consult, with

parents and teachers about the design.and implementation of'programs; ands

(5) provide Services equitably to private school students. Yet, as-a-

general rvle, school systems receiving funds are given substantially

greater leeway in administering legislative intent than undei ESEA*

Title I. Among other things,, there are fewer reporting requirements;

comparability is defined le$s'stringently; and schools appare9tly are

givemgreater flexibility in Selecting student beneficiaries.

Chapter 2 marks-an even 'greater departure from the status quo.

Under this measure, some 29 previously separate categorical grants are

consolidated into one'simplified program. Prograds affected included:

parts or all of ESEA Titles II, III, IV, V, VI and IX; the Alcohol and.

Drug Abuse Education Act; the Teacher Corps-Program of the Higher EduCa-

tion Act; Follow Thro4gh; pre- college' science teacher-training ,of the,

National Science Foundation;_and the Career Eaucation'Incehtive Act.

The provisions of.Chapter 2 are grouped under'three.program sub-

chapter's -- basic skills developMent, educational improvement and support

erVices, and special projects and two generA subchaPters:

Secretaty of Education's discretionary fund and general provisions. The

SEAs and LEAs are to determine specific educational needs and priorities

among the program subchapters. Of the funds appropriated under, Chapter

'2,, 93% is to. be distributed to state,Son'the basis of school-age

population.. At least 80% of each state's. share is to be distributed

to LEAs according to public and private:SChool enrollment, adjusted to

provide additional funds-for LEAs 'with the greatest number of, high -cost'

'pupils such as those from 164-income families;-thode living in economically

depressed urban andruial areas, or those living in sparsely populated

.rural areas. Each state must design a. formula 'for distributing Chapter°.

`2 funds with the assistance of an advisory committee appOinted by the

governor.

.For a.description of the provisions' of Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, see.

Hartle, Terry W.,4e Wilken, William H. -The Impact of Federal#Education

Budget Cuts on City-Schools, (Paper prepared for the Americah Educational,

Research Association meeting), Washington,, DC: Educational Testing

Service, Education Policy Research Institute, March 19, 1982, pp. 4-5.

2Ibid.

3Hartle, Terry W., S Wilken, William H.21. cit., pp. 5-6.
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In addition to consolidating many education programs, the Reagan
Administration encouraged-reduced federalyiscal support. 'As Table 1'
shoivs, it has achieved some measure of success in this area. Betwqpn
1980 and 1982, total appropriations for major education aid programs for
special needs students decreased from $6.2 billion to $5.5 billion., Some
'programs -- such as the block grant and biliggeal,education"-- were
slashed by one-third. Despite the general p c tern of budget reductions,
one program -- handicapped education -- grew 0%.

Table 1
,:.

Appropriations for Major Federal Elementary/
Secondary Education Programs, 1980-19821

1980

Chapteil I

:,(Compensatory Education) $3,215.6

Chapter 2
(Block Grants) 866.8

Handicapped. EdUcation. 1,049.0

Vocational and' AdUlt Education 901.8

Bilingual Education 191.5

t.Total $6,224.7

Parellel Developments in the Stated

The massive changes in federal aid to,education did not'occur in a
vaccuum. During the same period that federal aid to education was growing,
state governments were expanding their own, resources devoted to educa-
tion. While the.increased professionalization'of'state legislatures and
governors and the increased size of administrative agencies had important
implications for education, state education policy was influended by a
number, of other factors. Perhaps the three most important developments
that shapcd state education.policyfin the 1970s-were schOol finance
reform,- eguality-of-educational -opportunity-i-and-accountabill-ty-.-

Fiscal Year

1901 '1982

$3,104.3- $2,894.5

612.5 536.9

1,177.9 1,215.0

781.6 742.2.

161.4 138.1

$5,837.7 $5,526.7 '

'Fiske, Edward B. "Reagan Record in Education; Mixed Results. " 'New York
Times Survey of, Education, November 14, 1982, O. 39. -

°
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During the 1970s many states reformed their structures of financing

elementary and secondary education. By the end of the decade the

to modify school funding had achieved impressive success: "favorable

lawsuits in thirty-six states, constraints on spending'clisparitY within

states and within individual achooi. districts, and substantially revised

taxing structures in many states'." Reforming school finance was

frequently accompanied by higher levels of state education spending.
Between 1970 al 1980, the state share of education expenditures increased

from 43 to 52%. Over half the states now provide more than 50% of the

non-federal revenues for public education.
3, Given the fiscal pressures

facing many states, however, it is unclear i states will continue to

increase their share of educational support.

In a second development, many ,states created prams to meet the
needs of special strident populations. A total of 23 sViates now ilikrovide

local school systems with funds for disadvantaged children. In addition

13 states mandate services to students with limited English-speaking

ability, and an additional 19 states have provisions permitting such

services'. Finally, all 50 states provide funds to local gchool districts
to help meet the costs of educating handidapped children. .

The impetus for the state programs is unclear. Some writers believe

that states responded -to the,same pressures that affected federal educa-

tion policy -- especially the desire to ensure equality .of.educational

opportunity -- while others argue that state proggams were stimulated

primarily by federal activities and requirements. There is also

disagreement tout the future of state activities: some.wonder if state

'Guthrie, James W. "United States School Finance Policy, 1955 - 1980. ". In

Guthrie, James W. (ed.). School Finance Policies and practices -- The 1980s

A Decade of Conflict, (First Annual Yearbook-of the Ameridlan Education

Finance Association), Cambridge, MA: Ballinger Publishing Co., 1980, p. 37.

2
Kutner Mark A., Sherman, Joel D., & Small,-.Kimberly J. "The Context of

..Federal and State Education.Policy." In Sherman, Joel D., Kutner, Mark A.,

&_Small, Kimberly J. New Dimensions of the Federal-State Vartnership in

Education, Washington, DC: ,'Inatitute for EducatIonal Leadership,.1982,

p. 8.

3 McDonnell, Lorraine M., & McLaughlin, Milbrey W. 'Education Policy and
the Role of the-States, Santa Monica, CA: Rand'Corporation1.1982.

4See, for example, Adams, E. Kathleen. A Changing Federalism: The.

,Cohdition of the States, Denver, Cploraao:, Education Co idsion of the

States,-1982, '

5-winslow, Harold k., & Peterson, Susan.M. "State Initiatives for

-'Special Needs Students." In Sherman, Joel D., Kutner, Mark A., & Small,

Kimberly J. Op. cit.., pp. 46-62.

6Set, for example, Odden, Allan. "School Finance Reform: Redistributive
r

Education Policy at the State Level." and Winslow,Ataroid:R., & Peterson,

Susan M.- "State Initiatives for Special'Needs'Stud4hts." In Sherman, Joel

'D., Kutner, Mark A., & Small, Kimberly.J. pp. cit.
O
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efforts for special needs programs will survive in the wake of changing
federal policy, fiscal retrenchment, and budget reductions.1

A third trend seen in most of the states in the last decade has been,
a growing concern with educational quality. A recent study concluded
"States have moved from being passive dispensers of services and standards
to assuming an exPlicit and.often quite active role in enhancing the

, '

quality of local educational practice."2 Another study.zoncluded '

that all states have adopted some activity designed either ditectly br
indirectly"to promote greater educational quality.3 These state efforts
include; such. diverse initiatives as teacher rtificatipn requirements,
teacher in-serOice programs, parent inv ment requirementt, 'student
competency measures ,'leadership workshops, school improvement programs,
and regionalizedSEA'structures.4

State efforts'to improve education quality seem likely to continue
for two reasons. First, they respond to public pressures for improved
education. In addition, at the same time that they raise the quality of
educdtlonal practice, these activities often create economies in the use of
scarce resources.5

Summary,,

This chapter has reviewed the expansion of he federal government's
role in American society and the controversy'surrouvling this growth. In
education, this expansionlhas provoked complaints` that the federal activities
have infringed on the responsibilitiesof"state and local governments.
;Despite several efforts to redirect federal aid to education, the controversy
over the nature and shape that federal aid should take remains unsettled.'

-
majorIn lithis studye will examine one Major facet of this issue- , the

,

interactions of federal and 'tate edudation program6. The nextbhapter
describes the'.conceptual framework'and methodology we employed to analyze
these interactions.

10McDonnell, Lorraine M., & McLaughliniMilbrey W. "The .Stites' Commitment
to Special Needs Students."' rn Sherman, Joel D., Kutnere_Mark & Small,
Kimberly J. Op. cit. pp., 63 --82.

2MbLaughlin, Milbrey. "State Involvement in Education Quality Issues."
In Ibid., p. 17.

30dden, Alan, & Dougerty,.'Ven. State Programs of School Improvement: A
50 State Survey, Denver, CO:, Education CoMmission of, the.States,,1982.

4McLaUghlin, Milbrey. -"State Involvement in Education Quality Issues."
In Op. cit., p. 19.

5lbid.,, pp. 25-26.



CHAPTER II: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK, METHODOLOGY AND SAMPLE

Introduction

This chapter describes the study framework, identifies the research
questions, presents the case study methodology and reviews the criteria
employed .to.select states for analysis. In addition, the chapter summarizes
the social, political andliscal forces that shape education policymaking
in these states, end describes the major characteristics of,each State's
education policies.

Conceptual Framework
je:

Figure 1 presents the intergovernmental network influencing and
implementing federaleducation policiei and programs. Three complex and
interrelated policymak g arenas -- federal, state and local -- each
representing a'network o ctors, institutions and traditionSoperate
concurrently, making choice and creating expectations for ,each.other
with the final objective of elivering educational servicWto students.
Moreover, each of these arenas.AnflUences the ithersboth,directly and
indirectly, intentionally and unintentionally.

This framework' reflects three broad assumptions concerning the
structure of the American federal system and how federal education policy
is implemented. These assumptions are drawn from' the literature on
'American federalism and social poliCy implementation, as well as froreour
research and experience with the administration of state and federal,
education programs.

First, the American ederal syste*As one ofshared,functions and
shared powers.

There le no central government with abiolute authoritYmier the
states in the uhitary:sensei but a,strong nationalgOverhment
;coupled with strong state governments ir64hiq authority and power
are shared,-constitutionally and.practically.

,
. .

As we saw in the Preceding chapter, states:share many activities with the
federal government, but without forfeiting their policymakingrolesand'
decision-making ppWer*, :11act,,it.has been argued that expansion of
federal policymaking g-has eipandedState.responsibility and power as well.'

1Jklthough our study is limited to the federal/state arenaithe local ..-
school'district has been included in the figure"to present 'a complete view
of the education governance system.. The effects pf federal.andstate
,special needs programs at thediStrict level is the focus Of'a companion
-Study,-CumulatiVe_Effects_of_Federal_Education_P91ACiSO Oh-Schools and
Districts, conducted by SRI International for the School Finance ProjeCt.,;

2
Elazar, Daniel J. American Federalism: A View from the States, New York:

Thomait Y. Crowell Co., 1972, p.3.

3Cohen, David K. "Policy and Organization: The Impact of State and
Federal Educational Policy on School. Governance." Harvard Education Review,

Vol. 52, No. 4, November 1982; and Blazer. Op.,cit.
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Second, the T of national sodiOpolicy neither;
,iutomatio nor assured. The traditional.pictureOf federal policy as
one oft:federal goals and financial resources,bandeplAownward through an
essentially hierarchical-prOcess breaksdown in:*SyseemoU:shared .authority.
aind powe'r% Because federal education poliCy.ielamplementedultiMately
by state and local agencies with their ownadminOtralve struatures anal'
political-environments,:the success of federal pi.ograms dTpend on the
goyernment's capacity to influence the behavior Of,:these.agenclies ,

the. federal government offers financial incentives 'to' andi-abcalieies
in an attempt. to alter State'bebavior:States on.
other hand, seek maximum leeway to pursue their owNgdals With;,these
funds. The implementation model, therefore,A.S based on coilOict andr
bargaining. .Bargainin takes plaCe'event-when a brOad agreement on policy
means and ends is. issin as long AS3both partieS-Share ayoudimiinterest -
in completing th grant rallaction.

v

Third, state and local policymakers modify and adapt federal:and.
state requirements to their percetvedjleeds.and,exigencies. Previous
studies of the implebentation of,federaleducatiOnograma found:that.
state responsesto federal, education,policy,vaiiedalong a continuum
ranging from disregard of federal expectations to..vfaibb01-PassingAm'or,
mirroring of federal,provisions"tointermediate or local jurisdictions.
The middle position on this continuum characterize4.states as:adjusting
federal requirements to suit their cOnditiOni or policy choiCes either by ,
modifying the' federal Substancejof provisions,prapding,to.the requirer
ments. ReSearch at the loCal level has shown that .e"fkeCtiVe'iMplemen-
tation Of-federal educationlarolOaMtischaracteried by "mutual Adaptation'
between the project and its organizational settin§l'that is, tge project
and organization Loth change as a result of their: interaCtion.

1 Beiman, Paul. "The.Study of Macro- and MiCro-Imple4iehtation.tiblic
'Policy, Vol. 26,, No.2, Spring 1978, pp. 157-184.

2Elmore, Richard F. "Organizational Models of Social'Prograra Implepentation
Public Policy; Vol. 26, No. 2, Spring 1978, pp. 185-,22.9.

1 .

Ingram, Helen. qPolicy. Implementation throughAagainibgtlbeCase'of
PedeialprantainAid." Public Policy, Vol. 25,'NO.:,4,':Fall 1977, pp.499-526.

an expanded discussion of the conflict and.bargafningricdel, see. Elmore..

BerkeJoel S..,,,&:Kirst, Michael W.. Federal Aid; to Education: Who
Benefits? 'Who Governs? LweingtOn, LeXingtonEOpks,.4972; Gottel, .

Robert J., Kaplan, B.A., &
of ESEA, Title I in Eight States, Syracuse, NY: Syracdse University
Researbh Corporation,, October.1977; and McDonnell,'Lorraine, & Pincus,
JOhn.. Pederailkieto Education: AnIntergoyeinmentalPerspecO.ye, Santa
Monica, Ck: The. Rand Corporation, 1977.

5
Berman, Paul, & McLpughlin, Mi.lbreyy. Federal Programs Supporting
Educational Change: 'Volume A'Model of Educational Change, Santa
Monica, CA: The Rand Corporation, 1974; and Berman; .0p. cit.

36
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/
The framework also identifies factord that.explaih variations in

the patterns of program administration. We have classified these variables
into four categories: 1) federal education requirements; 2) organizational
characteristics of the state education agency; 3) the existence of comple-
mentary state education programs; and, 4) state contextual influences.
The following sections briefly describe these categories, citing the
research underlying their selection. Each is discussed in greater detail

later in this report.
a L'

Federal Education Requirements

The goals and objectives 6f:federal,educationyolicy are realized
:through'both a legal fr,amework and°administrative,aPproacb: In,constructing.

the legal framework, poliCymakers chOoseirom a range.of.devices defining
the type of "assistance' provided (finsncialland/or technical adsistance),
the funding relationship (funded' fully by die'federal'government, cost-
sharing between levels of,govergment, etd.), the requirements and Conditions
tied to the program (program rules nondiscrimination rules and service
mandates), and the way in wbich therequired 'activities will be managed
(e.g., the review of applications, and the monitoring, auditing and
evaluation of programs).

The : :formal legal structure,, however, is just a starting point in the
administration-of federal education. laws. ,Laws are implemented differptly
by the federal government, depending on a number of factors: the purpose of,

the law; the resources devoted to it; and, the history of federal and state
activity,in the'ares. Thus, while two federal laws can embody similar legal
provisions, the way, in whicb,they.are administered can differ.

-!:

Organizational Characterietics,of the SEA:

--- Studies ofieddcation prOgrams have shown that implementation qecisions
are affected by the rOleorientations-of state education2agencies, the

structure and administrative capacity of thee agencies, and the extent
to which states share federal program goals. We locused our examination

on four variables: -(1) SEA priorities; (2) SEA structure; (3) SEA functions

and resources; and, (4) relationships with local school districts.

Educational priorities set by the state legislature, governor, state
board of education and/or thief state school officer, as well as by the

-
Milstein, Mike. M. Impact and Response, 'New York: Teacher*: College.Pressufr

1976; Orland, Martin E.i &Goettel, Robert J. "States and the Implementation
_of._FederaL_Categorical_._ProgramS,4n:_Education:_ A_Neuristic FraMework."
Education Evaluation and Pcilicy;Analsis, Vol. 4, No. 2, Summer 1982, pp.
141155i\andMcDonnell,Lorrainei-cLaughlin, Milbrey W. Education Policy

and,the Role of. the States, Santa Monica-:CA: The Rand Corporation, May

1982.

2McDonnell & Pincus. Op, cit.; and Goettel, Kaplan, & Orland. Op. cit.

3Goettel, Kaplan, & Orland. Op. cit.; and McDonnell & McLaughlin. Op. cit.



state political climate, inflUence the eMphasie SEAs place on' asic skills
program's, civil rights' policies, education of studentS'with limited
English proficiency, and so forth. SEAs with priorities consistent with
the goals of federal edUcation programs are likeAr to 'administer federal
prograMS in a way that is gompatible with federl exPectatiOns'and to
support' state *cgrams with'similar objectivea.

The way that SEWart structured .:can`' affect:federal_program
administration'. It has been argued that the organization of these agencies
.along federal categorical program lines enhances the'autohomy of categorical
grantstin-aWsupervisors thus isolating the federal program.from other
activities.. Organization along functional lines, on.the otherjland,
enhances the likelihood that states will 69ordinatethe admikistratioh'Of
federal and state programs with similar. objectives.

SEAs also vary cOnsiderably in thfUnctionS they. perfor.m... Some
perform only those fun6tions necessary to implement state.andfederal.
laws, while others'are-involVed actively in research, planhing.and evaiha-.
tion, as well as curriculum and prOgram development. This capacity,
along With'resources available to the department .(as measured by the size
of its budget and staff Size and eXPerience),taffects the administrative
performance of SEAs.

i
The working relationship. between the state education department and

1;460i-school districts can alS6 inflUence the SEA's 'role in administering
state and federal programs. We hypothesized that in--a state-with a strong
tradition.Of local,a4tonomy', the SEA is unlikely to add specificity to
federal regulations would limit its oversight and monitoiing:activities
to those required -by federal law..

While these variables influence the way in whichstates,administer
,federal programs; federal programs in thin affect the nature of these
variables. For example, funds distributed through Title,V and. the idmini-

.

,

,A

strat4ve'set,-esides of other federal education-programs were-designed to
strengthen the capacity of SEAs to administer programs and provide technical
assistance to'local.school'districtS: SupRoried by these fundsEAs grew.
rapidlyin.thejate 1960s and early 1970s. Furthermore, auditreguire-
ments contribute tothe organiiatioh of SEAs along program lines by

Orland & Goettel. Op. cit.,' p.146.
. ......2

2 ,
'tale, George,F., & Palley, Marian Lief. "Federal Grants to'the States:

Who Governs?" Administration and Societ.y, Vol. 11, No. 1 May-19J9vand
McDonRell & Pincus. Op. cit.

`,-

3Milstein found in a7nine-state survey that the increase in-the nhMber
of:professiOhil personnel.in theSe SEAs ringed from,54C(Minneiota).tO
226% (Alabama) betweeh 1962.and 1968. 'Milstein. Op. cit., p.Y5.
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disallowing federal, dupyort of SEA staff notairectlylinked to-the
federal fundingi.aource.

State Education Programs

State policy choices in education, ad well.as the state administiati ni
of federal programs, vary. greatly. ,Taken together, the content, requirem nts
and funding of state education programs shape the educational conteq in
which federal programs are administered. While all states have prog?ams
of general aid to education,_ Xhe sfze,'shape and funding of the-programs
are quite dissimilar. ,States also differ. dn their support of students
with special educational needs, such as disadvantaged, handicapped and
bilingual students. Some states, like California and islew York, hate "

established categorical, programs to meet specified state policy objectiVes,
while others, such as-Wyoming, distribute resources through' a general
formula that lets iocal districts choose how best to meet student" needs.:

States aldo vary in adopeion of state regulatory strategied analogous
tb those found in CRA title VI, Sec.504 and Title IX. .Larson et al. in a
sdrvey-of state civil rights requirements found 1-2 states:With specific
anti-discrimi2ation laws,comparable to Title VI and .11 ..states, with no'

requirements.

The existence of state education.programs and policies for apedfal
needs students can have two different kinds o'f impact on the-administration
of similar; federal programs. On the one hand, it. shows, that the state
supports gOalsand Objectives .that are compatible,with those,of the federal

government. On the other hand, should federal and state'programs employ
different approaches td serving special need's grOCps, conflicts are likely..

.

State Contextual Factors

The organizational characteristics of the SEA,.state education policy
choices and state adminiitration of.federal prwrams are shaped in turn, by

the structure of the education policymaking slritem in each'state:
1

1 McDonnell & McLaughlin. p. cit., p.24.

Larson, Meredith, Mandel, Thomas F., Mogin,Bert, & Winslow, Harold,
111., Jr,... Finding the Common Denomipator: The-Capacity of State Agencies
to Assist the HEW Office for Civil Rights, Manlo Park,,CA: SRT Interna-

tional, Educational. Policy ResearchiCenter, Sept. 1979.

3
Berke & Kirst. Op. cit.; and McDonnell & McLaughlin. CO. Cit.
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The extensive literature on the politics of education.identifies many'
elements that are critical in undecstabdfng the state education policymaking
arena. These,includd state political traditions, state legiRlative and
executive ranch leadership, state revenue bases and state constituency
pressures. * ,

. h

This arena has expanded and changed greatly, during thelast decade. When
the 'sudden influx of.federal aid to education occured in 1965, few legisla-
tvres had the capacity bo2oversee policy,implementation of either federal or
state education programs.: Education policy was shaped bye coalition of
education interest groups working with SEA staff. Legislators and governors:
generally deferred,to the compromises that emerged ffom tpose deliberations,'.

early 1970s, hbwever, coprts, legislatures and governors have
become increasifillrinvolved in-eaucation polic&rmaking, due in larger part
to theprofessionalization of state government discussed in Chapterl and .

,the increased willingness 'of courts to apply constitutional doctrines of
due process end.equal Protection to education issues. In addition, the
education-lobby has been fragmented by teacher unionization, the growing
Categorization of state and federal education funding,,-and persistinq
cleavages'among'urbanc!edburban and rural interests. %

Research Questions .

This' study focuses on two dimensions of this intergoveYnmental
education system: state administration of federal programs, andfederal
and state, education program interactions. The termhstate administration
Of(federal programs means both the substantive and,procedural steps that.a
state takes to implement 4, federal requirement ederal/state prograM,
interactions include interactions among federa programs as well as ,

interactions between-tederal and state. programs By "interact" we mean
programsbr,provisio0 influencing each other,.c nflicting with each
other, reinforcing each other or compounding the \administrative burden

t placed on recipient agencies.

1
Bailey-, Stephen K. et al. Schoolmen and Politics: 4 Study of. State

Aid to Education in the Northeast, Syracuse, NY: Sytacuse University
Press,,,1962; Iannaccone, Lawrence. Politics in EddcatiOn, New. York: .

Center for Applied Research, 1967; Campbell, Ronald F., & Mazzoni, Tim
L., Jr. (eds.). StatePolicyMaking for the Public Schools: A Comparative.
.Analysis, Columbue, OH: Education Governance Project, Ohio State ,.

UniversitY. August,1974; Wirt, Frederick M. "Education Politics and
Policies." In Jacob, Herbert, & Vines, Kenneth N. (eds). Politics in the,
American States: A Comparative Analysis, (Third Edition), Boston:
Little, Brown and ComPanyr 1976, pp. 248-348; and Fuhrman, Susan, Berke,
Joel S..r.Kirst, Michael W., & Usdan, MiChael. State Education
The Cash of School Finance Reform, Denver, CO : Education Commission
of ;.the` States, 1979.

2
Berke & Kirst. Op. cit.,

3Kelly,.James A.
Thomas, J. Alan,
dhicagO:140est:
45-51._

"The Public; Policy Context of Education,Finance." In

& Winnelberg', R.K. (eds.): Dilemmas inSchOpl Finance,
Mministration Center, University of.Chicag4-1978. PP...



?Our major research questions structured our activities:

1) What mix of federal:requ#ements has the federal goVernment
impoged on slate and local education agencies, and, what
intergovernmental functions do they serve?

2)

,-..

How haVe-states interpreted, administered and modified the
mixof federal requiiements imposed and with What
Odwofequences?

3) How have federal requirements separately and together influenced
the,development and administration Of state-education policies
and practices for ,special pupil populations? :

°

4.° ,/\
4) How have different-seate polit,iCal, fiscal and institutional

contexts influended the apministration and interaction of federal
and state programs?

We addresded each Question on two levels: a description of he situation
or phenomenon at istueand an explanation of-'the causes behi that

situation. For example, 4e studied not only how states mod fy particular
federal provisiond but why those-particular modifications have emerged,,
This descriptive/causal emphasis provides a dynamic look at the administra-,
tion and interaction,of state and federal programs. We were also, mindful.

Of the policy relevance of our researbh. While,we did hot undertake a
study to formulate new directions for federpl policy or to predict the
consequences of alterhative approaches, we did seek to gather information
relevant to the debate and proposals to alter federal education
policy.

e

Study Methodology

T11, study involved three separate but related phased. The-first
phaselfocq'ted o'n an analysis of federal statutory and regulatory provitioni
in prflomms under consideration. The second phase examined the state-leve
admint4ration of federal programs' and requirements, and the interaction
of thege Programs with related 'stater programs; through the preparation of
comparative case studies. Phase thr4fe involved analyses of these case .
studies to extract cross-site findings and to integrate them with findings
from the federal and state legal analysis.

Legal Analysis

Our review of federal laws and*reijuirements identified 'similarities and
differences in the responsibilities of federal and state actors, across the
.programs included in the study and Characterized the major administrative

strategies employed to implement thplaws.. Thisanalysis provided-site
visitors with a common understandin4.Of a broad range of Iaws, and helped
to interpret the interactions between federal and state goveinments.in

the process of program impleme ation.

it



The first task in this review involved devising a framework that
would prOvide a uniform means of comparing and contrasting both the
federal legal structure and expectations placed on state and lOcalAovern-
.ments by the, various laws..- Througha,te3qual analysis of each statute and
regulation, we identified nine categories fOr classifying the tools
and techniques used in the programs studied. We then arrayed each law,s7
provisions under these categorieti. ti

The second task.A.nvolved describing bOtMormal and informal admini
strative procedures used by the federal government t2,...implement these laws
and regulations. e. We supplemented the textual analyafrth a review
of impleMentation studies and other research reports, and 'interviews with:
federal officials involved in administration of the laws.

Comparative Cage Studies.--.7.

We used a 6omparative_case study approach for collectin 'and-analyzing
thestate-leVel:information required by the study. We selected eight
states for study and gathered information about each state froma Wide

tiaorrdy of sources: state documents, state laws, and secondary sources of
data; interviews with respondents from the-SEA, legislature, governor's
offide, state board of education and interest groups/ as well as with
administrators in three local school districts in each state; arid-monti4
reports from an "in-state observer" on Current developmenti the
state releVant tostudytopics. The background materials and monthly
reports proVided-inforiation on the structure, finance, and operation of
the state's programzefOrspecialine4ds students; the organizational
structure of the SEA and educatiOn governance patterns in theetatet
fUnding patterns for education end constraints on state and local revenues
in support of education; and state political factors affecting state
education policymakiig.

.

The primary source of our data colleOtion,' however, was. interviews
with respondents at the state-and local School district levels. The inter-
views sought data on the ways federal and state policies and programs are
administered and interact. Rather than-developing deiiiled respondent-level
questions for the field work, we generated a case stud format guide which
outlined the substantive topics and elements-to-heiin4uded in each "state
case study. The specific people interviewed, the/,quesions-asked,-and7the7
topics dispssed varied according to.the background, knowledge, responsi7
bilities and institutOnal affiliation of each person. This approach,
allowed us to structure the final/case'ostudies so that theywere,comparable,
across states while at the same/time permitting us the flexibility within
the states to obtaiCthe kind Of in-depth.infOrmation necessary to answer
the major research questions.

1

These categories are: _qualifying conditions; funds allocation;
funds targeting; program oversight; program design ;, program operationsr
fiscal conditionsOtanctions; and exclusions/waivers.
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The data c011ecteclby each site visitor were organized around a set

of research assertions. The assertions` were generpted by the site visitors

Pand-lreflected a contensus on several dimensions: the type of findings

anticipated as emerging fromthe'study the,apprOpriate level at which to

present findingt;:theTtotal'numher-Otissues that could; be investigated;

the"types of issues of most importance; and those issues that could be

informed by fieldwork:

Analysis of Case Study Data

The research assertions also
our findings- within Ataite analyses
analysis (the horizontal look). W
focusing on how the administration
is affected by each state's unique

provided the'mechanism fer organizing
(the vertical look) and the across-states
prepared eight separate case studies,
of federal and state education programs
environment (Volume II of this report).

The across-states analysis required site visitors to discuss within-

state findings as they confirmed or denied the research assertions. After

each assertion and the supporting evidence Were discussed,: comparatively,

analytic findings' emerged in, the form of reworded assertions or assertions

that occurred under specific conditions. In addition, we analyzed the

case study data by austers of ,contextual fact-ors, such as states experienc-

ing fiscal stress, states with strong norms for, local autonomy, and states

which have taken e lead in developing their own programs for special

needs students. en we grouped-thefindings into,three areas of impact:

1) the organize Tonal capacities of state education agencies; 2) the,

political envi onffient-inthe states supporting equal educational opportunity

goals; and 3) the way that states administer federal and related:state

education pr rams:

Study Sample

Our Pirimary consideration in selecting states for this study was

to present realistic variations in federal and state'implementation and

policy Patterns. By choosing states that showed sufficient variation on

factors most likely to 'influence federal and state program interactions,

we felt we could more easily generalize from our observations to the 50

states.

Wemphasized six criteria in picking states for case study analysis:

state support for education:" state fisciI stress; number and size of state

programs for special pupil populations; federal aid as a percentage of

total revenue for education; regional'location; and state political

culture. We enriched the case study sample with a second set of factors.

These included efforts by states to coordinate federal and state special

pupil programs and states that had unusual aivroaches to education policy

(e.g., pupil weightings, consolidated program administration) or governmental

management (e.g., tax and/or expenditure limitations)-.

Using these two sets of factors!, We chose eight states for detailed

analysis: California,/Louisiana, Massachusetts, Missouri, New Mexico, New

York, Virginia, and Wyoming. Table 2 illust ates the range of variation

across two of-our criteria -- state support o neral education and

43
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federal aid as'iperdent' of total education revenue. It_shows the
sources. Of education relienuesforeach of Our.samPle states cOmpared to
the national average. Federal revenue. ranges, from. low of 3.84 of total
education revenue in New York State to a high of 12.0% in NewMexicd. In
some states (New Mexico, Louisiana, and California) a high percentage of:,,
educational revenue comes from.state government,' while in the remaining,
states the majority of ed0Cation funds are provided by loCal sources.

Table 2

Perdent of Revenue Receipts' for-
EducatiOn.1bySouroev.1981-1982,

Federal State(

Local
and

Other

50 States
and D.C.

8.1 48- 9 43.0

California 6.8 74.3 18.9
Louisiana ' 10.9 '32.7
liassachUsetis 27.8 '38.4

/Missouri 8.7 . 38.4, 5340-
New York 3.8 40.2 - 56.0
New Mexico 12.0 76.1 '1h9

Virginia 7.8 40.6 51.6
_Wyoming 6.6 29.1 64.3

Source: National Education Association. "Estimates of'School Statistics
1981-82." Waghington, NEA, 1982.

, e

The states in our sample are,diverse on a number of other criteria as
well, including wealth, size and expenditures..' For example,%rir sample
includes some of the.richest.and. poorest states in thenation (See.Table 3).
California and Wyoming rank-fifth and sixth, in the nation in per capita
personal income; New Mexicp, on the other hand, ranks 39th..



Per Capita Personal fncome

50 States and D.C.

California
Louisiana

.

Massachusetts
. ,

Missouri
New York
New Mexico

Virginia
Wyoming

As Percent. Change
of. National 1969 to:197T

Amount .BAnk Average, 1979 PerCent _Rank

$8,773 100.0 139

10,047 5 115.0 139 35,

7,583 37 86.0 167 8

8,893 18 . 101.0 122 47

8,251 33 94.0 >141 34

9,104 16 104.0 110 .51

7,560 39 86.0 168 7

i

8,587 \ 24 98.0 152, 22

9;922 6 113.0 191 1

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of. Economic.Analysis. "Survey

of Current Business." Washington, DC: The Buieau, August 1980,

p. 58.

California and New York' nave the first and third largebt student'

enrollments in the country, wile New:MeXicd and Wyoming have among the. '

smallest number of students (See Table 4). :During the 1970sthe.level of.

entollMent.in these states changed considerably. ..Some states, such as New

York and IMissourii experienced a substantial decline, while.Wyoting,

unlike any other state, experienced considerable growth. The level of
minority enrollment is as low as 8.5%, of the total in Wyoming and as high

as 53.3% in New Mexico. 4
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Public

50 States and D.C.

California
Louiiiana.
Massachusetts

Missouri
NewMeiticO
New York

Virginia
Wyoming

Table 4

School EnroliMent 1970 -1

YArOliment in 1980-1981
Number

(in thoikandS) Rank

40,984

4,118.
:778

.14022'

845
271;

1,010

98

1

18.

13

16

37'

3

14

49

971 and 1980-1981

Percent Change Percent.
in Enrollment Minority

1970 -71 to 1980-41 Enrollment (197)

-10.7 24.7

- 6.4 27.1

8.5

Source: National Education Association. "Estimates of School Statistics
1981-82." Digest of Education Statistics, Washington,"DC:
National Center for Educational Statistics, 1981, Table 36
p. 47. (Minority includes Blacks, Hispanics, Asian or. Pacific
Island rs, American Indian or Alas(can Native.)

3

Figures on per,capita general expenditures provide some indication of
a state's willingness-to spend money on public services. Ralf of the
states in our sample (Wyoming, N York, Massachusetts and California)
exhibit a high level of per capita expenditures (See Table 5). Several
other states, however, such as Missouri, Virginia, and Louisiana had a
comparatively low level of expenditures. ,A slightly different result
emerges when state and local Spending for education is examined. Using the
traditional measure of education spendingper pupil expenditures--some of
the states; such as California and Wyoming, rank much lower in education
spending than they do in general. expenditures. Others, such as Missouri,_
have a relatively higher ranking on expenditures' for education-than forall
public services.



'Expenditure Patterns: General Expenditures
per Capita,. .1978-1979 and Education-

Expenditures per Pupil, 1980-81

50 States
and D.C.

California
Louisiana
Massachusetts

Missourj.
New Mexico .
New York_

Virginia
Wyoming

Total General
Expenditures
Per 1978 -79.

Amt.

$1,48t

1,651

1066
1,678

1,129
14571.;

1,975

Estimated Current
Expenditures. for
PubliC Elementary

. and Secondary
SOools Per
Pupil 1978-79

11

32

8

49
20

4

2,513 21

1,972 39

3,186 5

2,101

3,467

32

28 ..\\1

3

1,354 34 2,115 31

1,981 2,437 23

SOurces: U.S: Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. "Governmental.

Einances in 1978-79.." W'ashington, DC: U.S. Government-Printing_

Office, pp. 91-93.

While these data provide a good illustration of the economic and

demographic variations across states, the differences among our sample

hecomal-moat aPParent when one considers the-bioader socio-political'

environment. Thee following profiles summarize ;the major characteristics

of each state's education policies and the social, political and fiscal

forces shaping education policymaking.



Caiifornii

California
addition to its
enrollment that
California also
measured by the

(

is, by any measure, the largest state in ur study. -In

large population, California has a sizable minority
includes Blacks, Indians, Mexican-Americans, and Asians.
has the largest state government in the nation, _whether
size of its.badget or number of 'its employees.,

The state is generally regarded as a harbinger of national political'
and social, trends. In the field; of education, California was a leader in
establishing and expanding educational opportunities and programs for
disadvantaged students. In the mid 1970s, with the passage of the property
'tax limitation measure, Proposition 13, California voters launched a tax
reduction movement that spread rapidly across the nation._

,

Although Proposition 13 haS sharply reduced growth in Public revenues,
California remains .a high-tax state that spends large amounts per capita on!,
public services: A large portion of the state budget is devoted to educaG-
tion.: I9 recent years the state share of .education spending has increased'
sharply as:the state distributed funds to localities' to compensate for the
teductions.in local revenue caused by Proposition;13,

,

, Education policy,in California is shaped by a,number of different...*
fictors. Wilson Riles, for 12 years the state's-elected Superintendent
of Instruction, is a nationally known educator who laUnched a number of
educational programs in areas such as compensatory education, early
childhood education, bilingual education, and school improvement. Riles
was also instrumental in the enactment of California's Master Plan-for
Special Education.which anticipated the federal passage. of P.L. 94-142. The
;state department of education is a large, very professional organization
that exerts considerable-influence in setting state education policy. The
state legislature, characterized as "superbly staffed, full-time [and]
well paid" also plays an important role in_education policy.1 Interest
woups and lobbyists--especlally those representing the big cities
and, the teaches unions -- are also influential.

Money has dominated discussions of educatigl policy in California for,
several years. In part, this stems from the California Supreme Court's
1973 decision in Serrano v. Priest and the introduction of a school,
finance equalization formula that increased the state share of education
funding by about 10%. Further, the passage of Proposition 13 and the
establishment of several other new programs (such as the state's School
'Improvement program) 'contributed to sharp increases in the level of
state education support.

In addition to money, other major education issue in- California
is whether t) implemelit ad itional phases of the School Improvement
Program. Another developm nt with important future implications is the
recent electoral defeat of Superintendent Wilson Riles.2 William Honig,

1Peirce, Neal. The Megastates of America: People, Politics, and Power
in the Ten,Grk*et-htates, New York: W. W. Norton and Co., 1972, p. 595.

2This election occurred in November 1982,4fter we 'had completed our
fieldwork.
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the hew Superintendentr has called for tougher academic standards and '

discipline, greater citizen participation, statewide graduation standards,
and changes in the operation of the state department of education.

Louisiana

,Louisiana is a state of diverse cultures. The territory was originally
settled by the Spanish, and their influence remains visible throughout the
state. pt the eighteenth century the Arcadians, French settlers of Novia
Scotia who had been driven out by the British, settled in Louisiana and
established the only sizable French-speaking community in the United
States. The French influence can be Sen today in the state's legal

4 system, which is based on-the Napoleon code rather than on British

common law as in every other state. F nally, the state has always had a

substantial Black population; In 1980, nearly 30% of Louisiana's residents
were Black, the third highest percentage in the nation.

For most of its history, Louisiana has been a poor State. During the

twent eth century, the state had a low per capita income and little major

inducry. In the last decade, however, the state's economy has expanded

ra dly -- the product of its sizable energy resources ---putting,Louisiana
irf an enviable financial condition. Nonetheless, per capita income

remains below the national average.

Political activities are focused at the state level where-a large
number of interest groups compete for the attention of the legislature and

the governor. Patronacteisan important aspect of the state's political
culture. :Indeedif.it was only in the last year that civil service yequire-

ments'were'extended to the department of edtication.

A large 'portion of the state's budget is devoted to education and,

d Ordingly, it receives extensive political attention. HoWever, a

his oqcally low level of public expenditures has limited the provision
of high-quality education, especially to rural and minority citizens.
As a result,Louisiana-has traditionally had one of the highest-illiteracy

rates in the nation and relatively low education expenditures.
.

In recent years, however, the state has increased education funding
sharply -- the product of additional state revenues-;from the energy industry.

Most of the state's education aid is distributed through a minimum foundation

program, although the state provides categorical support for vocational

education, reading, and professional development for teachers. The state

education agency recently has emphasized competency-based student evalua-
tion, remediation, and teacher competency. '.

Federal support for education has not been overly popular in this

conservative state. Indeed, many state and local educators equate the
federal role in education with desegregation, the,Office for Civil Rights

and federal courts.
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Massachusetts

Massachusetts is a state of paradoxes. Politically,. it hastradiiional-
ly been one of the nation's most liberal ,states, :but in 19.78 it elected a
conservative governor. ',Xn NoVember 1982-the.tideshiftedback with the
election of a more liberal governor. Economically,-thecstate has suffered.
'from'adeclining industrial base and high unampioyMent:at the same time
that it enjoys substantial economic growth in the electroniCs and computer

.,.industries. Socially, Massachusetts has'a history of jligh expenditures for
:public services, but a new tax limitation measure may ciittail,these services.

Politics is a thriving business in Madsachusetts. Local and state
politicians are verTvisible andmany state officials haVe liter played
major roles in the federal government. The atata's commitment to public
services has helped produce a politically sophisticated legislature
and state bureaucrAPY.: . 4-.:

..- - ...
.

- H -----V--------.. .

The most important recent development in Massachusettswas-thaenact-
ment of a restrictive property tax limitation measure known as PropipaitiOn
2-1/2. This law reOUied local gOyernments to set property- taxes at no
higher than 2 -1/2% of assessed-valuation. While the ultimate conseguRncei
of the law remain to be seen, this measure had an Immediate, direct
and dire impact on school district spending for education. Inraddition,
the law ended thafisdal autonomy of local school boards -- that is, it

i eliminated their Oower,t0'establiih dietrict budgets unilaterally.'
, ,

For much of its history, the..Massachusetts Department of EducatiOn
adopted a deferential attitude toward school districtS, and local control
of education was very important. In the,1970s, however, the state adopted
strong laws providing for the education of special needs students: racial
minorities, handicapped and bilingual atudente. The Department of. Education
haS'not hesitated.to enforce these laws aggressively -- and the programs
and mandates for spedial needs students dominate state education policies.
The emphasis on monitoring and enforcement has greatly increased the
department's power and visibility.

Of the major issues surrounding education-policy in Massachusetts,
none has-greater importance. than the long -range impact of.prOposition
2-1/2'; Other issues of concern at present include the natureandextent of.
State mandates,gn local education. agencies and the continuing social and
political turmoil surrounding school desegregation in Boston and throughout
the-state.

Missouri

Education policy in Missouri is shaped by a history of political, fiscal*
and social conservatism. The state has two major urban areas, St. Louis'
and Kansas City, th4t suffer many of the, ills affecting metropolitan areas
natiOnwide, such as declining population and a shrinking industrial base.
Yet, the state capitol and governor's mansion have generally been controlled
by representatives of the state's large rural areas and small cities.

5u
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Missouri does not Owe a strong tradition of support for public
services, including education. According to recent data, Missouri ranks
46th in state tax effort, 47th, in pei capita expenditures for education,
40th in average teacher salaries, and 49th in per capita state expenditures

for all functions. The state's conservative fiscal policies have,b'een

aggravated in recent yeiri by two factors: trends in the national economy
(because the state's economy depends heavily on manufacturing and farmi
Missouri has been especially hard hit by the recession) and the pass
the Hancock. Amendment, a tax 'limitation measure which restricts the
of new tax revenues the state may raise.

,Other factors have operated to limit'the size and range of state
education programs in Missouri-Am well The perception that disadvantaged
students are an urban problem (largely in Kansas City and St. Louis)
limits the support for these students in the rural-dominated legislature.
The low level of legislative support for these students is further suggested

by the absence of any statewide compensatory education, bilingual education

or desegregation programs. The state does administer a small remedial

reading progrom, however. A strong tradition of local control of education

limits the state education agencyYs role in setting statewide policy to one

of influencing, rather than mandating, local school district activities.

The state education Commissioner, a respected and highly visible official,
reflects the low-pressure political style of the state and takes a consensus-
building orientation' toward new education initiatives. His principal

interests are in- the development of curriculum and instructional management
systems designed to increase basic skills.

The state legislature has provided some leadership in education,
primarily in the areal of school finance and minimum competency. testing.

The major education issues at present center around the state's perilous

financial condition. In early 1982 the state was-forced,to delay-payment
of basic educition aid to school districts ilecause it lacked the funds.

More recently, Governor Bond ordered a fiveipercent spending dut for

public schools, colleges, and universities on top of several earlier

across-the-board cuts.

New Mexico

New Mexico is characterized by its western-location, rural character,

small population, vast mineral resources and economic growth. Unlike many"

western states, however, New Mexico has a large minority populatiom. The

state's cUature is largely a product of its Hispanic and Indian history.

Today, these two groups comprise about 45% of the population and play an

important role in state politics.

In addition to its minority residents, New Mexico politics are

influenced by the large size of Albuquerque, which contains approximately

one-third of the state's residents. In the 1970s, state legislators from

Albuquerque, together with Hispanic and Indian representati5es from the

northwestern part of the state, jolted forces to dominate state politics.
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During.thie period the legislature reformed the State's school finance
system, enacted bilingual and special, education laws, and increased the
state's support of education spending.

Education plays a major role in New Mexico politics because it is
such a laige share of the state budget. DisparitieS in property wealth led
the state to assume the bulk, of public school finance in the 1930s, and
today there is little' reliance on the local property tax for school support.
Instead, thetate has a highly progressive financormula*which allocates
money through a foundation aid program with special weights:C*0r priorities
Such as early childhOod, special, and bilingual educatibn.. The state does
not fund a compensatory,: education program.

Payments from federal agencies -- such as the Bureiu of Land Manage,
ment, the Department of Energy, and the Department of Defense -- are-also
important sources of funds for eduCation. Despite the significance of
federal money, there is a reluctance to partial-pate in federal education
;programs because of the uncertainty they create and the regulations they
bring. New Mexico, for example, is the only state in the nation that does
not partiCipate in P.L. 94-142.

in'addition to the important j'eae of the legislature in shaping
education policy, the state's appointed Superintendent of education hail had
a major influence on state priorities. This 17-year Veterasof the office
is an issue-oriented official who has survived in the state's,shiftiod
political atmosphere.

As in many states, the financing of schools remains a major concern
'of state policymakers. Special education finance is of particular interest
-- the costs'of the state's program haVe increased dramatically in recent
'yetrs. Minimum competency for students and teachers is an important issue
as.well, and, as enrollments decline, there is continued concern over the
desirable leVel of support for the state's smaller local education
agencies.

1

New York-

For most of the twentieth century New York's civic actions set the
tone for state government across the; nation. In the post World War II
era, the State's activist government undertook expansive programs of aid
for universities, mass transit, highways, and water pollution'control.:.
The state also greatly expanded assistance to localities, especially in
the areas'of social' ervices and education. In the last 20 years, the
Ames of industry and people to other parts of the country has threatened
the state's financial health. Government expansion has been replaced by
,retrenchment anotight,budgets.

A tradition of social and political liberalism continues to dominate
'.,ptate goveginment, however. Despite its financial difficulties, New York
remains a high-tax, high-expenditUre state, and the state, has maintained
its strong commitment to. civil rights and education. In addition to
its large program of general aid to educatOn, New York has major programs-
in special, compensatory, bilingual and qp6ationeledusation.
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A variety of strong actors influence education policy in New YOrk.
:rhe state's governors have historically played a major role informing the
State's political agenda. A strong legislature has sufficient staff
to allow it to cOmpete with the executive branch in designing and oversee-
ing policy initiatives. The state board of education,. the Board of
_Regents, is arguably the most visible, politically powerful and effective

state board in the nation. The state education commissioner, who serves
at the pleasure of-the Regents, is traditionally very influemtial,Ah
education matters. The agency he heads is "well-staffed, stable, highly
peofesTionil, amply funded and reputed to be a pacesetter in educa-
tion,". and has been called the "fourth branch of state government" by
students of New York politics.

In recent years, the major education issue in New York has been
the controversy surrounding the Levittown v. Nyquist litigation, a case
that challenged the constitutionality of the state's system of financing

education. The state education departmerit's emphasis on _testing and
remediation activities indicates concern.about basic'skills --, an issue of
major importance to the Regents since the mid-1970s. Other areas of

interest-to the education department include bilingual education, civil

rights, youth unemployment and economic development.
4

-Virginia

Virginia is a state in transition. The state has grown rapidly
the last 20 years and in the process has moved from a rural state heavily
dependent on farming to a more industrialized state with a number of urban
areas. 'Virginia's economy has grown with the state's. population and

today, despite the nationwide recession, the state fiscal picture remains

fairly strong.

A tradition of social, fiscal and political conservatism, colors State

government.. For most of the state's histOry, this tradition meant that

public services were generally ignored.' SupPort for education was a lot.,

priority for the parsimonious state government; one Scholar has calleda,
public education "Virginia's perennial dark island." A strong emphasis

on local control of education dominated policy decisions. The state
department of education, chief state school officers and state boards of
education were viewed as ineffective or uninterested in taking leadership

roles in education issues. "Massive resistance" to federal civil rights
rulings was the central focus of state politics during the 1950s and

1960s.

. The recent modernization of,state.government has dramatically,changed

the context of education policy. The "ate-is 1971 constitution required
the General Assembly to establish biennial' statewide standards of eduCi-

tional quality. Because. responsibility for/overseeing the'implementation of

1Murphy, Jerome T. State Education Agencies and Discretionary Funds-,'

Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1974, p. 60.

2Peirce, Neal R. "Virginia." In the'Border'South States of AMerica, New

York: W.W. NortOn, 1975, p.70.



the standards fell to the statedepartment,of education, the influence
of this agenCy and the chief state school officer increased Significantly.

, With the enactment of the'standards of quality, the financing of
education became a more.visible issue in the General Assembly. In recent
years, the need to increase teacher. salaries tO,attract and retain teachers
has emerged as one of the state's toppriorities aryl has been translated.
into:inCreases_in state basic education aid.H:Othermajor education'issues
facinOthe state include financial assistance to urban gchooli; teacher
Competency, student competency, and the financial implications for
some districts of the loss of federal impiet aid funds

Most of Virginia's state education aid is distributed a basic
foundation formuli!mnder the Standards of, Quality program. -TheJund
includes4Upport for special education, vocational education, and remedial
education. While the state constitution includes a sirencianti-discrimina-
tion provision, Virginia does not have any'state prograMei of desegregation
agsistance.Or bilingual:educatiOn.

Wyoming,
&),

Wyming is,-byany Measure; a very rural state. With a population of
471,000 and aland.area-of 92,807 miles, Wyoming has less population per
square mile (4.6) than:any other state, in the continental Uhited State's:
Before 1980, it-was one, of only two states in the nation without an -urban
area. large enough. to qualify as a'Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area
(SMSA). Despite its rural character, Wyoming is in the middle of an .

.economicbooM;;-fueled by rich deposits of coal, minerals (such as uranium),
and oil. Not suprisingly, economic:development has sparked populatiOn
growth:. during the 19i0s,the state's population grew by 4.1.6 %.

TheLincrease in population has proved amixed blessing. On the-one
hand,I,We new residents have facilitated the expansion of-the state's
eccIncmy, and most skilled workers are readily absor6ed into;the labor
fspice. o4 the other hand; the sudden.inflUx of new residentijlas.strafiied-
lenblic se4aces, especially education. 'Moreoveei. many of the'energy
-worketi ye transient -- and their children often''need eduCat*onal remedia-,,
don to tomPensate for their frequent relocation,

..,

.1
GovernMent at all levels -- is generally viewed with suspicion in

" Wyoming. The federal government, which owns nearly,50% of the land -3:n-the
state, is a frequent target of criticism. Wyoming's state government is
viewed somewhat Morelavorably,: but remains very small. ThisAhti-government
'feelingis reflectedin the state's education policies. The Conserva-
tive, Republican-contt011ed legislature votes funding for local districts:
more readily than financial support for Wyoming's state education agency.

The state agency, has historically exerted little educatiohil leader -'
ship, prefeiring to emphasize technical assistance to local SChools that
request it. onitoring by the department hag increased in tte wake of

, .
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federal program requirements, but local school districts jealously guard
their prerogatives, and most of the SEA's power rests on its ability to

persuade. The state has not developed separate state programs in the
areas of compenairtbry or bilingual,education, ,and offers no incentives to
autonomous local-I:school districts for pursuing Civil rights, programs.

Recently, conilern o er school finance dominates education policy in

Wyoming. In 1978, the Sate Supreme COUrt declared unconstitutional
WyomiWs.system of fine ding public education. In response, the
,legislature approved a:proposal for.. an increase in the state tax levy fOr

.".:education and, a decrease in the county edOcation levies. Wyoming citizens

approved this plan in the November 198241ectiong. Other imkortant issues

An Wyoming include the development of minimum competency programs bye'
individual school. districts (encouraged but not required by;:state law)- and
thscontinue&rleveloment of,the SEA's broker system to improve ties
betieen stateendlocal education officials.

. Summary
4-,

. These btief descriptions illustrate the diversity among the states

analyzed in this study. Table 6 summarizes,the mad* factors of interest
and permits aneeasy comparison orthe case states.

"1

-



California*

Ibuieiana*

Table 6

Study States' Variation Along Sapling Criteria

First Tier

Number Federal

and Aid as

State Degree Magnitude a Percent

Support of State of State of Total State

-l'of General Fiscal Special Education Political Regional

}Education Stress Pr4ame Revenue Culture Location

Second Tier

State

Policy,

Charac-

teristics

High High High Central West Pupil weighting; tax limitation (Prop.13);

Lar e state s ial needs r.rams

High Low Medium High South Large rural population; large ainority

(Black) population; bilingual state

I!)esachusetts

Miisouri*

High

High

High Medium focal Northeast

Medium Local Central

is Mexico* High Medium High Central Southwest

kr

Pupil weighting; tax limitation (Prop-1/2);

lane state s cial needs .r...rims; few minorities

UFban/rural issues; low- profile SEA;

private school bypass

Population growth; pupil weighting; non-

participant in P.L4 44 -142; large ainority

(Hispanic) population

New York* High High Low Central East

Virginia

iyosing*

Lou' Mediu; Central Southeast ,

Lt

Pupil weighting; strong,state role in

education; large epioial needs Eopulations

, Tradition of few public services; fiscal

oonservatisal modernization of state

overnment; rivate'school b ass

Low Low Local West .Very rural state; few minorities; strong

local control state

*State also studied by SRI International's study -- Cumulative Effects of Federal Education Policiei in Schools and Distiicts.

I



CHAPTER III: THE MIX AND DESIGN OF FEDERAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND POLICIES

Introduction

Federal programs and policies in elementary and secondary education
by and large seek to influence existing state and local governments to
behave in certain ways to accomplish desired national objectives.1 In
education the federal government typically has avoided direct,service
delivery approaches, e.g., establishment of a national system of schools,
and instead has chosen to exert influence through financial assistance
and/or regulatory requirements attached to fedepl funding. The proce-.
dures and devices used by e federal government to carry out these two

Altpapproaches are numerous, lex and varied. Subsequent chapters of this
report describe how the states in this study responded to this complexity
and variation. This chapter focuses on the federal side of the federalism
equation by describing ana analyzing the mix and design of federal
education policies and programs that have evolved to influence the
actions of state and local authdrities.

-..

We began his inquiry with what seemed a fairly simple .research
task: to desc ibe-

.research
and analyze federal legal requirements imposed on

state and local education agencies. We quickly became aware, however,
that federal legal requirements are only part of how federal policy
impacts on state and local agencies and that the interaction was
considerably more complex than tracing ,individual requirements. For
example, we observed that identical fedval requirements carried different
weight' depending on the program or poll' ey of which they were part. Formal
and informal administrative actions also define and give operational
meaning to federal requirements written in law or regulation. Finally, we
notedthat fe eral, state, and local agencies frequently influence the
meaning fede 1 authorities give to certain requirements just by the
reponses they ke to implementOlem. While these influences frequently
find their way i o a formally rewritten statute or regulation, they also
result in requirements acquiring particular meaning over t'iie through the
informal administrative arena of federal/state/local experience. We
concluded, therefore, that one could learn a great deal about federal
legal requirements and know very little of what obligations and expectations
reached state officials from the federal level if only the formal federal
legal requirements were examined.

This chapter presents our efforts to analyze federal program.require-
ments taking into account the larger context of those requirements and
their multifaceted, evolutionary nature. As a first step, we lay out a

10ther approaches that rely less on existing governance units are
available to the federal government to accomplish various objectives.
These include loan guarantees, tax subsidies, government corporations,
insurance, and direct payments to individuals. To date, however, the
federal government has not elected to employ these approaches in elemen-
tary andsecondary education. See Hastings, Anne H. "More Ways Thin
One: Federal Strategies to Equalize Access in Education and Health" Care
Policy." (Paper prepared for the School Finance Project), Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Dept. of Education,_Sept. 1981.
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means of looking at federal influence as signals that transmit to state
and local authorities how officials in Washington expect them to behave
We then provide an overview of the various choices that form these federal
signals. Finally, we describe broad federal signals, or strategies,
that have accumulated around each of the federal education programs at
issue in this study.1

The information presented in this chapter is drawn from multiple
sources.: existing research on federal education policies, a textual
analysis, of the objectives and provisions of the federal programs,
and interviews with federal program administrators.2 Rather than
depending on one source, most of our observations and conclusions derive
from 'a combination of these sources along with our insights about how the
federal policy process functions.

Signals as a Vehicle of Federal Influence

As a general rule federal education programs are not developed in a.
simple,' straightforward manner. The Congress enacts laws that establish
a legal construct of intended purposes, and procedures to achieve
those purposes, but the process that results in the passage of such laws
and their eventual implementation is usually tortuous and marked by the
participation of mpny pow fUl players: the Executive branch (OMB, the

Department of EduAtion individual program bureaus), interest groups, and
affected recipient ageniies at federal, state and local levels.3

Passage of a law is only one step in the formulation of federal policy.
Administrative choices must be made to implement policies contained in the

law. While the Executive branch dominates the administrative arena, the
Congress plays aisignificant role in these matters by conducting Congres-
sional oversightiand delineating with varying degrees of specificity how
the federal bureaucracy shall manage its responsibilities. The same
participants who influence legislation are active in influencing admini-
strative decisions that bring legislated policy into reality. Finally,

specific policies that emerge from both the legislative and the administra-
tive arenas usually 4o not endure'as the final word on federal policy.
Rather, they shift and evolve both as a result of experience with program
outcomes and as a consequence of the intergovernmental bargaining and

1We use the term "programs" in this chapter-generically to encompass
the range of federal interventions in education. PiograMs include both

civil rights policies and federal assistance efforts.

2The legal analysis was based on federal law and regulation as it stood
prior to the passage of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act
(ECIA). References in the text to "existing law";refer to law prior to

ECIA.

For a discussion of how this process escalates over time, see Cohen,

David K. "Policy and Organization: The Impact of State and'Federal

Educational Policy on School Governance." In Harvard Educational
Review, Vol. 52,,No. 4, Nov. 1982.
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negotiation that takes place between stateiand local entitites affected
the policies.1

This federal system -- with its multiple centers of power, stion9
relianbe on influence, and policy mutability -- does not resemble a.
system 'where commands are passed to field marshalls for implementation.
Rather, the federal system produces expectations, or signals, for state
and local officials regarding"how federal programs should proceed in the
field. These'expectations are transmitted theough,a variety Of channels
-- the law itself, agency, regulations and guidelines, and the actions of
program officers, auditors and occasionally administrative judges.
Federal signals compose the subject matter of the intergovernmental
negotiation process that takes place. between state and local governments
and the federal-government over how programs actually will be implemented.

A number of reasons lie behind our choice of the term "signals" to
describe how"federal policy operates.. Signals imply an interdependency
between the sender of the signal and the receiver.. Federal agency heads,
through the policies they endorse, mayhOld specific expectations for
state and local behavior, but for a variety ofreasons (e.g., garbled
communications, state and local attitudes toward the policy or different
opinions about the best means of accomplishing it) state. government
officials may interpret these signals differentlHence, a signal sent
is not necessarily a signal received. Signals indicate expected behaviors;
they do not necessarily represent federal fiats. The term "signals"
conveys the sense that policies are not carved in'stone but likely to
bp. transformed as they pass through thepolicy determinationand implemen-
tation process at the federal level anO.as recipient governments respond
to, the signals sent. Finally, the metaphor captures the possibility
that federal guidance and expectations can be contradictory, duplicative,
inconsistent and vague.

Both the federal government and. state education agencies begin
implementation of any.new federal program from a range of."starting
positions." Because federal initiatives operate on state, and local
systems to alter the status quo, the federal government-is the proper
entity to :signal the initial shape of the change desired. The federal
signals communicate the degree of-attention federal officials will give
the program; the amount of discretion state officials can exert in areas
such as program design, funds allocation, and enforcement; and how strin-
gently state agencies will be held to account for their actions. State
officials make their own response to these federal signals. In some Cases.
they may acquiesce, while-in others they may attempt to alter federal
expectatipns through channels of. influence or more formal negotiations.
Chapter discusses our findings about state responses to federal signals.
The mutually affecting nature of the system bears emphaSis at this point,
however, because of the iirifluence state actions can exert.

by

ti

1See Ingram, Helen. "Policy Implementation Through Bargaining: The Case
of. Federal Grants-in-Aid." Public Policy, Vol. 25, 1977; and Elmore, Richard.
"Organizational Models of Social Program Implementation." Public Policy,
Vol. 26, 1978, pp. 185-228.
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Federal signals emanate from numerous policy choices made by Congres
siOnal and-Executive branch decision-makers:abdut the goals and objectives:,
legal framework, and administrative apprOach that a given federal progra6
will embody. The pOtential.fOr'contradictorir, confused or vague signals

'ito emerge is considerable beginning with the initial step of determining
a program's goals and objectives -- a step embedded in the need to
establish polititS1 consensus often at the risk of-semantic precision.
Legal framework decisions 'focus on threemain issue. areas: (1) financial

assistance, (2) regulation of recipient` behavior, and (3) program and

policy management. Within each of these areas decisions must be made
about specific substantive matters (the what and how of federal policy).
and intergovernmental roles and responsibilities (the who of federal

policy). Administrative approach choices,focus on: funds appropriation:31-

emphasiis given monitoring; technical assistance and enforcement efforts;
and.staff and tools devoted to polity implementation. Each set of
decisions has the potential to refiner contradict, confuge or ignore other
decisions, including those pertaining to goals,and objectives.

1

Conceivably, every decision made in.implementing a federal program
constitutes a, signal or expectation of some grout) of decision-makers: In

practice, however, these numerous policy signals prove too unwieldy, for
use as an analytic tool. But it is possible to identify a/Composite of

federal signals that emerges around each program 7r policy: This composite

can be referred to loosely as a federal strategy. The strategies
associated with individual programs and policies and the choides leading
to those strategies are the subject of the remainder of this chapter.

The Choices Composing Federal Signals
I

The choices that lead to federal signals emerge from a system of
government composed of numerous actors, different (and sometimes over-
lapping) decision-making jurisidictions and important traditions of

federalism. Thus, these policy choices do not merely take up where one
decision leaves off', rather they are substantially shaped by the political
process of which they are a part. Federal policy is never direct in its

evolution.

The core of the federal policymaking process is the specific progiam;
around this core rally th* political interest groups, Congressional
coalitions, and agencies charged with administration of legislated
activities. Consequently, the choices surrounding each program involve a
history_critical to understanding their meaning and relationshif to other
thoices."In this section we divide federal,policy choices into three
categories: (1) goals and objectives*, (2) legal-framework, and (3)

administration. This categorization provides a means of looking-broadly
across the choices that lead to the composite signals associated with

individual federal programs. We hasten to add, however, that this is an
analytic approach; in practicethese choices are not easily sepaiatedby.

category, Decisions are made in light, of, it reaction to, and sometimes

1 We use the term . "loosely" betause the strategied that emerge are
not necessarily the strateciies'indiVidual lawmakers and policymakers had

in mind When they proposed, passed,, or implemented.a program.
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contemporaneously with other decisions. For example* an administrative
choice to avoid the use of sanctions to enforce a policy can reflect
disagreement over previously articulated goals and objectives, a second
guessing as to the best means for'achieving an objective (e.g., assistance
versus regulation), or a reading that the application of such sanctions
would not be endorsed by the Congress.

Choices of 'Goals and. Objectives

Federal programs and policies are created for one or more purposes.
The Congress passes laws that include statements of goals and objectives,
intended to driv/ subsequent implementation choices. Written Congressional
histories often are used to, amplify the'goals and objectives of Congress.
But many of Congress' goals and objectives remain unclear, imprecise,
or unstated. As we noted in.Chapter I, the purpose of Title I of ESEA
wadi orginally ambiguous with some believing general aid was the objective
and others taking a more restrictive view.. Vagueness in goals and
objectives may reflect the Congress'Aecision to /legate to others the
controversial task of deciding upon the meaning. of a law's objectives
(e.g., P.L. 94-142's goal of_a free appropriate public education). It
alSo'may reflect Congressional inattention, confusion, or simple desire
to camouflage certain goals and objectives which, if clearly articulated,
might jeopardize votes for the measure.

The desire of actors in the federal government to pursue'certain
objectives is not unconstrained -- especially, in education where questions
of the Constitutional authority of federal iAiervention has historically
stirred intense debate. Dedisions about federal goals and objectives
automatically become intertwined with considerations concerning which, if
any, federal basis exists to pursue.certain goals and objectives.
Federal actions in education have been based primarily on the Congress'
spending power,1 but other bases, including the power to enforce the
14th Admendment and to wage war, have been and are avaifable.2. The
Congress' reliance on the spending power and the civil rights acts passed
under the 14th Amendment reflect the strong traditions'of American
federalism -- traditions that. view general oversight of education as a
matter that, under the .10th Amendment, is left to the states.

1Article I, Sec. 8 of the U.S. Constitution provides thalip"Congress
shall have Rower...to pay the debts and provide for the common Defense
and General Welfare of the United States..." Tribe notes that the power
to spend includes the power to make spending conditional, which is akin
to the power to regulate. Federal education assistance programs are
based on this conditional spending power. Tribe, L.H. American Consti-
tutional Law, Mineola;-NY: The Foundation Press, Inc., 1978.

2Amendment XIV of the Constitution guarantees, among other things,
equal protection and-due process of law to all citizens. Sec. 5 of the.
Amendment authorizes the Cong;ess to enforce it through "appropriate
legislation." Aspects of the-civil eights laws-may, for example, be more
appropriately attributed to the Congress' power to enforce the 14th
Amendment, than to the Spending power. Article I, Sec. 8 grants Congress
the power to "...provide for the common. Defehse..." This power served as
at least part of the basis for passage of the National Defense,Education Act.
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Since 1964 with passage of the Civil Rights Act, and 1965 with the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), the Congress has chosen to

undertake two overarchingnational policy purposes in education: the

extension of civil rights and the'stimulation of.particular kinds of

education programs and capacities,- -,The familiar federal civil rights

requirements (Title VI, Title IX, and Sec. 504) are examples of the first

purpose. Compensatory, vocational, and bilingual education (as embodied

in ESEA Title VII), the improvement of educational practices and resources

(ESEA Title IV), and state educational management (ESEA Title VI all

constitute examples of the second purpose. P.L. 94-142 is unique in

representing an amalgamation of both purposes; it defines both the'rights

of handicapped children as perceived by the Congress, and it endeavors to

foster programs to serve handicapped students accordingly.

The adoptio /of these broad national purposes by the federal govern-

ment reflects a merger of national interests tempered by a vision of the

n1
appropriatenes and constitutional authority o) various federal interven-

tions. This
n r

sion among national goa s, traditional federal/state/

local educati al roles, and Constituti nal authority appears to influence

other federal choices regarding the leg 1 framework and administrative

arrangements. As we not in the subsequent section, federal interventions
designed to secure civil rights rely primarily on a regulatory approach to

recipients of federal aid, wthile actions designed to stimulate services or

improvements in educational practice rely on filnancial assistance grants

and the conditions attached to those grants to accomplish their purposes.

Thus historically, if not necessarily, conceptions of federal purposes

exhibit some tlelationship to the mechanisms ultimately chosen to accomp-

lish those purposes

The fact that fderal civil rights policies and educational service

programs use markedlY,different approaches should not obscure the fact

ikthat these purposes frequently interrelate. We already noted the dual

urposes served bi P.L.t/94-142. In addition, ESEA Title I and Title" VII,

well as those portions of the Vocational Education Act that focus on

es for special needs students, seek to improve the educational

nities open to groups who suffer from the effects of discrimination

e needs traditionally have been underservedin the educational
imilarly, the educational improvement efforts embodied inpESEA
Parts B and C, include an emphasis on special'needs groups.- The

distindtion to note, however, is that none of these federal

Lth the exception of P.L. 94-142 confers civil rights on inSivi-

-stUais;as do Title-VI, Title IX, and Sec. 504.

.0 ) i 00.,.. ° 1

gal framework choices focus on three issue arease assistance,

. regulation.and management.' Onde federal goals are acknowledged, federal

policymakers in both the Congress and the Executive branch must determine

(1) whether,and how to provide assistance (financial or nonmonetary);

(2) whether and how to regulate the manner in which funds ,are -spent or

services are delivered; and, (3) what management arrangements best suit

the implementation of the law. The. Congress ultimately resolves these

of
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questions, althoUgh the Executive branch contributes proposals'urging
preferred approaChes and issues regulations that carry the force of
law by defining statutory provisions more precisely.

'

Assistance questions trigger a'wide range of options. In addition
to financial assistance, ,federal involvement may take the form of providing
resources other than money for introducing state and local eduCation
officials tc new ideas and sources of information (technical assistance),.
ESEA Title VII, for example, requires the Mepartment of Education td-
publish program models to assist grant applicants in designing their
programs. If financial assistance proves the preferred option, policy-
makers must decide whether grants to school systems. will'he distributed
by formula or through the award of individual project grants. ESEA Title
I and ESEA Title VII are examples of formula- and project-type assistance
programs, respectively.

'Since all programs involve some 1eYel costs for recipients,
federal decision-makers also must determine the ans for financing
those activities that 'lead to the attainment of 'a-Program's objectives.
This involves specifying intergovernmental fisctlirelationships. The
federal goverhment may provide full federal funding, no federal funding,
or cost-sharing with other goyernment levels.1 Implicit in the ,federal
government's full,funding is 'a decision'that the costs cannot, will not,
or should not be borne by most states or localities. The choice<of a
no-federal-funding approach in theory places the costs of servides'and
activities'on the state or local agency. Federal cost-sharing programs
and policies reflect a belief that the federal government cannot, will
not, or should not support all the costs of an activity, but that the
federal, government can stimulate the expenditure ofrstate or local funds
through the use of financial incentives for participation.

Regulation choices involve determinations of how much to rely on
rules in pursuing federal goals and what types of rules to employ.
Although all federal regulation in education is tied in some fashion to
the provision of federal' assistance (e.g., the civil rights requirements
are triggered by the receipt of federal funds).4 requlation.can occur in
the absence of federal financial assistance. Three major types of rules
aie available to federal officials if they choose to regulate the ,behavior
of recipient agencies: program rules, non-discrimination rules, and
service mandates. Fed4ral officials also can choose a minimal reliance
on rules leaving recipient agencies discretion to decide how they will
use fede l assistance and the methods they will use to achietvational
goals.

Full
tance
lame costs o

licatioh, e
and'others arm
since some Ted
compliance efforts.
awe IV !technical assistance

Oistt" s.
Av,

fundifW no funding and costsharing ref4r to general essis-
relaty hips. In practice full-funding-arrangements usually impose

cipients for activities such as.record-keeping, grant
Some of these costs are reimbursed by federal funds,
No federal funding also is somewhat, of a misnomer

assistance has usually been available to support
Examples include the Emergency School Aid Act and the

centers designed to aid desegregating school"

6
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.

.
The.types of rules'the federal govdinment choosekcontain distinct/

differences. Additionally, the.Choice of one type of regulation does not
exclude the use of others. Program rules are distinct in specifying ,

'standards for recipient performance or identifying steps recipient
agencies should take in Aesigning%or operating educational programs.
Because output standards are so difficult to define in education, most
eduCation program rules follow the path of specifying resource inputs
and procedures.'- Non-discrimination rules prohibit members of A protected
plass.from.being excluded from, or denied the benefits of, educatiohal
activities on the basis oi7specified characteristics. . A service mandate
ensures some level.Ofservices for detignatekiarget groups regardless of
federal financial support or recipient-agencies' available resources.

The final issue in the legal framework concerns the manner in which'
requited or authorized activities will be managed. In order to ensure
that local activities*e:designel and operated so as to accomplish
federal goals,, some-age t fil, the role of managing and overseeing
these activities:
of.localapplicati n-
monitoring, 0014 ?_

`dispute resolutiOni
of specific .opere'-'
impleMentation:.r

.

.

t - ,... 4

. . These.MAInagerf -..furfc0Ont be assigned to either.the federal
.kgovernmer (inclUding.'iiS:'regloi

v
1 offices) or to SEAs In one of three

combinations:. federal-State-1 al, federal-lochl,and federal-state.
The federal-state-local :ehoik establishes the state agency in the
oversight/Management role,!w th service delivery responsibilities at the

1.1ocal level. Under this st cture, federal funds are transferred.to the
SEA for reallocation:to'LEAs, monitoring and enforcement obligations
are placed on the SEA: The federal-local categoiy bypasses the SEA and
,involves the federal government directly in transmitting funds or require-
Bents to the local,-level and in supervising local programs. Finally, the
federal-state approach makes the SEA instead. of the local agency directly
responsible,torthe provision of services. Additional' nitoring roles

for the SEB:may'alsa,be required.

Table- 7 depicts the major legal framework choices wade by federal.

officials for the programs and policies in this study. The table demon-
that the legal framework for civil rights policies-differtsignifi-

icantli from the legal framework for educational servi e and imprOVement
programs., Civil rights policies exhibit a reliance a federal-local
relationship in their management structure; they als involve a no- federal -'

-.;funding approach deeming the cost of compliance as part of the recipients'
side of the bargain. Not surprisingly, civil rights. statutes in contrast
to assistance programs rely on the use of nondiscrimination prohibitions.

//".- Table 7 rev is other significhntasOects ot the legal trameWork
choices made by ederal' policymakerS. All the policies and programs we

studied contain regulatory program rules, yet bnly, three (P.D. 94 -142,

Sec.' 504, and C Title VI Lau gUidelines) employed service mandates as a

net ohs include the review and processing
tIon.df,funds among eligible' entities;

local programs; acting'as a forum for
and, generally, makip the area},

ons 'that 'arise in the course of



Table ,7

Legal FrameiOrk Choices by Statute

Type of Assistance Retention Implant Structure

Gipt Tip, Full No Cost Program Nondilicrim-' Service '

Formula Pro ect ?ederal Federal Shared Rules nation Mandate P-S-L 'F-G F-S"

URA Title I Basic X

P,L, 91.142

vocational Education

Act

ESEA Title IV-8

ESEA Title

!SRA Title VII

ESEA Title V

Title VI, CRA

Title IX, Education

Ardoents

Section 501, RA

X

X

X
, X

Xj

X

X X

X

X

X

X

ABBREVIATIONS! ESEA - Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

Public law

CRA - , Civil Rights Act

RA - Rehabilitation Act

F Federal

- State

L Local

The Lao guidelines establish a service mandate for limited English proficient students.

X

1* X
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form of regulation. In addiOon, ESEA Title VII (the billalgual eduda-
tion prograt) stands out as unique. tn:its deeiqn as a federal-o-ldbal,
project grant program. Finally, ttip.tabie ehows that Congress chose
cost:sharing funding telationships in only:two,casee0t10iVocational
Education Act and P.L. 94-142)Cin all other programs desgned to sti-
mulate improved .or innovative educational services, the federal government
supports the omit of these activities.

Statutory and regulatory provisions function as program and policy
"building blOcks." They constitute the mechanidin that the Congress and
federal bureaucracy use to express their. legal framework choices. The
details contained in legal prOvisions can be an, important-element in ..
tht'federal- signals sent to recipients becaUee they specify those decisions
over which state and 46cal agencies have and dd not; have control,. and
because they constrain fedeiel agencies' discretion in administering ,a
program or policy.- .

. .

As part,of our efforts to analyze federal requirements imposed upon
the states,ye.conducted a textual analysis of all provisions contained
in .those federal programs selected for study. We categorized the provi-
sions according to. the functions they served. Nine categories of provi-.
sions emerged: qualifying conditiOne, funds allocation, funds targeting,
,program design, program operations, fiscal conditions, sanctions, and
exclUtion/whiVers. (The Appendix provides a detailed discussion of our
textual analysis of thede provisions.) The nine. groupings of provisions
roughly. tranelite into the three choice areas composing*the.legal frame-

.

work. 'Qualifying conditiond and funds,allocation provisions by and large
express decisions about assistance; funds targeting, program design, pro-
gram operations, and fiscal conditions provisions articulate regulation

A.

choips; and program oversight, sanctions', and excluslons/waiversprovi-
)

s.

sions define management decisions.
; _*.

, .

Our-efforts to categorite provisions of each.program according to ,
,

-Ahese functional groupings reinforced the previously noteddistinction

4o

that appears)Petween the legal frameworks-used in c vil rights statutes
and those used in educational service and improve* t programs. 'Civil
rights statutes contaip' few program design'provtel s and, not surprisingly,
no fiscal conditions'orfunds targeting provisions. More significantly,
the provisions, that are usedin'civii,rights policies define a federal -to-
local blueprint for interaction; states are only tangentially relies upTIC
to implement federal civil rights statutes, although P.1,1:947142 (due to .

its hybrid nature). proves an exception to this generaltrend.

Our analyses also revealed that whil a comparison Of federal
provisions by functional categories high ights large-scale distinc--
tionsi it obscures imPortaht content difference's. ,AlthoUgh'teveral t.
;p rograms uze.thesame types of provisions,.tbe sub!tantiVe Content of the
IFT11-0.dions,can vary significantly: For'inAtancefr: ith the ception of
Mitle.VII,all the federal programs designed to extend or;igirove educe-
tional'services require a state plan.or application. The'intensity and
scope of information contained in these docUments span a,wide spectrum.
As one example, the Title I state,plah,focuselon,itate,monitoring and
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enforceMent procedures; the P.L. 94.0142 state plan'is oriented toward the
state's policies, and requireMents for equation of the handicapped.

,,e

Differences such as these intrude in'eVery, type of provision. Fiscal
conditions such at non-supplant, excess costs, and maintenance of effort
all vary slightly from program to program. Substantive,differences in
Provisions maypove,trivial;_alternatiVely, they may establish major
differences amonggrams, 'or they may reflect differences that are
critical to the programatjOSsue.

Administrative Choices"

a law's goals and objectives along with its legii frameworkj establish
only a portiOn of. the federal policy signals reaching:,,state,and 120-1,
officials. The legal design of a program needs to be transformedtanto
administrative actions. #411e the legal framework shapes the discretion
available in administering a law, signficant choices- remain to influence
the federal signals conveyed to the states. These choices include
appropriation level*, monitoring and enforcement efforts, leadership,.
interpretive guieknce, and federal posture in carrying out functions such
as the approval' h?of plans, applications and waivers. The Executive branch
dominates the administratiVe arena, but the Congress'plays a significant
role particularly in. appropriating funds and in its own Oversight of

federal agency actions.. , 00

In resolving questions related to the implementation of a law,.
federal policymakers communicate important signals to state.and local
officials about'which goals, objectives and tules Will matter most.
Budget levels and enforcement postures usually reflect the relative,
priority that,federal officials assign ttVarious programs. As a general ,,,,:'

rule, the ityk;estment of significant federal furieS in ,a Pso6ramAdsually,
brings along-significant oversight by the Executive branch and, the gongreSs.'
For example, ESEk.Title I constitutes 48% oftthe current federal edUcation
budget in elemenLary and-secondary education. This tact, along with the,

15-year existe e of Title I, partially explains why the programiOss the
most extensiv enforcement and audit history of financial assistance-.

programs. ActiveglenfoEcement campaigns also send a signal to recipients

that "these areas. matter."

Federal officials have a number:of enforcement options open to them:

whether to rely on their powers to approve applications (or state'plans),
to conduct on-aite compliance reviews, and/or to emphasize,fiscal audits.
as a means of obtaining compliance. For example, after the passage of
P.L. 94-142, federal officials in HEW and subseguently'the Department of
Education explicitly relied on a vigorous review ofAstate plans coupled
with biannual on-site program administration revieffirofjeach state. They

were intent on avoiding confActing signals froW'fedrral auditors and
civil rights investigators. With civil- rights policies, choices must be
evade/bout the substantive areas that will receive the attention of

.
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'1111Mited compliance resources and about. the appropriate approach to
gaining compliance once non-compliance has been identified (technical
assistance /collaboration or legal action).

Administrative choices exhibit the same multi - faceted, dynamic
nature that characterizesother federal policy choices. For example,,
many policymakers make administrative choices: Congress decides to

. appropriate funds for staff to implement programs;. individual offices
within the Executive branch (e.g., the Inspector General's office, the
Office for Civil Rights, Program Bureaus) have authority to make certain=
decisions about program implementation; and interestc;groups can be vocal °;
and strong influences on the administrative choite precess.

1
MoreoVer,

administrative decisions change as a result-of Severalrfactors: political
. pressure fromthel.Congress or funds reCipents; a shift in EXeCutive
branch lea
and the:ac.,

providesred(t,

shifted ovef
involv
.inv

e ship; lessons derived from previous implementation actions;
lishsant of'initial priorities. The ESEA Title I program
pie ok,s,ft4eral auditors' attention progressively

,11tOoti4diiod away,from 'emphasis on wholesale violations
4ii1V4Sif federak,funds as gen1al, aid to an emphasis 'on

igatin Wf6lations of specific' fiscal. provisions designed o ensure
Y

were-truly supplementary to state and lOcal funds.
-

d':
ni.Strative choices, while constrained by the legal framework

S '- ' A*
ab4ishedby',Congressi involve implementation issues that largely

affE'dt:Abe signals of a program. Administrative choices can indicate
cliff nt conception of ,a program's goals and objectives. Choices,
slon"lning enforcement 'Schemes and emphases can reflect klack of shared
goals beween,the branches ofrth'e federal government or.a modification Of
(ibioad purposes to fit with '.perceptions of practicality and feasibility.
!Administrative choices also .must contend with the ambiguities and contra--
dictions'emerging from ,Previous decision-making'phages of a program or
policy, as well as the problems of insufficient time, resources, el&
leverage to implement all requirements, simultaneously acrops SOlotates
and thousands of school districts.

a

Accumulated Signals: Strategies Used in Major
Federal Programs and Policies

.

The range of signals that ipfluence state and local offiCials to .

undertake actions toward meeting federal goals and-objectives proves too
unwieldy as 4n analytic tool for investigating federal obligations placed
upon. state governments/ the majokfocus of this study. But over the.

I

1 For a caselgtudy of this process in the civil rights .areas see Levin,
Betsy. "The Mang and-UnOaking of a CiviIRights Regulation: Language':
Minority Child and.Bilingual Education." Stanford University: Institute
for Research On'EduCatiohaVrinince and Governance, SchOol of EducafiOn,
March 1982. :tit:

2 ;See Winslow, Harold-R., Jr. Trends in Management of ESEA Title I:
A Perspective From Compliance Reviews, Menlo Park, SRI International,
Educational Policy Research Center,Sept. 1979.
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course of tire the choices that lie behind federal, signals combine to form
what. loosely can be termed a strategy. Each federal initiative embodies a
strategy. This section summarizes those strategies for the major federal
programs studied. These summaries do not provide a litany of all signals,
but instead,focus on the combined signals that stand out as associated
with each. or policy.' Where a program contains a distinctive
strategy, we-treat the program separately; where. strategies are virtually
identical, we have clustered programs. Because of our focus on federal-
state interactions, in all cases we.emphasize 'he relationship of a
strategy to signals-transmitted to state officials.

ESEA Title

Passed in 1965, Title cepresents a federal commitment
costs of projects to aid low-achieving children in high -power'
Federal money is provided by,formula. the local` leVel.
of state or local funds to projects are not required under theprOgi4am,
bUt are allowed under certain conditions. The content of programs is at
the discretion of LEAs, but LEAs must comply with-a numlip.of fideal
conditions to ensure that federal: funds.arestipplementaryt, :projects must
be discrete from a, school's regular program and must be targeted on°-
particular children. Thus, many of the law's provisions specify:hcw-fsgAs-l-

,

design,programs and account for proper use of funds. .

-4

When Title I was passed, considerable confusion and difference
of opinion surrounded the issue Of allowable uses of programHfunps..
Between 1965 and 1969, federal auditors examined programs across,the,
nation, in man cases, concluding that Title I funds wer, being ,u
for activitie° of relatedtO special edUcational needs. When these
audit-repOrts w re publicized in 1969,the program underwent a periodIF:
administrative tightening. As a result, rules specify how,stateotapd'looal,L,
resources are to bq allocated fairly-amorig project and non-projece*hools °
in a district (comprability), how federal resources must be targeted an
identified students.in need (general aid prohibition and.student seleOtion
rules), and hOW.pgdoram fuftds can be used for special services which are'
"over and above'regular educat offerings (program design and nonsup-
planting rules).' Because the law leaves. '-iicular program content
decisions open, programhoversight has pr_ inantly focused on these
fiscal and accounting aspects, of the program.

t

,:;! While Title I-hat alwaysreliedon a fedeiii=state-lotal management
st ucture, in recent Yeara the:state,fole has 4kgended beyond functionse
of subcounty.allocatios, reportintand applicatiOn review to include
gui nCerover andifionitbrinq of local aktivities. Federal administratiOn

1
Wargo, M. ., Tallmadge, G. K., Michaels, D.D., Lipe, D., & Morris,

S.J. ES Title. Reanalysis andSynthesis of. Evaluation Data from
Fiscal YeaV19657through70, Palo Alto, CA: American Institute for
Research,1972j and'Washingtori Research,Pcoject and NAACP Legal Defense and
EducatiOnpgnd, Inc. Title.I.of ESEA: Ig It Helping Poor Cyidren?,
WashingtonandAlesi York: Author,. 1969.

"
e
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of the program has relied on a complex weave of on-site .program reviews,,,

audits conducted by the Inspector General's office, and informal management
devices such as pirogram evaluations and interpretive Jetters clarifying

recipients' questions. For'a variety of reasons, federal audits have
stood out as the central administrative device of the program. Federal

auditors' interpretations of various Title I fiscal requirements and Title

I program officials' interpretations are considerably inconsistent,
-causing federal management of the program to be criticized'as vague and

confusing.1 The handling and resolution of federal audit findings have

been rated "extremely poor."

-tSEATitle IV

ESEA Title IV, Parts B and C, were ale) fully federally funded.>
programs.2 Part B provided funds to LEAs for books and instructional

materials. SEAS had to distribute funds to LEAs on an.enrollment7based
formula that included a state-developedAiqualization factor for local tax

effort and for children whose eduCatiOn required the .expenditure:Of

higher-than-average costa. SEAs awarded Fart C fpnda to. LEAs for innOiigr*
,

tive or exetplary projects in--areas that they establisilek40statewide-,D.
priorities.. The SEA ,.were obligated to fund Part C proje6i0660-_,
"equitable" competition among LEAs.- Fiscal conditions' were M4#1F14**.=

extensive than those attached to Title I, the major requir
for localities to'maintain the same level of non-federal res
faupporting the federal program as in prior years.

Both Parts B and C appeared in the original ESA of 1965as T

II and IIt, respectively. They were consolidated into a new Title

1974. While Part B's rules limited the amount ofregulAion the SEA
could impose on participating LEAs, the traditional state role in regu-

lating textbooks influenced what LEAs in fact chose to purchase with

program monies. The seeming contradiction that use Part C to, fund

innovative and exemplary LEA projects baded on an .M itable" competition

required that SEAS assist smaller or poorer LEAs in.developing their

proposals for funding. At least 15% of Part 'd.fundilginoto be allocated

to serve handicapped children.

The'SEAs were, major actors in the Title IV program choices. While

their discretion was somewhat limited in general, states were allowed

1Nationai,Institutet of Education. Funds Allocation: The

Current Formula, Washington, DC: National Institute of Education,

1977.

2We refer to Title IV and Ttle,V in the past tense because the Education
Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981 collapsed both programs into ,the

Chapter 2 block avant; therefore, they no longer exist as identifiable
4.4;

programs.

r
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major say over who recieved funds and the ways in which fundi were used.
Federal administration of :Title IV proved consistent with this'latituk
allowed the states. Federal Auditing*asconduCtedi buethe xevieWo
state plans and applications, site visits, annual conferences, and responses
totelephone-inquiries constituted the major administrative tools used by
the federal government to oversee the program.

ESEA Title V

ESEA Title V, also part of theorfginal ESEA packager was a-program
of grants to SEAs-that Vawin,tep40-to4trengthen,thamanagement reSOUrces
of those agencies. Program funds were accompanied by4gry fewstrin0St.,
and the list of authorized activities in the statute did not preclude:
other uses. In our categorization, Title V represented a fully federally
funded endeavor because states did not have to match or contribute any
specific funds of their own to qualify for funding.,,.But since the program
essentially involved a federal government contribution to the costs of
upgrading and operating stat,.-... cation agencies, federal funds did
extend state support for SEA' Vrties. SEAs determined what activities
would be funded by Title V, and only,had to relate their uses to the 9

purposesof strengthening agency resources and helping to meet-"critical
educational needs" in the state.

Title V's passage in 1965 reflected a general concern'about the capa-
city of SEAs to undertake the significant administrative responsibilities
imposed on them by the various programs of ESEA. Federal administrators
of Title V initially viewed the grants as a means for SEAs to "plug in"
funds to meet a particular need, and then "unplug" them as needs were met,.
or functions were, taken over by state money. However, the uses of*Title
grants never really conformed 'to this idea,, and particular funCtions

tended to receive ongoing support. Becauge the Congress never signifi-

cant j modified the program; Title V was a major source of relative y-

unfe tered dollars for SEAs.

ESEA Title VII

Enacted in,1967r ESEA Title VII, the Bilingual, Education Act,
provides project grants to LEAs for the establishment of bilingual
education programs. LEAs apply directly, to the federal government for
the competitively awarded project grants. Title VII conforms to a fully
.federally,funded approach to stimulating the provision of innovative
services-because districts axe not obligated to, contribute additional
funds until .t federal grant terminates. Recipient LEAs must develop

4plans for tak ng over the'programs when federal funds expire, normally
':.-aftiet,five years.

1100: The 1 wr,AZI regulations are h*ghly specific regarding the design and

content of jectsthe federal go ernment is willing to fund. The law re-

a'quires that only bil4Igual education programs be 'supported. These are
as instriCtitpal programs relying on English and,. to the extentI 4

t 7
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necessaryjo'aCquireEnglish proficiency, the et0OntS4 native language.
SinCe thikiaw was first enacted, the goals and objectives..." of. Title
VII program have been an issue Of-contAnuoup debate within Congress.
Debate centers on the,.. appropriate ins4U0tonal approach.i6i limited
English proficient students, studene1I4ibility, and the discretionary-
project-grant design of the program. While the program is designed as a.
demonstration program with a reliance on' discretionary local grant awards,
in actual practice Title VII fundd operate as service-support awards tom
districtS,.

state mana0Ment role required by ESEA,Title VII is minimal.
-4EAs'are-gtVeh thCOpportunity to review LEA-proposals to the federal
government'but'haVi no formal. authority to approye or disapprove them.
SEAs are also eligible to receive special Title VII grants (up to five
percent of the amount of all Title VII grants within the state) for
statewide coordination of technical assistance. activities. Other than
these aspects, Title VII functions on a federal-to-local basis. Because
of the minimal state role, federal administrative oversight of Title VII
at the state level is relatively nonexistent,.

Vocational Education Act
, .

The Vocational Education Act (VEAr is by :far the .oldest of the
federal programs included in this study; its roots reach back to the,19120
Smith- Hughes Act. Federal cost - sharing under VEA is accomplisheghy :4e--
requiring that federal funds be matched dollar-for-d011ar with state or
local funds. Inpractice, states overmatch the federal dollars, making
the federal proportion of total funds for vocational programs relatively
small, The-VEA program requires extensive state-level planning intended
to help mesh vocational training'with current and emerging job needs.
SEAs must.set,aside specified percentages of the federal allocation for
activities to serve postsecondary (15%, handicapped'(10%), disadvantaged
and limited English proficient. studen .(20%). The Act also requires
special efforts, including'the appoinEmdfit of a state-level coordinatory
to reduce sexual stereotypingg. and disCi4mination ih'vocationaLplogramsi

..i
,...,_

,i:-. .,, .

Federal cost-sharing in the form of- VEA's matching requitemeOt was
added to_provide anjincentive.for increasing state and local'Iln4kcing of
vocational programs; For most of its 65-year history, the federal VEA
placed few restrictions on the use offunder:and:thoselrestrictions dealt
'primarily.WAth the types of skill training to be undertaken (e.g.,
agriculture, home economics, industrial arts). Major change in the
program began in the 1160hen the Act:was amended twice to de-emphasize
the traditional training categories, in favor of a focus on coordinating
course content with the results of required state planning procedures.
Congrees changed the formUla for. distributing funds to reflect cOncentra7
`tionsof low-income families and established set-asides for special4

1
Reisnpr, Elizabeih. eiivery of Educational. Services to Federally

Identified Target 'A Comparison and Analysip. -of Current Approaches,
(Paper prepafdd for th 1,School Finance Project), Washington, DC: Department
of Education, Oct, 1981. 4
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needs populations. The 1976 amendments made this change in program fdcus
more-pronounced-as Congress sought to correct perceived problems in the
areas of within-state funds distributions, planning; and sexual stereo-
typing. At the same time, SEA responsibilities were expanded, and
federal administrators were directed to take a more activist approach to
program management. Thus, since the 1960s, the federal government has
sought to alter the character of the federal/state vocational eication
system that it had designed 65 years ea lier: r

In contrast to ESEA Title VII, the vocational education program
emphasizes a strong state role: States are charged with developfng
long7range plans, devising formulas to allocate fundsi-desig ating
funding uses, reporting relevant data to federal officials, and monitor-
ing local compliance) Federal administration of the prog has become
fairly assertive in the wake of criticism in the 1976 Con ressional
reauthoil*ation hearings that the program failed to achie federal
objectifies for special needs students.) Federal officials rely on a
combination of plan reviews, technical assistance, and,on-site. monitoring
visits to ensure improved state compliande. But federal implet!entati.0..,

of the vocational education program has been fraught with inconsOtent
and ambiguous interpretations concerning what state officials must':
do. The elements required in state funds distribution formulaikaye
proven particularly troublesome, afflicted by Statutory ambigudy and

410nintended distributional outcomes.2 InAtdditioni federal officials have
been criticized for, adopting an overly technical emphasis in their
administrative approach -- an emphasis that has,overlooked accomplishing
the :broader purposes of: the law.3

P.L. 94-142

The Education for All' Handicapped Children Act, better known by its
'public laW designatiOn, P.L. 94-142, entitles every identified handicapped
Child to a free appropriate public educe ion in the least restrictive
environment. The specifics of this entit)lement are described in the

oindividualized education prOgram (IEP) that must-be developed'for each
child. 'Procedural safeguards and appeals mechanisms are required for
identification, assessment, placement. and re-evaluation decisions.

The Act provides fudds to assist states and districts in providing
special education services to all identified handicapped children.

1

1NItiopal Institute of EduCation. The Vocational Edudation Study:
The Final Report, WashAqton; DC: National Institute of Education,
September 1981..

2For examOle, see Hartle, Terry W. Implementation of the Funds Distribu-
tion Provisions in the Vocational Education,Amendments Of 1976,,Washington,
DC: Educational Testing Service, 1981. --

Vocational Education Study: The Final Report, Op. cit.

',$,
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Because federal funds share in off-setting the ost of meeting the edudr.
tional needs of handicapped childrenthe prog am qualifies as a federal
cost-sharing arrangement. But the low level o appropriations relative to
those authprized in statute and the cost resulting from the service mandate
have resulted in sharp criticism of this approach to federal cost-sharing.

Between 1965 and 1970, federal involvement in special education
operated op existing state and local programs through the provision. of
financial assistance aimed at expanding and improving those efforts.
'Then, in the 1970s, a series of court decisions established handicapped
children's right to a pUblic educati9 and to the-protections of due
process in placement and programmingi These civIl-rights concepts were
introduced into federal law in 19'4, and then fully incorporated with
the passage of P.L. 94 -142, in 1975. While P.L. 94 -142 ensures handicapped
chlyiren's rights, States are not obligated to adopt the procedures unless
eft accept financial assistance from the program. Uowever, because P.L.
94-142's definition e-trlights is reiterated by the Sec. 504 regulations,
which, cover any.reciOint of fed ral funds, P.L. 94-142's specification of
rights extends beyond the immedia e assistance provided by the program .
itself.

The P.L. 94-142 strategy is unique in several respepts. First, at P-',!;",
we hare noted,the program spans both civil rights ent lements and -,,,.'

financial assistance purposes. Hence, the program co ta ns both legal
mechanisms for enforcement and administrative sanctions for misuse of
funds. Sec?nd, the program requires states obtaining assistance from

vP.L.. 94-142 to adopt laws or binding policies entitling handicapped
children to a free appropriate public education in the least restrictive
environment. rgo other federal education program obligates states to
eadopt fedire4 law as state law. Finally, P.L. 94-142.places SEAs in a
complex role o' enforcing civil rights protections (at the state as.well
as the local level), managing a federal assistance program, creating new

0-,

or augmented state programs for handicapped children, and addressing the
fiscal implications of these responsibilities.

V
Federal administration of P.L. 94-142 has primarily emphasized a?

rigorous initial review of state plans prior to funding, biannual

on-site program compliance reviews. Federa;pofficials_al
o ather

statistical information from the states aria review complai ts about

1 Federal appropriations at their highest level only. covered approximately
12% of the additional costs.of educating handicapped children.

2'See, especially, Mills v. Board of Education, 348 P. Supp. 866 (DDC"
1972) ;And PAM: v. Commonwealth, 334 F..Supp. 1257 (ED Pa,1971), 343 F.
Supp. 12-79 (ED Pa 1972.

3
A r

.P.L. 93-380, the-Education Amendments of 1974, established a. policy of
handicapped children's right to la free appropriate. public"education and
required states to set as a goal' the achievement of full educational
opportunities for all handicapped children and'to develop timelines and
procedures for meeting this goal.
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program violations as,part, of am on-going procesi of reapproving state
plans. Although P.L. 94-142 draws the second highest appropriation in the
federal elementary and secondary education budget, in contrast with
ESEA Title_I, federal audits have been used sparingly as a tool for
achieving federal influence over state and local behaviors.

Civil Rights. Laws

Three statutes, Title VI of the;civil Rights .Act, Title IX. of ttie
Education Amendments of 1972, and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973 prohibit discrmination in federally assisted programs on the
basis of race/national origin, sex, and handicapping condition, respec-
tively. We have grouped these laws together.because. they were patterned
after each other in design and operation: they do not provide financial
assistance to accomplish their purpose nor do they rely on state officials
for 'implementation.1 The laws' regulations drawn up by the Office for.
Civil Rights detail the kinds of activities that are prohibited or required,
and require the recipients (state and/Or local agencies) of federal funds
to file, assurances of compliance as A.prerequisite to their receipt of,
those funds. Instances of non-compliance discovered through the investiga-,
tion of complaints or the .conduct of compliance reviews (both by the 4

federal Office for Civil Rights, a branch of-the U.S. Department of
Education) must'be remedied by the state or. local recipient. The costs,
if any, of remedying violations must be borne by the, offending.agency.
Periodically, monies are available to assist these agencies. For example,.

Title IV of the Civil Rights Act and the Egergency School Aid Act (ESAA).
support agency efforts to come into compliance, and OCR's Midget includes
technical assistance monies ,jwhich are used similarly. Nonetheless,
since the application of the laws is based on an agency's receipt of other
federalonies, the costs (if any) of coming into compliance ace deemed
part of the recipient's side of the bargain.

The federal government largely bypasses the states as an administra-1
tive entity in the pursuit of the civil rights objectives embodied in
these programs.2 While the states have some record - keeping, repoitting,

1A noteworthy distinction_separateg the federal Title VI race discrimina-
tion rules f011kthe Lau guidelines (extending protections to limited-Epglish-
speaking

-A.
studtpts) andSec.504 accessibility rules. The Wter requiAments

establish an educational service mandate for students falling wit1in those
categories. Title VI discrimination rules do not impose a similar across-
ithe-board mandate.

2For a general discussion of the state role in civil rights enforcemeht
see Larson, M.A., Winslow, R.R. , et al. Finding the Common Denominator:
The Capacity of State Agencies to Assist the HEW Office for Civil Rights,
HEW Contract OEC 300-76-0025, Menlo Park, CA: SRI International, September,
1979.

7 -II
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ce- filing ridikponsib4ities, they typically are not obligated,
to ajorrole in comp a.ipt resolution or enforcement. While
boHY Ti X add Set': 504.A4Ulations provide for some SEA involVement.

by reqUii :State-level compliance coordinators, their responsibilities
are:not 'adjunCtsto4ederal CoMPiiance investigation and resolution.

-Relatedl he Office for Civil Rights throughr Title VI regulations does
r ire S' . to adopt "methods of administration" of federal assistance
pr ems to ensure nondiscrimination and compliance with federal egulations.
With the exception of the vocational education guidelines, howeveZ, these
requir*ments have never been stressed as a matter of agency policy.
Consequently, federal civil rights policies establish few formal roles and
responsibilities for states in general, or SEAs in particular.

Summary

This examination of the strategies embodied in federal education
programs uncovers two important aspects of the mix and design of the
federal role. First, the six federal service programs we studied each t.

possessed a unique strategy. While certain federal programs could be
categorized,as giving SEAS considerably mere discretion than others
(vocational - education and ESEA Titles IV and V), as requiring Minimpl SEA
involvement (ESEA Title VII), and as mounting an activist enforcement
effort (EAA,Title I and P.L. 94-142),'each program entbodied distinct
differences in its focus, legal design and administratiltestructure. The
individuality of each program is a function of hiitory, interest group
support; and program purpose. 'It suggests that most programs are coherent
entitiesas they move from the federal to state implementation arenas.

Second, several federal programs show evidence of inconsistent and
ambiguous program signalp associated with their development and implementa=
tion. Vocational education and ESEA Title VII have suffered from shifting
consensus about their goals and objectives and the most4rappropriate
instructional and procedural requirements for reaching these goals.
Within the administrative domain,_ESEA Title I has experienced criticism
for conflictigHlUiWde. about fiscal requiremefits relating to the
supplemental PurpoSe.!,of,',federal aid. These areas of inconsistency and
ambiguity are ifkely4p- old implications for the wets States intereiet
and respond- to fele gnals.
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Federal ddm istered thlibroader context of
each state's education on policy arena. Thus, a majc* focus of this study
was to determine how different' state political and' institutional environiik
menta influence state administration of federal and state programs for."
special needs students. This chapter describes the political enviroriblents
in which state education policies are formed and the Organizational
settings in which state and federal education policies are administered in
the eight case states. The impact of these contextual factors on pro'gram
administration is analyzed in Chapter V.

We were also interested in how federal policies have changed the
state political environment and.the institutions responsible for implement-
ing them. Some federal5dgrams we studied sought explicitly to improve
the Organizational capacities of state education agencies (e.g., ESEA
Title V); others were less, concerned abOdt-hroadlcorganizational improve-
ments and aimed at building state-level capabity to manage specific
program mandates. Additionally, we wanted to evaluate a frequent claim
that federal policies alter political power in the states by creating new
constituencies or strengthening, interest groups already there.

Our findings are strutured around four. questions: (1) Who are the
imajoikstate actors concerned with state.and federal programs for special
needs students? (2) Have federal 'education policies altered political
power in the, states? (3) How have 'the capadtties and.functions ate,
education agencies changed over time and .how much ofthis chan

A r

attributed tosfiperal programs? (4) Have the objectives and
sponsoAd by feral programs been institutionalized at the Ila

This chapter does not describe the political environment or the
operation of SEAs in the individual states.' The findings reported here
focusinstead on patterns that efterged frbmlan analysis of eight diverse
states. WeTemphasize commonalities, but document differences. In those
cases where our findings confirm, or contrast with, those of other re-,
searchers, we reference the appropriate studies.

State Political Environments

In this section we look at the major actors in state education
policymaking: legislatures, 'interest groups, governors, state boards of
education, and,SEAs. We analyze, across the eight states, their involve-
ment with education issues in general and with special needs groups in
particular, giving special attention-to any influence that the federal'
role exerts. We also discuss state fiscal conditions and the extent of
state financial support for education.

lAn overview of the political environment of each of the case-study
states is presented in Chapter II. The individual case studies, inclUded
QIn Volume II of this report, provide additional detail on the structure
and operation of each state's education policy arena.
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State Legislatures

The 1970s witnessed a dramatic increase in Legislative involvement in
state education policymaking. Financial issues, the changing nature of
education polOics'and strengthening of thlilegislative institution itself
contributed to this development. Lawmaker began "to exercise control.
Over the design, funding, implementation and assessment of education in
their states."' Our study examines the extent to which this expanded
involvement affected state and federal programs for special needs students.

lhOur discussion of We role of state legislatures in'education policy in
the eight study states centers on two general:questions: (1) How much

interest do state legislatured have in education and in what policy
areas? (2) llow much do state lawmakers influence the state administration
of federal programs?

a

State Legislatures and State Education Policy. We found that state

legislatures typically pay 'substantial attention to education finance,
especially in states that have been involved in.schcol finance reforms.
Programmatic education matters, however, draw significantly less attention
from state lawmakers.,

In some states, such as California, Massachusetts, New Mexico, and New
.York, the legislatures took a great deal. of interest in education during
the 1960s and 1970s but now show a marked reduction in enthusiasm.
Conditions unfavotahe to the growth of elementary and secondary education.,
such as declining enrollments and fiscal constraints have recently. made
education, a relatively unpopular issue among most politicians rathei.than
*le upon which they Can build politicil reputations.2 The difficulties

associated with desegregAgOi have also made equal opportunity an especially4,,
controversial and l)olitidall unpopular topic ikimanY states. As.a result,

'membership on eduCation committees generally is not sought actively.

Legislators still do pay attention to the allocation of state aid to

education. Education typically represents a substantial part of the state

budget. For example, education spending is 50% of New Mexico's total
budget, and the Missouri legislature is constitutionally required to
spend 25% of that state'? budget on educatidh.3 With high financial
stakes, legislative leaders give their personal attention to education
funding issues. New York is illustrative: while most education Matters

1Rosenthal, Alan, & Fuhrman, Susan. Legislative Education Leadership

in the States, Washington, DC: Institute for Educational Leadership,

1981; p.

2Thqse findings are similar to those reported in Rosenthal and Fuhrman.

Op. cith,

3Nationally, an average of 30 to 35% of a state's budget is devoted
to elementary and secondary education. McDonnell and McLaughlin.

Op. cit.

8u
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are handled by education committees, the legislative leadership and the
powerful appropriations committees determine the formula for education
aid, which represents 251 of the state's expenditures. A

The - non - fiscal educational issues that,have attracted the.most
interest of state legislatures in recent years are "basic skills"pnd
accountability. These issues are commonly addressed through a mdate
for competency testing, sometimes accompanied by a requirement for remedial
services. The legislatures in Louisiana and Missouri have voted to
require such testing; the Virginia legislature mandated the development of
tests but allows districts to choose whether to use the tests. A related
policy of testing teachers was initiatid in the New Mexico legislature,
while California has several state programs for improving basic skills and
assessing teacher accountability.

Legislative recognition of special needs groups in education varies
among states. While some states have.done little more than set up programs
for students served under P.L. 94-142, other states have more extensive
histories of enacting programs for special needs groups. The legislatures
in California, Massachusetts, and New York, for, example, enacted programs
for special needs pupils in response to strong state-level interest
groups and SEA initiatives. Support for these programs may be weakening,
however. While the'programs have not been the subjects of recent votes,
staff in the California and Massachusetts SEAS said they were no longer
sure the legislatures would take strong Standtp-Ifor the pi-ograms if put to
'the test.

Civil rights initiatives-are-dOt part of the current legislative
agenda in any state we visited. In states that previously passed civil
rights laws (California, Massachusetts, and New York), there is little
eagerness to elaborate these policies further.

-State Legislatures and Federal Education Programs. State legislators
and their staffs' are usually aware of the existence,of programs thathave
active interest grouploacking, such as P.L. 91-142'or vocational education,
and prograps that provide large portions of local school district budgets,
such,,:as Title I In-Louisiana,. but they have very limited knowledge about

-

the nature and substan9g of the program§s.. Their interest is likely to be
expressed in sweeping ways, like the Sqloping legislature's consideration
ofya move to decline P.L. 94-142 funds because of the perceived regulatory
and reporting burden. Other federal programs, suph as the'smaller ESEA
programs, are likely to be unrecognized by state legislators and their
staffs.

The general pattern of udfamiliarity with federal initiatives was not
altered by the fact that most state legislatures must reappropriate
federal funds:1 In our states, reappropriation of federal education

'Legislatures in 43 of thyt0 states have at least some formal procedure
for appropriating federal funds after they have been received at the state
level. Seven of the eight states in our sample appropriated federal funds ,
either on a lump-sum or program-specific blsis. The exception to tHis.
pattern is'New Mexico., Yondorf, Barbara. & Benker,.. Karen, "Block Grants: A

New Chance for State Legislatures to Oversee Federal Funds,.." (Legislative

Finance Paper No. 1544 Denver, CO: National Conference of State Legisla-
tures, 1982.
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funds, seems to be essentially an informational device Or the legislature
or a tool to be used when it suits a legislative purpose. The result a

distribution of funds that pimply follows_the federal formulas. In

generl, it appears:that reappropriation is largely a pro forma exercise
because few legislators,ever hear frqm their constituents aboutithe

g federal programs; the piograms are small in relation to other items in a
state budget; and, most large federal programs are formula driven front'

,eashington. All in all, legislators believe that there is little,political
.credit to be'gained from dealing with federal programs, either by,champipn-
lpg them or by overseeing them.
,t±,

"g The one area where state legislatures potentially have:sn impact on
efie admthistration of federal programs is staffing. As federal funds are
reduced, SEAs can either lay off staff or seek state support for federal
program administrators. ,Legislatures generally view their state depart-
ments of education with'some suspicion. While they may have good relations.
With the.chief state school officer, they distrustthe, bureaucracy: The
large number of federally supported staff in most SEAs probably does not
eAhance their popu140ty'with state legislatures...The New'Mexico legisla-
tuce, for example, has given teeth to its "oppogition to the department'
ruAing afteruevem federal program" withmea recent policy'of refusing ,to
make up.for'any loss of federal funds. Louisiana and Massachusetts

4

legislators expressed similar views.
. , .

Still, while legitlatorp reported their opposition to picking up the
tab for SEA activities that were initially suppoited with federal funds, in
some, states their actions belptf their words. For example, inLouisiana,
Massachusetts, NeWMeXico, V1Vginia, and Wyoming, SEA staff haVi been
shifted from.federar to state support over the past few years. In some

cases, however, SEA managers have accomp/ished this by arrangibudgep
recniests so that the legislature was asked to support only the4.4taff
politically popular federal programs; such 58 vocational education,

`interest Groups

The configuratiOh of special interest groups in a state 1.1n impor-
tant determinant of that state's political environment. In most states,

interest groups representing the students targeted by federal.#A9cation
prograMs are'ldosely organized, uncoordinated, and not consi0Oaly'active
over time. 1 In all states, education legislation is sometimes,*ported

grouphose primary foCuS isnot education. -u0104An lobbiesvjor
example" :10e supported compensatory or remedial pl'OrOims in Wifornia.
New Ydeknd Missouri., -%,pispaniC groups have,lobp***OrobtITOual
educitioniph part of a:erbader agenda of social i4itett

.

Two different patterns of i
,states. Groups may constitute, a
organized around a special eftor

S

1Six of the eight states fit this pattern; California. and assaohusetts

were-exdeptions.

ntereat, group, actiliwele evident in our
isustaine

7.

stable presence, or they may be
t!

t\to win passAge of a particular state law.

o
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Teachers' organizatibrik and urban district lobbies ofterffit,the,first
Amttern, that-:of sustainaLsctivity.1 SeveraX4of the advocacy grodP& fort
special neeaSetudents Voirin this way in-Californiaand Massachusetts as
well Inthe':Okber. states, however, advocates for students with special"'
fieeds'tend;03'.fii the second pattern: they often' organize their effie--
around. Particular legislative proposals; once a law is passed, its ad.
categmay lapsainto'a latent' force in state politics.. Grdaps representing
handicapped students have, Commonly followed this pattern outside of
California and Massachusetts.2 Hispanic groups irlCalifornia, New
.Mexico, New York and Massachusetts pushed hard for the passage of state
laws,pertaining'to bilingual education but have been only sporadically
active since. Advocates for ciVAilphts were not a visible forwin anys

r,of the state capitols.
.07.

The limited roledf interest groups representing special need .

students aftthe:state level may44reflect the fact that these groups doncen-

kratetheiCefforts at the local or federal levelgW Title r parent
groups are-atlear example ofrthie pattern, tfielr
local school boards, not their state-legislature
interest groups. focus on the local level because he state plays a
limited role in education funding and policymaking. In two states,
'interest group controversy at the state level has been partially defused
by the inclusion of special pupil weightings .in state education aid.
formulas. New Mexico enacted such a formula in 1974 and-now finds'that
the groups pressure the state for a high base allocation, then'compete-A
the local level for shares of the funds. In the,same vein, Massachusetts
interest groups reportedly were brought into greater harmony at.the state'
level by the passage of a weighted aidlormula in f9781,

We found little evidence that the federal education programs per se
were a'major-force in thetestablishment of interest groups at the state

level. Rather, groups promotinglervices to speciallieeds iudents.at.th
state level seem to,exist as part of the geqeral pol al-cliTate --the
Apple climate that led'tdthe federal-level(ivgialatio Federal progrtla,
runds'have, however, helped support these .V/I has- strengthened

advocacy of bilingual eaugation in sane stapes, and federal funds m4y:.,have
helped advocates for the.handicapped,.in forming communication networks.

A

1The state aid formilio is often hammered ?ut in contests between urban

and rural--interests. In MissouriiAltalemateo between these interests
recently, impeded the allocatitn of extr&funds for'education: California,

where big.city interests are serong, hasa state compensatory program.that
gains, substantial support-from this interest group.

2This statement does not iMply'ttiat handicapped groups become inactive, in

tate politics. They monitor proposed changes in state laws and regulations
closely and activate their lobbies when necessary. . However,we did not
find these_gpoups maintaining offices in state capitols and participating
in a broad range of education Issues as do organizations representing
teachers, school boards and school administrators.

-4
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Governors

point-for educatiOn interest
which are thlistiongeSt.educatiohm,°'
rarely concern'Ehemselves with federal
the lack of state legislative activy
helps perpetuate leOslatiSe apathy

,,.

Governors have the potential to be, powerful,actors in-state edueatidh.
PpolibymAkingobut few chose this roles 'In only one of the eight states,
,Vtrqintacbhaethe governor recentlg'played A.majdf role in state'education'-

1 v82, Goveindr Charles Robb-proposed an increase in basic
*-!'"4 rease teacher salaries, and the legislature authorized an

ppaixs..
etatfe a'

$'inOease

GovernorF

s in several other states have takenoc,:moregeneral interest
eir state's_educational,system. ,In'Ibuisfiaa, for example,education

.411.16 f GovernOr David treen'S'eampaign issues. in 1979*, HoweverL.Treen
has no akenpction to Change ths structure of education programsnd
his most recentbudget included onlyslight funding; increases. Former
Governor Hugh iCarey, urged thWNew:Yerk legislaturdte increase,edUeatiOn,
funding,Sig .cantlye,buthis propos met a cool. r1ecept on:.,

%*0- " ,

,.. /ns4 of the states,, howeVer, the go rnothes .144le or 'no involve--
meat wit federal aikto eduCation. Govertr1Weenternit With eOUcatioh' -:

-P ,, ..,,
,,- .-
lhave:little,ff'any refetloh to the existencdef aF:01011-rell role in C011eation
or to the substanbe of .federal edll ion prograVott" We-did not: detect '-

..,

any evidence thatoo4rnors or `.the .s,taff feelthattheir policpmaking
autherity -has .been preempted b Nelltal preqramS-eAStend, they seem. in ,.

ogeneral"to bevetildlyloositive'aboutlederal:aid forippcation but unin-..
terested ih:ipunChing their own inittativeslfor Skmils purposes.

A) 4 9 :() ,

State Boards of Education

caltt,

through decisiOnS;such as the :1
Aitheugh state poards'of can have'longierA:POlicy effects

f Chief state school officers (where
2,0 ',-
they havd that powers and the e : .. shment of the state's educational
priorities, theyigeneral ir exercise little Authorit over the day-to-day
substance of state educat on .' (Chief state ficerefl however, do
not dismiss the importance attached to retaining the goodwill of state
bOard.members.)' We found, the state-boards in our sample'typicallrOnin-
i.rolved in federal education programs. Their';role in one state was described.
as "rubber stamping" the program plans for federal programs, and this'.
appeared Common in other states as well. Similarly, in states other than
New York, the boards -= whether elected or.appointed -= have _initiated ,

relatively-littleactivity surrounding programs for special needs students.

Q

1It is instructive to note that in 1982.thiNtation's gMernors proposed
taking back all responsibility for education if the federal government,
would take responsibility foro4elfare programs.

8,
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The NI York Board of Regents, however, is a major force in that
state's 4 cies for special needs students. For example, in 1978 they
mandated Aitiedial services for students with low scores on statewide testa,
and theinalgiObasison basic skills has increased the SEA's efforts in
testing anCNOcediaiion.. They have also supported major programs in
hilingualNedi*ton'and civil' rights.

4
4f

SEA Leadership an the State Politicaleinvironment
4.- 4

Typically, the dominant actor in a state's education politics is
the chief state4aahool officer. The chiefs in all our .0.4ies are well-
respected by th* 1;legislatur4d even when the SEA bureaucracy is distrusted.1,
In Calif,rnia, for 'example). Wilson Riles had strong legisykive a]ziies
dating from ,the mia711960s when ,he was a middle manager in-ale:department.
Missoutiis chief had developed.an extremely get relationship:with tfie
legislature, based -off his conaensda7-building political style.-

some 4t tesorther-chi eta.,

The past chiA.A.Massachusettif.
groups for srie4i1 needs stude
With the lefii).atg_re. Wyoui
rom the teachers!'orianiiati
hief in New,MviC4o, too, ha

k.very cloiely with interest groups.
as,very responstye to .the advocacy
4While., also(cultivated good 'relations

lected with- strong support
ie, sad' an active member). The"'

siVe to .the states interest
groups. ,..k

4014
11;4wo of ouistudy states, 'the chiefs afOoar tovha*independent

power ses that enable iheidikto deal with both the legiskature and the
imtertst4grovg,from positIOns relatiVe strength. ,NtefOrk's thief has

'etc bidecable-lphority Ahe to his and taRe 4nts unusual ,broadbroad consti-
.,,

'1.Otifonafpbwer . For example," he has, ,has used,'ihe,*utbority t,
order desegregation in local school districts.. -The chief in Louisiana' is
respected-in thatIbtate's political system fd#,Mis-campaigning)skilli,

to mdlinten congenial political relations, and the patronage. !r.
resources he commands. :0 .

Whatever the political strengths and alliances of an indivi-al
chief, they appear to be influen A. ly slightly by the federal government.
The existence or design of feder-lw grams has not often been'a focal,/
point forte, the chief.'s interactions with legislatures or interest groups.
One inArEect result of the federal presence is notable, however.

used
-

stateiqealifordia, Massachusetts, Missouri and Virginia) nave used their
eitle V funds to increase their capabilities in data collection and
analysis, with the result that legislatures have increasingly turned to
these SEAs for information on. such matters as the effects of changes in
the stake aid formula.

1This was not always the case in some of our states. Respondentskin
. ,

the'Campbell and Mazzoni study reported that Max Rafferty was less con -
cerned about relationships.with the state board of education, the legisla-
ture, or the governor, than.his successor. In Missachusetts, Commissioner
Anrig'spredecessor waelieguantly seen by legislators as "chastizing
them." Campbell and Mazzoni: Op. cit., pp. 166 -167..

8a
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State Fiscal Conditions

Economic conditions in a number states and, in particular, cal

difficulties in the public sector have affected4dver0Sly tIthpolitM1
,

climate in which education.policies are developed. Five Of. e eight
states studied weralacing.varying degrees.offinancialdifficulties when
we were in the field, while three (Louisiana, Wyoming, and;New Mexico)
were not. Tax and expenditua limitationsiP14ch as those in California
and Massachusetts, are manifest in hiriAg Breezes and in Staff reductions.
Especially-when accompanied by decl ,,,sriroAlments.and Xising costs,

tight financial conditions detra iriteresk in education.
Becadte both federal program* *an s for special ndfts saildents are
typically considered supplementary other educational operations, .

strained fiscal conditions can have an adverse effect on political
attitgdes 'upward them. Nonetheless, we dideot find during our field
work that these factors resulted in reductions in state funding of state
special needs programs in, our states.1

<1.

State Education. Agencies As Organizations

. e

In,many tespects, SEAS)are. pec4iar organizations. They sit in. the
middle of the intergovernmentaleduaat ion policy system without a clearly
defined role, .Thefederal government is an. intervenor and assistor; lodal
schoblistrictearetheprimary seriiice'providef4.- SFAS are at oncethe,

`supervisors of public eddcation iii their and the'delegated
stratorif of federal :Tbtiriirkkand funationS;aretIletdrminedir-
largely by factbri beyond tAeii dpntio1:441qAds and requirement riot 4t

feeral legislation, .the courts, .andotheix-own legislatures, Th

actions are affectedby.the.sodial and politicalpreOures their'

-environment. Because of thiajpetting, SEAs:Are generally reactive otZtani-
zations They are not necess4rily passive, however. .PartiCularly in the
`larger states*SEAs'negotiate their responses to the demands plac4eOn.
qem and, in the process, often modify them and inject new 'demands into

plie',1?,plitical system%
.

1i4

4A.'In' the 1950s and 'early 1960s, state edUcation agencies were much;;,

.

'smaller organizations than today with functions limited- primarily to
curriculum, textbooks, and certification. With the advent of the.Elehen..
tary and Secondary Education Act (EsE4), SEAS were assigned new and t:

expanded administrative responsibilities. Federal officials, concerned
that state agencies were inadequately prepared to play a significant role
in this new intergovernmental partnershipot took several steps to strengthen

1In a recent study of state special needs programs in six states,.
investigators found that the two most fiscally,,distressed states in the,
sample -- Michigan and Minnesota -- had cut state funding for all special
needs programs, and the former, state had decreased service coritrols
through temporary rules. Milne,,Anne M., Moskowit4'Jay, 6.Ellman, Fran eat4
M. Serving Srcial Needs. Children: The State Approach,'Washington,
Decision Resources,A942, -We did find, however, tnai STAs in' two of our
most stressed states -- New York and-Missouri -- were faced with chtsin
state-funded, as well as federally funded, administrative pbsitions.

8
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SEA capacitItes.
1 Title V of ESEA funneled millions of relatively

unfetter*Bollars to SEAS to assist in the improvement of state leadershil
and plinnaf; to strengthen the states' information and statistical
services, and to enhanee state research and development capabilities.

2

In addition, those federal programs involving SEA administration set
aside a portion of their funds for SEA operating costs. (In 1981-82
states were allocated 1.5% of their Title I allocation, 20% of their
vocational education aid and five percent of the state's federal special
education-_aid to support program administration.)

As a result of both these federal actions and state influences, thi
capacities of SEAs Changed dramatically over the past 15 yearst This
section examines (1) changes in SEA size and staffing, (2) changes_
in SEA strudtureand function, and (3) the impact of these increased
capaCitles newjunctions on relationships between state and local
education agencies.

"Vapacities: Size and Staff ,

SEAs have grown sibstaritially over the past:15 years, with most,,,

doubling in size over. Some of this expansion would have occurred ,$J,

without federal involvement, since states generally assumed an increased
role in education programs during that era. Much, of the growth, however,

clearly is attributable to federal funds. This is demonstrated by the
fact that federal funds now support roughly 50% of the SEA staff

07' tio.

,
,-

Bailey, Stephen K. 04iditei:Edith'it.' ESEA: The Office of Education1

Administers a fasq,10xacusosyractise Univers4y Press, 1968.
, r

andSEAswererequiredtosubmitprojectribing

.

MurphyiJeAome, P. State EducatilrAgen2ies_and'Discret .Discretionary F

Lexington, Tai: Lexington Books, /174, op. 2.4. --Murphy nofts th
the law listed examples of the kinds of actiytties eligible forAunding-,

how they would use these funds tostrengtheagency leadership resourcedr,l,
. ,

the SEAs were 'able to spend the money z they "'anted.

3
The Education Consolidation a ImproveMent Act reduced the Title

I (Chapter 1) administrative setL.asideto onevercent.-

4In our sample states,'it'was virtually impossible to obtain figures
on number of staff that are comparable aCross yZ'ars. Some'.fiTsites include

staff in state schools and libraries, some include nsultants,,iand ,

others do not. HistoricaLdocuments do not clarify-thAge distinctions.
Moreover, few SEAs can easily identi y which positions ark supported by
federal funds, both for the past and the present. 'Hence, our data for
these topics are quite general. Mi stein found in a nine-state survey
.that theinctease in the number of professional personnel in these SEAs,
ranged from 548 (Minnesota) to 226% (Alabama) between 1962 and 1968.

v,o 15!44411...,.. .
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Vin the-states; the percentage in our sample, ranges from:4 Law of 40% to a
high. of 60%. ,These figures were even higher a few years -ago before
several of our states took stepsto reduce. -the number of SEA staff supported
by federal funds.;

Federal' funds support -a variety of 'positions within SEAs. Not
'surprisingly, units created specifically8o administer federal programs,
such as the Title I office or the Title;IV office, are totally supported 1

by41Ideral program dollars. Federal aiclolmfunds positions in special
ediOettion and vocational, education -- already existing 'units in most SEAs
whose functions were expanded by federal requirements. The extent to
Ohich prograM staff arelippported by federal, rather than state Funds
varies considerably earl's SEAs. For exampLk;the special educati9n staff'

= . in Wyoming are all supported by federal funds because there waslipinimal-4
state role in special-education prior to federal mandates. In* dgachusetti,
however, where the state'had a program of its.own, federal funds support
only 58% °especial education personnel.

The types of activities and staff supported by, T.?: V funds vary. P

across states,- reflecting individual SEA prplities. For example, this
aid was used inICalifornia and New York to support statewide testing
programs, in Wyoming to initiate a "broker" system to assist.districts iH
solving problems, and in Missouri lo enhance SEA management4nd data 0

= _processing caPopilities. These welfe not all-inckudive-act,ivities.
,Several states voted a portion of their Title 4 funds to providing
services for improving ingt9Ftion'in local school districts, and most
supporteck a mixture of the actitrities listed above-,

.During.the1950s ana early 1960s SEAs were qten characterized as:
retirement, homell.for.-.1erintendents. Resimiidentd"An several of our 1110.

;estates noted thit-44:wlpEAs often attracted rur;p1 superintendents close,
ba*retirement age or t dee in.trOuble wftlilocal:bioards of education. 1,

- SEAs were also viewed ad:wourricdluM005,64ild,":,orientectto aiding districts
improve.the substanO, of their generaredecation programs. Most technical
staff were cdrriculde specialists, many of whom weresupported-bi-fpderal
National Defense Edudation,Act (NDEA) funds

As SEAs expanded 4/heir staffs, a new eed of chief state school
officer and staff emerged. The "new chie " tended to be more progressive,

'IA 1967 repdrt summarized the background of SEA personnel in thid
manner: "Thelipost obvious generalization which can be made in summarizing
our anekysis is that: the professional, personnel in-each of the states we
studied'oomprise extremely_hosiogeneous groups. These State Departments of
Education are-largely compoSed of-men who have_lived their lives tn the
rural PrePs.of the states they serve; who have gone to State7teachers'
college,andiogerhaps the State university; who had begun careers as profes -.
sional educators, generally in rural schoolsi4before entering the department;
and-who had been.invited to join the department by another,member of the
State_ Department of EddcatLan." Kirby, David J., & Tollman, Thomas -A.
"Background and Career Patterns of State Department Persoribel." In Campbell,
Ptiaaall:Fi,::BrOuf, Gerald nik,Donatid,B., (eds.). Strengthening
State dhpar%iients ofEducation,. Win Berke. & Kirst. Op. cit., p. 388.

8 J



more sophisticated, and.possessing broader interests thanpreiously 'had,
been the case. For example, the chief:31a California and Massachusetts
brought to.their.sUperintendencles extensive-experience ih administering
federal Special needs - grams. Virginia's current education Commissioner
had been, head of a large and sophisticated school district inthat state.
The new staff are often younger,with professional backgrounds outside of
lopaleducation agencies (lawyers, psychologists4 evaluators), and tend to
be generalists rather than tied-to particular subject areas. Onethief
.characterized these new staff members as "more creative and long on
education but.ahort on exper$ence."1

- '

SEAs attracted these new leadersand staff despite offering lower
salaries than local;school districts 7- particu%arly large districts. The
attegction can belattributed, at least in part, to the new federal role
which not only provided fun4 4o-;SupriortlIew positions and activities but
also brought a new mission tot..the' SEX-A-i-aa mission of equity. Two state

trends, concurrentVith the increasing federal influence, also
ributed to the attraCtionOf new staff. First, many states were

assuming a larger share of education funding as equity issues influenced
schoginancing. tSecond,- SEAs Were'affected by the general growth in tte
professiOnalization-ofstate'government_dieCussed in Chapter I.

? .

tStruCtUre'and-unctions --
a

. -0,.
..1.1?11, _,

,

tructural chares in,SEAs ace difekcult:to isolate and analyze.
As,,,like of bureagbracifs, Chingetheik' shape in response to what is

.asked of th o is leadia ng theme and, a'myrtad of other immediate
"pressures. By.9d large0,4major structural' changes,.,though influenced by-.
federal requirementd,in,part,-have been More a' reeurt,of SEA leadership
and psioritiekthan of fedscarprograms. For example, reorganization of
theCaliforniaig& du'rtng the 1970s reflected Superintendent Wilson Riles'
philosophy, and internal presidrgs toimOrove departmental management.

.

In spite of large differepcea in size across our sample (from Wyoming's
SEA with a total

'staff
of 105 to New York's with a: Staff of neaxlw 1,000),

thete,are strong Struceurif simila?ities,acrbss SA' They tentgo have
from two to six' major divisions, depending .Ati-whether special*upation
And vocational eduCation are separate units or part of a largerInstruc-
tional division. In, either case,oth special and vocational education

are distinct 'fronkthe other program areas and from the
re r 'program. A few SEAs operate regional offices, but there was
little evidence of federal influence on the-operation of these offices.

Federal influences are more evident in the kinds of activities that
SEAs now conduct. Before the mid-19605, SEA activities were primarily

1Murphy has characterized'this new breed of state administrators as
"activist problem solvers" who tend to be client-oriented professionals,
rather than subjecp matter specialoists. Murphy, Jerome T. "The Paradox of
State Government Rpfor " The Public Interest, Summer 1981, p. 127. /

e
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curridoltaa development and assistanbe to LEAs, often in the form of!

.curricular guides. Even then, much of the gurri#Ulum development*d*
dissemina` on was supported by.fedakai funds through Np§A. All of r"

;,:f4;SpAssV* studied are nowinvolved in a*Veiriety of fInctiBns that many did

iii perforii:15 years ago: monitoring, technical assistance. and.res

and evaluation. While some of these activities were conducted by-
: larger SEAs before 00 federal government began to encourae them,

most states reportedhat federal support was the instigating force.
Importantly, federaIlRograms not.cinlyrequiredrmany of these activities-,.
for the first time, they also providedtthe funs to support the staff

needed to carry them out.

Federal programs also taught states o condUct thead-activities.

For example, Title I regurations"provideda el for the adminiptration of

New York's 'state compensatory education program. Respondents in New

Mexico noted that their Education Standards/Indepth Revie4 system borrowed
heavily from federal planning, evaluation and-monitoring activities.
Many of these models, however, were-7:11ot developed solely by federal staff,

but through a series of intey.actibpabetweenstate and federal'officials.
In some cases, activitieaJR"the and more progressivapEAs predate

the development of feder Igulations and guidelinea:And aerve as models

for federal administratorsVcivil rights ring in Massaehusetts and

Title I evaluation in California are examples.

Federal funds and requirements led to another new activity for SEAs

-- lobbying the federal government to influence,hOth'the legislation and

funding of. prOgrams and the regulations and guidelines issued bythe-
executive brancre. THe ml and regulations accompanying federal prog

prOvidedboth a need nce federal decisions and the resources

which.to do it. Thi primarily true.for.New York, Massachusetts_

and California, where, ination of political power,atateagendaa,'-and

political sopfilsticatio been reflected in intense lobbying forresources

and rule changes that benef4k*ose states. Much of this influence has
been exoectinformally throUghcontacis between state and federal program
staffs For atample, SEA,AdminUtrators in New York negotiated directly
with senior federal program staff over problems arising from that state's

merger of Title I and its state oompe satory education.program. Lobbying has

alit::: been directed 'LW:Congressional taff to-Anfluence-the creation of new ;

enactments, the shape 0e4egislat e changes,%and bUdgetarytteodaions.
This lobbying occUrathrOghboth state and Wastiingtgn-based staff as .well

as through direCt contact from the chiefs. For example,_the 1976 Amend-

ments'to the tlementary'and SecondartOtation-Act'ake referred tdby

strongly urged by the CalifoinMSEA. Ihe New YOrk SEA/Eloard 'Reg.
,

"Lbecause-theTc4ilrhangessome as "The California Relie

sends an annual report to. Congress highlighting a .nUmber,of lasuearelated

to federa iroogram strugture.and funding.

c - These lobbying activities incate that atdi t lst
..,-.

s ;anticipate "`

and seek.to influence federal actions rather than merely them.

As competition for resources intensifies at bOth the f te ;., ,

levels, jhis 1,)bbying capacity is like,Iy-to-,--reisef by ort''

4

1 These particular activities have had armijor

between SEAs LEAs and are discupse6inde
this section.

9u
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to influenoe theiiown lsgislatures. For example, the New Mexico SEA,
fearful of its dependence on declining federal funds, has begun lobbying
its legislature for state support of federally funded staff positions.

Relationships with Local Education Agencies

We have shown above that SEA capacities changed.significantiy*in je
terms of the number and types of staff and the kinds of activities they ar
conduct. The mostdragaticshift was that of emphasis --'from.curriculum
to monitoring and proceduret. This shift has had a major impact on the
relationships between SEAS and LEAs, generally increasing SEA control over
local behavior. Relationships between SEAs and LEAs differed across,
states prior to federal involvement and the degree to which these relation-
ships changed also varies in terms of the amount, the areas in which SEA .

authority has increased, and tbetelative influence of federal and state
factors on these developments. Below we discuss the three SEA fungtioni
which have.had the largest impact on SEA-LEA relationships: monftOf
technical assistance, and uses of data.

v

Monitoring. Federal programs require SEAs to monitor local activities,
a function which was unusual for SEAS prior to 19654 In 'addition to

xrequiring monitoring and providing funds for the staff needed to accomplish
it, federal programs also pro ed models for how to monitor and gave SEAs
leverage in'areas in which t. previously had little or no authority.
For example, P.L. 94-142 enabled the Louisiana and Wyoming SEAs to increase
their compliance activities in special eacation. The VocatonalEducation
Act Amendments of 106 assisted SEA staff in gettinwlocalschool districts'
in New York and Wyoming to address sex equity'Issues and local districts
in Missouri twroVide vocational education sei.vicif to economically
disadvantaged students.

Although the federal influence on increased monitoring activities is
certainly powerfnl, state forcesalso shaped both the emphasis placed on
monitoring and the extent to'which monitoring is used in areas other than
the federal programs. In, all states, pressure for accountability has
increased both from the public and the legyature, particularly as the
state share of education funding tnceased.- Our states are not excep-
tions. In addition, SEA goals and0i4itiesiAas well as traditions of
state control and local autpholiV,Anflipnce how and the extent to which,
monitoring is conducted.

During the 1005', man% the step. in cur study expanded their
monitoring functions to areat beyond'those required by federal programs.
In some case :, 'states elaborated federal monitoring requirements. For
exampld4 California Monito all fede41 and state programs at the school

afe Programs of School Improvement:
at ion Commis ,,on of the States,
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-level (in contrast to the district level) in far more detail than the

federal programs require. Massadhusetts monitors all local activities to

ensure compliance with state and federal civil rights laws. In othei .

cases, SEAs-establish 4 standards or p ritierefor-local districts.

d review local:40000 n light of these irements. For example,

icts in V17Vaxe reviewed against t state's Standards of

lty, which set general requirements ipareas.for.local districts.
101exico's Education. Standar& cover v all aspects of elementary

and secondary eduCat;bnrom curriculum tb teacher preparation. Each
dietrict'undergoes arOthdepth review of each standard on an item- by -item

basis every six years. Even in Wyoming, with its strong tradition of
local autonomy, the SEA has taken steps to influence local behavior

Z. through the development of curriculum and ,Minimum competency guides.
However, the SEA does not review disttiCts; rather, tile modelaarefprt
sented as examples to be follgwed if desired.

Most of these activities, from compliance monitoring of-federal

programs to reviews of districts against SEA priorities, resulted in

C increased SEA'authority over districts. They have also made the SEA-LEA

relationship more legaliStic and adversarial. In fact, ftom the, local

perspective, SEAs are often seen as "policing agencies." Silie.of these

shifts would likely have occurred° without federal involvements. 'but the

combination of federal requirementi and models for monitoring, and federal

support for necessary staff, have had a substantial impact.

,-,

Teanical Assistance. Delivery of technical assistance to LEAs is

a traditional SEA role: But, federal program requirements influenced the

types of assistance that SEAs now provide. Technical assistance for

curriculum improvement or ad tion of he fogramsor instructional

'aPProaches is not common in
: '

states u4i0P.4 Rather, much of the

assistance pertains to pg,- - . A - , hbw aluite a program, or hoW to
1

meet the legal requirementa '4
14

is filar pr rams (e.g.,-how to determine'

eligibility for Title I). , O Provide advice'io districtsbn Ways

to improve financial, school 1.-nstructional management Eroceqesl:

It is difficult to determine whether the level of t chriical assistance

provided to local districts changed in-recent years for t o reasons.

First, the phrase can refer. to any of a broad range of activities. All -1,

SEAs view themselves as providing technical assistance; some of these

activities are perceived by districts as assistance and some are not.

Second, although many district staff to Whom we spoke believe that theirs
A

SEAs provide ,less instructional or durriaglag assistance than in the past,'

we had no way measuring the extent to7Whiah-4011§ fo 'Orly provided this

fic
type of assistance. Given the common characterization f SEAs in, the past

as retirement homes, instructionally oriented technical assistance that

went beyond the dissemination of curriculum guides to districts may never

..have been a major function in most SEAs. 0

Although technical assistance oes not directly increase the authority.

of SEAs that s ch. assistance Often related to'

j mplementingirequ procedures a d.meeting other legal requirements,,,

41k .
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which will then be monitored for compliance; puts technical asiistancOjb
a new lightSuch assistance ,is*.now more closely aligned with SEA monitor-
ing than with helping districts,improYetheietinstrbctional programs, a
reflectioqi4 tl a StAs'irowing7:autbOritV4n the educational system.

_
SEA have greatly"increaild their' collection and uses

;a result of federal programs. Prior t6 the enactmentof,ESEA, 1
few staffs engaged in systematic research or *valuation activities.1
The_Title I evaluation requirements proyided a stiiii4lus for state activity
in this area. Although evaluation activities were stimulated by federal
requirements, some movement in this direction would have occurred as part
of the general trend toward accountability, which is typically assessed by
quantitative measures.

''In most of the study states, evaluation activitied are restricted to
4ihe federal programs that require them.,? A few SEAs Piave research and
evaluation units that perform functions apart from federal programd. For
example, New York And California conduct reseprch, evaluation,-and testing
projects in 'a variety of areas ---from the influence of television viewing
on test scores to evaluations of state-funded:programs. The evaluatW1
unit in Louisiana conducts their state - wide - testing.:, program and hpuses a
number of smaller projects such as legislativiYdiVelOpmont and dfssemina- *

tion activities. States without,evaluation SctTvities beyond those
required by the federal programs tend to be those witbitraditions of4%;.,),
-strong local autonomy. This not surprising sib the information base
that evaluation provides gives SEAs the potentae 4 *ercise greater
control over local school, districts.

r have seen that in the fasti-15 yearsrHps
and more complex organizations. ,The functions ass
programs and new state laws haiie increased SEA auth

r

Oeral
we, as

their responsibilities. An uiiibtemied consequence of ehis shift is
the creation of a more legaijatic relationship between the state and local
schooldistricts. Even states with few state mandates (e.g., Missouri,

4

1New York is the exception in our sample:'it has ahresearch and evaluation'
unit that predates Title I. An OE review of ESEA tle I in'the first
year of its operatiOn,foundthat 37 states lacked evaluation techniques,
and 38 lacked sufficient galified evaluation personnel. U. S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, Office-of EducAtion. The First Year of
Title I, Elementary and Secondary Act of 19654 :as kited in. Milstein.

, Op. cit., p. 41.

,2A-number of states have expanded their data collection activities,
but do not use this information to evaluate local programs. For example,
Missouri requires all 60 grade students to take astatewide basic skills
test, but local districts may use.the results in any way they choose.
Wyoming uses federal program and student data (data traditionally not
collected by the SEA) to help SEA staff identify common educational
needs across the state,
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v

Wyoming, and .Louisiana), increased state authority ia-the-subtie bypr
.of SEA staff'Spending more time in the districts, tWe'ability and autho
to generate information about local district programs, a2d generally
greater-kbowled e about how to comply with federal regulgiions. the

final section, chapter, we explore theikelihood of thes- new
organizational arrangements surviving in the face, pf a changing federal

role.

Institutionalization of'Federal Policies

In 1965. state government was regarded as a "roa ock across the

highway that leads to the future."1 Seventeen ye r later an informed -

observer wrote, "virtually all,50 states today ar trong%enough entities

to take on almost any program ;he federal govern nt might hand over to

them."2 This writer 9uestioned,.however, whether the states have the .

political will to take.on many Of the federal government's social programs.

4

I

In this sect

L
on we discuss first -the likelihood of SEA: maintaining

their existing ca City to administer special needs programs. Then we

assess the extent to'whicb.states have institutiOnaliZed programs.and
.poIiciesfot special needs students as-evidOnced by,State.adoption of laws
consistent wit* federal laws; state tundine of activities or-services
analogous to thosesuppOited by federal programs; or state-level political.
.support for the services or target groups addtessed,infederal programs..' r

. .

,
... . ^. to,

We should note that because federal progaiOt foafipecial 'heeds students.

have been in place for a number of years* advocates for, thesestudentOnd
administrators of these programShaveiCt neededto look to State.goveihMents

for all of their support If,, as appOYS latiply,i-federal eaUdationsuppoet
continues to decrease, political.activitwielated to dPecialf,needs students ,

at the sate level presUmably could increase. While Jt,, is401possibletto

predict whether such efforts would be successful, weoamissesd-how easy

or difficult it would be. crsupport for eguity-orienteducation
programs in the states by 1 kind at the current. institutionalliakion'of

these programs' purposes. '''-''11-:,:,'?rrror

7
.

SEA Capacity and Functions

The multifaceted nature of. SEAs and. the dfversity that characterizes.
them make their future di;ficult to predict. As.fedetal funds decrease,

(72

1Martin, Roscoe. The Cities and the Federal System, New York: Atherton

Press, 1965, p. 45.

2Peirce, Neal. "New Federalism Fosters 'Greening' of States." PA Times,

March 1, 1982, p. 2.

4i,
i

3Special education advocates and personnel constitute a partialexceptionw
to this getleralization because of e historic reliance on state fundingipb-Ir
to suppokt special education prog ams and early efforts to seek stronger
state laWs protecting handioapped children.

'4 4020 t:t
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SEAS will, undoubtedly dec6ase in .size-- a trend that has already begun.
Some SEAs have turned to their legislatures to support' ositions previously
dependent on federal-fundshis'is obviously more.likely to succeed in
states with sound fiscal health. Even in these states, however, there
have been, and will continue to be, staff 'reductions. Most SEAs operate
.under a civil service,system'i* hence fear that the'staff let go will
be the ,uunger,,more creativeiibtkers who were attacted to Ms over the
last decade. Regardless o£,.tW11VRe of people who leave,SEAs will most
likely have fewer' people tO*4onduct Various activities.-

Apart from reducing activities because of 11Mited staffing, it is ,

Uncleambich activities SEAs will continue in the absenCe of federal
z., requirements.. Have the new functions and capacities (such as research
.74and,evaluation) developed over, the'last 15 years become institutioqalized,V.or will they disappear if the iequiretents and funds to conduct them

diminish Or vanish? The simple answer is probably some -of both. Fctions
that are supported by federal funds and do not affbct state eduatieibn
programs are likely 'to disappeary for example,'researCh and evaluation

; functions that are d'O dent upon current ,staff will'bO

activities in Missouri and ctvi.

ii
rights'activitiesin Califotnia.2 "In

_ addition
,.!

severely curtailed Monitoring and review of jocal activities, for
t

e*.airiple, recilltes a substantial OveiEment in.perdonneland cannot bes4.. .

'qgpamcted effectively Wi. 464E ,i.e, .: ,q# ,...."
,

1 . ,
. ., .

°74:'It.seems Unlikely;16Waver, hat all of theSEAs'4140rlli.develoPed.

. _
.

ctions.Will,be dropped. %It i .likelVAthat 'EA itaff,hav been socialized
.

nsincuthese new processes for state program,, administsation.'4 Several
4 .

.states, the staff in charge' of statespeCial needs progl..Ims we e orme'rly,
or worked closely with, federalpsOgr4m;adMinisttators 1414the t SEAS. 3 ''

Even ih se states where SEAS limit functions such as Monitoring and,,'
,

e evalua to.federal program Offices, and which have strong -local autonomy;
'show evi nce of new ways of doing things. For example, New MexicO's
'Educatilkil Standards and Virginia's Standards of Quality reflect a new
.

stance toward schpol districts that will persist with or without a strong
.

..federal tole._ . , !
.,,.

.4 ... in

i, "

Fragrams.-for Spedial Needs: Students

.'': The extent ,-to'whiCh;federal special needs policies have been insti-1.
l

tu..:i,

ion
1

lized,,im.the states clearly varies from state. to-state and from

-0'
6

... 4,
fi rior ,tcaptie year, Louisiana !s SEA constitutled an exception to this
pattern. flWc4.0t,legislation has mow placed SEA employees in 'the state
civil serve -

V_.'2Staff in
their e
response to

r

OrniaOffice of Intergroup Relations are shifting
roM.Ntue.iof desegregation to,those of school violence in
-cfl*ginq state political climate.

3Decision-Resodrces'AtUd also forind that, in many instanbesf federal
program administralipti "became state experts on serviceS(Ifor cial needs
,groups 'and, later; the pers*el'responsible foradminis/iation of stated
programs." Milne et al. Op.4-Cit.,.p. 26.

.C.
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federal programto'federal program, but we conclude that,institutionaliza-

tion is Vnerally quite limited. The strongest indicator of a state's
commitmento a special needs program is the existence af a state mandate

`to serve.speciaLneeds students. Table 8 identifies' those states that
currently inandatO services for 'each specialneeds group.

The only group Of special needs students.pnoyided for by laws in all

eight of the skates is the handi61pped: This broad scale institutionar
zation of a federalpurpose reflects two Causes: 'the federal requirement
thatlkeSte laws must conform to the provisions of P.4.94-t42, and the
strength Of the advocacy groups representing the handiffipped in most 4-. .

stitted. In thgee states in our sample, California,. Massachusetts and New

Tark, these groups succeeded in gaining strong state laws prior to the

passage of $till,tin the-absence of federairequirements
these lawn might not survive in their current4oeM. EaCh'of these stat4t1p,

currently .is experiencing a backlash against the cost and the
complexity of services for the handicapped. For most4states,-though,:4
federal funds and mandatevappear to continue as an incentive for main-`.

'taining,laws thatconforffi to the if.federal law. But, Wyoming,a state not--
currently experiencing_ fiscal difficulty, considered not participating

'in P.L. 94-142, and New Mexico does not.1

"sg

, -
Other special needs groups,have had more spotty success'in winning

,.passage of state igws guaranteeing them special educatiRpal services.
California and Massachusetts mandate the providion of bilingual education

services; New Me e, and New YorkllaVe laws4hat provide strong incentives

for schOol dittri w- to provide these Services., In all four of these

states, advocates ere able to build legislative coalitions strong enough,

to pass the laws.. In. Massachusetts and New Mexico, however; asmore

conservative tenor in the current state legislatures might make the
outcome different if advocates were seeking similar legislation today.

Compensgtoryor remedial programs are on,t4le books in California,

Missouri, New york, Virginiat and Louisiana; services are mandated'im:the

latter three states. Only, lCalifornia's program targets unds'primajily con

basib of poverty as.Title I does;' the other programs basefunls.
distrlhution,onvsoMe measure Of achievement..

The long - standing, goals of federal involvement in vocational edUCa-

tion maintaining and expanding-programs of vocational training -- are

evident in allght:statee.- The state laws do not, however, contain

provisions cOMParah44 to:,the set-asides, forpecial needs groups. that

appear in the /ederal

4

_ .

1Even in New Mexico,: which does not. participate in P.L. 94-142, the
special 'educati2iLlaw; regulations,- and requirements are quite similar to

P.L. 94-142. This iMilarity.appears due to'the state's initialplans to
participate.in-the.federalt.program.and to several. years of litigation

contesting the state? compliance with. Sec. 504 regulations.
.

I Y
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Table 8

State Mandates of Services to Special Needs Populations

'.

State Compensatory Education Special Education Bilingual Education

California no yvs yes

Louisiana 'yes yes yes

'Massachusetts no yes yes2

Missouri no 'yes no

New Mexico no yes , no3

New Nork yes yes no
4

Virginia yes' yes no

Wyoming no yes no

ti

1A second-language program is mandated within any school in which
25% of the parents petition. the Board of Education.

21n LEAs with 20 or more limited-English-speaking (LES) pupils per
language groUp.

3However, the state constitution stipulates that the legislature is
to provide training for teachers to become proficient in English and
Spanish so that they may teach Spanish-speaking students.
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Four'of the eight states in our sample (California, New York, Massa-
chusetts and Wyoming) have statutes virtually identical to Title VI of the
federal Civil Rights.Act,-covering any program receiving financial assiS-,
tance from the state. .Massachusetts and New. York are the only states
in the sample to have state laws prohibiting discrimination specifiCally
in education. Other states have sop civil rights legislation; for example,
Missouri prohibits racial discrimination in the use of state- education aid',
to fund teachers' salaries New Mexico's,constitution explicitly forbids
discrimination against citizens of'Hispanic ancestry. Only in the Massa-
chusetts and New York

1

SEAs, however, did active efforts exist to enforce.
these state policies.

Turning from laws to funding, we find still less evidence that, with the
exception of special :education, federal purposes have been institutionalized
in the states. Table 9 shoWS state and federal contributions to the major
special needs programs. All the states are spending considerable sums on
education for the handicapped, but these expenditures are essentially
driven by service mandates rather than taking the form of discretionary
spending.

In compensatory and bilingual education, the federal government
supports most of the costs. The exceptions to the patterns of low-state
discretionary funding for these special needs students are California
and New York. California spent $181 'million on its Economic Impact Aid
program which combines compensatory and bilingual/English as a Second
Language (ESL) services. (This compares with a state Title I/Title VII
budget of $349 million.) New York's remedial program, Pupils with'Special
Educational Needs (PSEN), had 1980-81 expe9ditures of $150 million compared
with Title I expenditures of $282 million. Massachusetts ha& a small
categorical program for districts that are desegregating, a'nd it seems to
be unique in having funded the federal vocational education set-asides
without reluctance. Nonetheless,_ even in states with special programs,
federal spending for special needs groups clearly exceeds statespending.'

Political support for Special needs groups is neither broad nor
deep. As discussed earlier in the chapter, these groups are not a current
interest in most state legislatures.. Compensatory of remedial programs in

1Set Larson, Meredith A., Mandel, Thomas F., Mogin, Bert, & Winslow,
Harold R., Jr. Finding the Common Denominator: The Capacity of State
Agencies to Assist the Hew Office for Civil Rights, Menlo Park, CA: SRI

International, Educational Policy Research Center, September, 1979. These
investigators observed, "Although there are clear exceptions, SEAs are
likely to rely heavily on persuasion, indirect sanctions, and continued
involvement. From their perspective this strategy preserves the working
relationship between them and the LEAs, and allows theSEAs to use the
possibility of more drastic federal actions (court orders or withholding
of funds) to inspire districts to make their peace with the state agency."
p.57.

2
More recent budget trends indicate state expenditures are increasing,

while federal expenditures are decreasing in this state.



Table 9

State and Federal Aid for Special Needs Pupils

Special Education

Aid

Compensatory Education,

Aid

Bilingual Education

Aid

Statel

California $6.41,093,142'

Louiliaha 110,343,505

Massachusetts NA4

Missouri 56,493,204

New Meaico 38,241,3307

New York 240,320,000

Virginia 47,422,894

W omin' 28 000,000

Federall , State Federal

4
680,682,971 $180,638,2672 $321,900,000

: 17,219,123 ,\y 4,263,449 90,500,000,

2E0,472,613 b 05 68,300,000

220'97,645 8,184,573 54,200,000

0 0 26,200,000

46,195 024 150,000,080 282,300,000

21,595,057 9,524,258 / 66,200,000

1,884,857 0 3,500,000

V

State Federal

$t4,800 0003 $274206,254

1,200,000 1,791,711

19,300,0006 2,416,107

0 0

2,428,11107 3,419,739

1,910,000 21,511,134

0' 471,928

375.000

NA m Not available.

1Federal aid is 1981 appropriation; state aid is for'1980-81.

,2Includes funds to ptovide special serVices,to LES/NES children.

Included in compensatorY,education aid. Number is an estimate fos43,9780 (ECS).

4Aid is allocated in the operating aid formula through student weightings and is not broken out.

Additional funds ($14.8M) are appropriated for private schools and special education transportation

expenses outside of the operating aid formula.

5Additional funds are generated by AFDC weightings in the operating aid 'formula but are not earmarked

for compensatory programi.

6Estimate for 1979-80 (ECS). ,

7Estimated,

Sources: State figures were compiled from SEA data, and conversations with SEA administrators. Figures for

fedeial compensatory education aid were drawn from Stanfield, Rochelle L. ''If It Ain't Broke, Don't

IV It,' Say Defenders of Compehsatory Aid," National Journal, January 30, 1982. Figures for federal

bilingual education aid were compiled from U.S. Department of Education. Department of Education

Grant and Procurement Report, E02, washington, DC: the Department, October 20, 1981. Figures for

P.L. 44-142 funding were supplied by Frumboluti, Carob Personal communication, February 1982.

9J ,,
,

.1.

100
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New York, California:, and Virginia seem to survive due to strong coalitions
of districts, rather than the support of legislators who want to target
funds to students with special needs. In most states, the traditional
education interest *groups do.not actively promote federal purposes. This
jo is left to organizations representing the urban inatests, and in some
case s Hispanic groups.' Governors and state boards of education are very

, seldoM strong sources of political support.for epdcial needs students.
Chief state-school officers are always .important education policymakers
and appear. to be the primary suppoifters of federal eduCati6n programs. In

only a. -few cases, however, have the chiefs Odvgcated'effectivelv federal
; objectives in the state political arena.

%. :
;

)
.

1

In sum, the purposes embodied in fedeial'programs for special needs
students are not well instituionaliZed at the statelevel in most oaf the
states in our sample': Building a strong base of political suPportkfor
these purposes would take a great deal of effort especially in light of
the strained fiscal conditions facing most states. In addition, major
reductions in federal 'support of SEA activities may well leave the
states not only unwilling, but unable,, to assume federal education programs.

. -



CHiTER V: THE ADMINISTRATION AND INTERACTION
OF FEDERAL AND STATE EDUCATION'PROGRAMS

Introduction
J

The federal educatiOn programs examined in this study send a mix
of signals to the states about their role in implementing specific
federal policies. As'we noted in Chapter III, the states are assigned
varying roles depending on the federal program in question.. In programs
designed to foster and improve educational services, the federal:govern-
ment depends greatly on the states to administer the programs according,
to federal specifications. In programs designed to extend civil rights
in education, the federal signals assign few, if any, state admini rative

functions.

Available evidence suggests.that the states exhibit great variability
in the performance of their assigned administrative responsiliilitiis, some
functioning. as mere funding conduits, others adding requirements of their
Own to fedeial programs, and some declining participation in the program
altogether. Evidence in the civil rights field indicates mixed interest
and activism among the States in performing roles in concert with federal
efforts in these areas. While variation in state response appears a,
given, little research has explored how states respoqd3 across a mix of
federal programs, and why they behave the way they do.

States obvidusly.do:fer more than administer federal programs; they
establish and, td varying degrees, support the broad array of general and
special education programs offered in the states. Federal programs typically
Operate at the margins of these educational activities" but federal programs
have the potential to influence and shape state education, policies. In

fact, some federal strategies like P.L. 94-142 explicitly require states for
refabhion their state policies to conform with federal specifications.

In this study we'were interested in examining (1) how the states
discharged their administrative responsibilities across-the variety of
federal programs, and how those actions affected the translation of
federal policyl,(2) how federal programs and related state programs

(
6

1

c
See Berke, Joel S., & Kirst, Michael W. Federal'Aid to Education: Who

Benefits? Who Governs? Lexington, MA: 'Lexington Books, 1972;. Goettel,
Robert J., Kaplan, B.A., & Orland, Martin, F. 'A Study of the Administation
of ESEA, Title I in Eight Statps, Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University
Research Corporation, October 1977; and McDonnell, Lorraine, & Pincus,
John. Federal Aid to Education: 2Nri Intergovernmental Perspective,

Santa Monica, CA: The Rand Corporati6h7-1977.-
Zjf

2
Lgrson, Meredith, Mande4Thomas F., Mogin, Bert, & Winslow, Harold, R.,

Jr. Finding the CommQp Denominator: The Capacity of State Agencies to
Assist the HEW Office for Civil Rights, Menlo Park, CA: SRI Interna-
tional, Educational Policy Research Center, Sept. 1979.

3One exception is McDonnell, Lorraine' M., &'McLaughlin, Milbrey W.
Education' Policy and the Hole of the States, Santa Monica, CA: Rand

Corporation, flay 1982.
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interacted administratively; (3) how federal education programs affected
the-states' management of the educational enterprise; and, ) how much of

U
intergovernmental policyand program conflicts is attributable to federal
education programs. This chapter discusses the results of r investiga-
tions based on an analysis of tie eight states insour,sample,

State Administration of Federal t,rograms.'

We foundLthat states vary considerably4in their administratiVe
response to federal program signals and t t this variation emerges.
from-the inteiaction of federal program sign'SQ....with elements in the state
environment. Each federal program we studied showed some degiee of
variation across the eight states we visited. Individual states even
,varied their responses to different federal programs 'operating in their
state. The types of responses states.made were noteworthy. In several
caees,.state offidials elaborated program requirements. States also
adopted different orientations toward federal program monitoring respOn-
sibilitips and toward participation in programmatic or policy areas with
no prescribed state role. We call this latter behavior "opting",behavior,
indicating a state's voluntary decision to play anadministrative role in
a program.

We.identify three broad factors as equally critical elements in the
intepaction producing states' differential administrative traetment of
federal programs: 4

o federal signals,

o *tate political traditions and climate, and

o SEA managerial and programmatic priorities.

As Chapter III discussed, federal signals include the broad array of
messages that the federal government sends to states and districts about
whist behaviors are expeot'ed'of them. Federal signals include the legal
framework of a program as well as the choices the federal bureaucracy
makes'in its administration.

State political traditions and climate -refer to a complex set of
- factors composing aotate's political environment. This set keduces
primarily to the populace's views about the proper relationship between
central government agencies and local authorities -- in the vernacular,
"local control." It also included4...a range of other attitudes, about fisdal
spending, social norms, and public services that shape people's sense of
what constitutes appropriate government'policy.

SEA managerial and programmatiC priorities, while partof the
state political climate, deserve attention as a separate factor influencing
state administrative behavior primarily because they shape the organization
responsible for carrying outtederal policies. These priorities refer to
an SEA's or chief state school officer's (CSSOZO explicit programmatic
agenda (e.g., badic skills competency, career wareness, management by
objectives, etc.) as well as the unarticulated agenda which drives an
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organization and is most frequently discernible. through the organization'
actions (e.g., political survival, organizational leadership, etc.).

The manner; in which federal signals, state political traditions and
climate, and SEA-managerial and programmatic pridrities combine is
neither simple nor predictable largely because they interact, change over
time, and have complex meaning. These three broad factors.frequently

. influence one another. For example, an SEA is very unlikely to move in,a
direction antithetical to a state's political climate although loreNds
that in some instances it has happened.- Similarly, although-critics
believe that federal policy signals ate deiieloped in a vacuum, as we
demonstrate in Chapter III they usually emerge from the Coggress and
the bureaucracy as part of a political process of influence and negotiation,
whet:many players including states' and SEAs are active.

,

. The factors shaping state response also are 'dynamic. Federal
signals cart and_do chagge, sometimes abruptly. For example, th e'recent

'Education Consolidation and Improvement Act in an unexpected' stroke
reshaped.the Title I requirement that schools with Title I programs
have comparable educational programs to rion-Title.I schools. This . .

requirement had been the subje9t of heated controversy for states and
districts for alukst adecade.. State political traditions and climate,'
while in some respects more durable than federal signals, can also change
over time. The. forces that passed Proposition 2 1/2 in Massachusetts
to limit local property taxes were interpreted by our respondents as
representing a new, more conservative tone in Massachusetts politics. SEA
priorities may shift with the appointment of a new chief state!Pghool
officer, the influx of new staff; or the assumption of new responsibilities.

4

Beyond these levels of complexity lies the r ality that eaah of the
three bread factors shaping a state's adminiptrati n of federal programs
takes on specific meanings, or nuances, which prov critical to interpret-,
ing a state's administiative arrangements. These uancesare extremely
important to comprehend both at the federal and in:ividual state levels.
Chapter Ifi'descri6ed the composite signals transmi ted from different

1
What appears to be at issue here is the SEA's anal
to maintain a delicate balance between their own ag
forces prevailing in the state. A too activist sta
strong ani- central government values or with a leg
political preference often upsets.the balance. Fo
commissioner of, education in New. Yorkt.Ewald Nyq
this equilibrium 'with his rulings in behalf of scho
a result, the legislature"decided to teach (him) a
SEA staff positions. See "Interview with Ewald B.
tional Evaluation and Policy Analysis, Vol. 2, No.
1980.

41SSO's ability
nda(and the political
e in a state Oith
Mature with different
example, the former

1st, ran afoul of
desegregation. As

lesson" by cutting
rquist." Educe-.

4 November-December

I

2
Instead of computing measures documenting comparablity, under ECIA

districts now,only need to have "a policy to ensure ,equivalence among
schools in teachers, administrators, and auxiliary rsonnel...."
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federal programs and underscored the need-to look beyond the legal or
regulatory provisions to explore how these provisions were interpreted,
enforced, and emphasized as part of the program as a whole. RelatedlY,
while scholars of educational governance have categorized the states with
respect to local control norms,_ we found more significance in knowing the
particular meaning of local control in a state. ,Attaching labels such as
strong or weak lOcal control to a state proves insufficient for interpret-
ing state'administrative behavlors. Even SEA priorities have shades of
meaning that are important to capture._ Most SEA priorities on the, surface
sound remarkably 'similar, but a more intensive review often reveal6the
character and significance of these priorities as substantially different.

A few illustrations indicate show important these`nuances become.
in state efforts to administer federal programs. For example, federal
signals though seemingly similar result in important differences; Most
federal programs require that federal tunds.supplement and not supplant
state and local funds for-designated activities. These piovisions strive
to ensure that federal Lvnds4do not replace existing or potential state
and local sources of support for target group students. The history of
ESEA Title I is replete with policy disagreements about how to interpret
the non-supplant requirement and with audit exceptions finding non-sup-
planting-violations. In most. of the states we visited (particularly'
Virginia, Missouri, Louisiana, and New Mexico) these requirements signifi-
cantly influenced state' administration of the Title I program. As a
result, Title I frequently functions as a separate program wi
specification about program content.(i.e., readingdand.math
contrast, state adminiStration of P.L. 94-142, whIch also co

restrictive
). In

s a
federal funds non-supplanting'prohibition,.rarely was influenced signifi-
cantly by the non - supplant provision. Only in Massachusetts has the
non-supplanting question even arisen as a temporary issue in the SEA. We
attribute the'differential influence of these two requirements three
important differences between the programs: (1j slightly different
statutory wording (the P.L. 94-142 non-supplant'requirement applies to
past levels of spending, while the Title I requirement endeavors to
regulate funds that would have been available in the absence of Title I);
(2) different program contexts (P.L. 94-142 contains a service mandate
that virtually overwhelms tKe fiscal strings attached to the program,
while Title I has no service mandate) ; and, (3) different federal -to- state
funding ratios .P.L. 94-142's federal funding contributions are meager
relative to state funds; Title I reverses this picture).

The nuances associated with local control. quickly become apparent
when we consider Wyoming and Massachusetts. Both states share a reputation
as ttrong local control states, but local control has distinctly different
meanings 'in each state.1 Wyoming reflects a strong bias against any

1Wyoming and Massachusetts ranked last and third from last respectively
in Wirt's 1972 school centralism scores for the states. Wirt, Frederick.
"Does COntrol Follow the Dollar? Value Analysis, School Policy, and
State-Local Linkages." Urbana, Ill.: University of Illinois, 1972.
Wirt's measures are dated, and the scores assigned these two states might
differ if they were assessed today. Nevertheless, respondents in both
states repeatedly emphasized how influential local control norms were in
their states' politics and governance of education.
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form of central governmental action. The norm of "rugged individualism"
makes both federal and state involvement in education policy suspect.
The SEA adapts federal programs to this political environment by adopting
a low profile toward federal monitoring requirements and emphasizing the

agency's function of providing support services to districts. On the
other hand, Massachusetts' definition of local control extends primarily
to district control over instructional decisions and a heavy reliancelon
lopAily raised.revendes. The strong tradition of an active state role is
interpreted as controlling instructional decisions. Consequently, in

spite of strong local control. norms, Massachusetts has aggressively
administered most federal education programs for special students as part
of a larger state equal opportunity mission.

SEA priorities often sound alike but translate into quite different'

missions, which influence state administration of federal programs-in
different ways. For example, SEAs in both Louisiana and New Yoric bave
established basic skills competency as a major priority. Louidiana's
efforts include a phased-in competency examination coupled with summer
remedial instruction for students who fail the exam. This remediation

program (which is just beginning) has relatively little instructional

relationship to the state's Title I program. New York's basic skills
priority also includes a remediation mandate for any student failing the

state's competency,,examinations. However, unlike Louisiana, the institu-
tion of the remediation mandate in 1978 brought with it an administrative
merger of the state's compensatory instruction program (PSEN) and the

federal Title I'program. Distridts now file a unified application for
these programs indicating how they will provide remediation to all
students falling under the mandate.

Federal and state factors shaping state administration ofjedepil
programs exhibit comparable degrees of strength in operation. As a

general rule, federal program signals do not straitjacket state admini-
stration, nor do state political traditions and SEA priorities completely
determine the administrative ,behaviors of state'agencies vis-a-vis

federal programs. We base these conclusion's on two patterns:

o Some federal programs exhibited notable admtpistrative and
programmatic consistency across the states:. Programs that show

the greatest variation are generally, those that allow states the

,greatest disCretion in program administratA on.

lo Some states exhibited consistent patterns in the way they admini-

stered all federal programs. Other states, however, administered
their federal programs in considerably different ways.

These patterns indicate that neither federal signals nor state factors

totally dominate state administrative arrangements. In particular

programs or states, one factor may outweigh the others, but neither

federal nor state factors consistently dominated the states' administra-

tion of federal programs.

1U
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We found the greatest similarity across states in their admini-
stration of three federal programs: Title I, P.L. 94-142, and vocational
education set-asideS for special needs students.' Title I was typically
elaborated by the states in the areas of program content and management
(e.g.', reading and math only), strongly monitored for district 'compliance,
and isolated from other state educational programs. These consistencies
are general trends; exceptions' are always present. In California and New
York, for example, Title I is not administratively isolated but functional-
ly merged with the state compensatory instruction programs.

Across the states handicapped educatton programs look (ery much
alike, in large measure beCause of P.L. 94-142's requirements that the,
states adopt federal provisions as minimal state.requirements and because
of earlier federal efforts through state assistance grants to promulgate
standards for special education. In all of our states, federal and state
handicapped education programs functioned as one program.. Most states
pursued monitoring in a highly legalistic, assertive fashion, although a

few states adopted a lower-profile, persuasive approach with districts on
compliance matters.

A consistent state administrative pattern also seemed to characterize
the vocational education set-asides. Typically these set-asides, though
housed in the division of vocational education, were adtinistered separately
from other state and federal vocational programs. While district reporting
was stressed, the states typically pursued a milder monitoring strategy
with, the set-asides than they did with either Title I or special education.

.Heterogeneity characterized the states' administration of the ESEA
Title IV, ESEA Title VII (bilingual education),, and vocational education
programs as well as the federal civil rightsmandates (Title VIi",,Title IX,
and Sec. 504). These programs vary considerably from state to state, with
different funds recipients, funds distribution formulas, and uneven
paiticipation by statelauthorities. A few illustrations depict this
diversity. _ ,

,

The greater discretionary choice allowed the states by ESEA Title IV
and the basic grants portion of the vocational education program, in
contrast to Title I and P.L. 94-142,'plays out in the greater diversity
that characterizes these programs across the states. Funding forpulas',
for the Title Iy-B (libraries)-program varied in their composition from';
state to state. Title IV-C program funds, as intended by federal
legislation, were spread across a wide spectrum of uses in districts --
uses which typically reflect SEA priorities. Unlike the similarity that
characterized state administration of the vocational education set-asides,' %
states exhibited very different patterns in the administration of the
basic fec ral vocational,education grant. Areas of variation included:

1

States,typically added different eligibility ages or groups for special
education services, used different funding schemes and varied student
assessment requirements, but the core state program for studenter&-17 was
'Strikingly the same across the states.

2
In spite of all these variations, however, a Rand study concluded

that most of the state IV-B formulas usually mirror general enrollment.°
Elmore, Richard, & McLaughlin, Milbrey. ,Program Consolidation and the
State Role in ESEA Title IV, Santa Monica, CA: Rand Corporation, 1980.

1 u
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'selecting recipients (e.g., postsecondary, regional centers'or gecondary
schools),, .funding formulas., and allowable uses,forfederal funds (construc-
tionand equipment, supplies or services). ,

t
-ESEA Title VII and, the federal civil rights policies make limited or`

no prOviSion,for state involvement. As a.result, they come across as a
'weak federal signal and'are open to highly differential-administrative
.response by.the states. although seven Of oui eight states. had federal
Title VII fundiflowing into the state, half the states did not partiq.ipate
at all, or did so cmly,superficially,-.in the. federal bilingual program;
the'others actively reviewed Title VII applications and used Title VII
funds to promote state techhical assistance and leadership in bilingual
education. Those states that participated actively were those that had
substantial state bilingual education efforts of. their own. Only a few,
states were active enforcers-of civil rights policies. These states
enforded state policies (not federal) that resembled or replicated,those
contained in federal laJ. ti

Within states, the administration of federal programs ragged from a
pattern of consistency -- where alrfederal programs,were'managed similarly
-- to one of inconsistency j- where federal programs Were managed in
quite different ways. The pattern exhibited by an individual-state
_reflects the interactions among the previously described set of factors:

4

federal signals, state poli ical traditions and climate, and SEA priori-
ties. The-states which sh kwed marked consistency in theii administration,
of federal programs were those where political traditions and climate
(e.g.; local autonomy) or SEA priorities were so strong that they imprinted
all federal programs in the'stdte with a similar mark.

The following vignettes of the states illustrate the factors at work
shaping state administrative approaches. They are arranged in descending
order from the 'most consistent pattern of state administration of federal
programs to the least consistent. As a group the first four states
exhibit a relatively consistent pattern in implementing federal programs;
the last four states vary their apprbach depending on the federal program
in question: We attach no value to a state's pattern orboniiistency or
inconsistency-in its treatment of-federal programs and policies. We
describe 'these patterns within the states only to emphasize that state as
well, as federal factors are strong influences on the implementation of
federal programs in the states.

California: The sChOoI-based reform concept, &major priority
forifOrmer.Superintendent Wilson Riles, is the key
to'understandingCalifornies,Manageient of most ,

federal progremsover the pan) _several years.
School-baged refOrM,enpoMpasseS two major elements:
a consolidated applicationandrevieW process and a

Ischoo471evel plapfqouge0, on integrating all program
resources Within a schoolaround identified problems.
The federal. Title %and Title 17"'Prograins have beep

mconaolidated'FirOgrams" flOr, the past two yearg.-
Special 'education has only recently ,been included in

.
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thaqualiby review portion of theconsolidated'.
pr ram approach. Vocational education (partially
be apse of a different service delivey structure
d a long history as a Separate "empire" organize.,

11y) remains outside. theschooi7based reform
1although the SEA contemplates its'inclusion.
ornia is a.staterelatiVelY,domfortable with

trzed direction of education functions; as '.

vursues*its mon$toring'and,accountability,iesponsi-
resulir ,the state education agency aggressively,

bilities in bo*Iederal and state program areas:,

MassaChusetts: This state, though traditionally inactive in the.
.

specificatidn of prograM content, has proven quite
comfortablei in'assartivepolicies with 'respect to; 11.

civil "rights and students' access'to educational!
services. Most-federal.(and state)" prograMs in
Massa4usetts are monitored vigdrously: for compliance.
Even in special edUcatiOh; the state carefully
inspects enrollment statistics for racial imbalance.
The state formallytecognized!special needs students

: invocational education before the federal government
required it to do so. The state's stringentinterpre-
tations of, the, Title I program reflect the state's
'aggressive stkle,'but they alad.lea&to the anomaly
that only in this program-does the state become
prescriptive 'about program content.

New York: .A This state assumes a consistently aggressive poSture
in federal, programs -- a posture that emphasizes
'access and in many instances instructional quality.
New York is active in the federal bilingual program.
The SEA uses its unique legal authority to:monitor
Assertively-racial imbalande in districts. The state
manages the ESEA Title I program as a component.Of
its state temediation thruit. The state education
agency'is comfortable'mandating education pOlick
prOCedUrally and actively oversees curricular

As'a result, New York specifies Title I
requirements and elaborates P.L. 94-142 requirements.

Wyoming: This state does not assume an openly aggressive
e posture in the administrationof its federal proggams..

The state education agency is small in absolute number
of staff, largely as a result of the proclivities of
the state legislature and-political attitudes inthe
state: Active on-site monitoring by theSEA is
hindered by the immense distances among districts in
the state. With respect-to-the federal programs in'
which the state participates, the state rarely
elaborates provisions but through persuasion attempts
to implement the programs as consistently as Is

.. feasible within the state political environment.
Wyoming generally does not opt into federal programs
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withouta required state role, although they do have
a small Title VII administrative grant.in the
SEA.

Louisiana places mast federal programs in a relatively
'separate administrative stream fkoM'other state
educationfunctions (the sole exception being
special education). iAlthough Title I and special ,

education are strictly interpreted, the state does
so largely to satisfy federal requirements and to
avoid audit exceptions. The state does not voluntarily
take on any roles stemming from federalprogratis
that are not explicitly requiied ESEA Title
VII, CRA Title VI, Title.IX).

Virginia: Virginia manages ESEA Title I and vocational education
in a law-profile.mandbr designed to Tkeegdistricta
out of trouble" thiough technical assistance
efforts instead of aggressiVe monitoring practices.
The Title I program is kept administrative* separate
from the state's own basic skills reinediation
program. The SEA assumes a much more assertive
monitoring posture in education and merges
P.L. 94-142 with the state program: Federal civil
rights efforts -- Title VI of the Civil Rights Act,
Title IX and Sec. 504 r- appear to be low priorities.
The SEAisilargely'inactive in the ESEA Title VII
program, althoyqh it receives a small sum of federal
Title VII dollars.

New Mexico:

Missouri:

New Mexico recently endeavored to make federal
programs responsi-ve to political priorities in the.
state. As a result the SEA differentiates its
approadh to administering federal, programs: the
state does not participate in P.L. 94-142; it
operates ESEA Title I in relative isolation from
'other programs in the state, largely because of
pressures from federal audits and the state's desire
to avoid federal dependency on foimula programs; and
it uses the basic vocational education program.to
serve postsecOndary students partly to concentrate
funds and'partly to avoid conflictilwith state,
equalization Aid. The state actively participates
in EEEAlitle lias.built,its%own programs Tor
bilingtT1 students carefully modeled'on'Title,
VII.

,

The SEA admInidters federal programi in highly
,differential ways. ESEA TitlesI and IV are admini=
stratively heparate from other programs in the
state: The state uses frequent on -site monitoring
for'both programs and in. Title I apeciffes clear

110
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restrictions on the substance and design of district
programs. The SEA does not Use on-site monitoring.
except ,upon request with P.L. 94-142, a program that,
is merged with the-state progfam. The statehas not
used a strict compliance/aggressive monitoring role
in vocational education. The state is not involved
imESEA Title VII and does not view civil rights
enforcement as a state function.

These vigneiteshighlight the interplay between federal program
signals and State influences that shape each state's administration of
federal-programs. The existence of state programs whiCh,share a similar

1 targeegroup of students represents a special case of this interplay
case where state factors have produced state programs fot serving special
needs students. We found related state programs an important issue for
states to contend with as they fulfilled their administrative obligations
to federal programs,-and in several instances these state programs consti-
tuted important influences on federal program administration.

' The Administration of Federal and Related State Programs

State programs for special populations witlifederal counterparts
Varied greatly in their design and operation inur sample. Some state
programs, particularly bilingual education and special edUcation, resembled
their counterpart programs at the federallevel. 'Even where there were
similarities, these'state-programs usually contained distinctive elements
either in state funding approaches, pupil eligibility, or approved
program criteria. Moreover, in contrast to the federal programs, the
stifes.usually attached class-size ratios and teacher certification,
requirements to their progtams.l. State compensatory instruction
programs varied notably across the states; they contained. different
funding mechanisms, mandates for service, target populations, and account-
-ability designs. State vocational education programs also exhibited
variety across the states both in funding approach and in the degree of

-.State regulation. State vocational education programs in'our eight states
typically were funded as part of general operating aid for schools.

The way in which state and federal programs for similar target
populations are administered follows a cont4nuum. State programs can:
be isolated; that is, they can be administratively and programmatically
distinct from their federal counterparts. Alternatively, state programs
can be integrated with federal programs, so that one cannot easily distin-
guish the two. A structure of coordination, where funds-vie targeted to
the same type of student, and the programs are similar in design or are
planned to reinforce one another forms a mid7point on'this continuum.

1Other research examines the progeaM control
rely.- See Milne, Anne M.,'Mbskowitz, Jay, &
Special Needs Children: The State Approach,
Resources, 1982.

4

mechanisms On which states
Ellman, Fran M. Serving
Washington, DC: Decision
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Unlike the integrated programs, however, with coordinated programs one
can distinguish how the two differenebources of funds are used. They_
alio may be administered by.two different SEA offices..

We found that the states.in our sample were fairly,consistent_in_
the way that, Ostate and federal proams in special education, bilingual
education, vocational education and civil right's interacted. Most of our
states had some form. of special education program prior to the passage of
P.L. 94-142, and all now have state laws that conform to federal regula-
tions. As a result of the prescriptiveness of the federal law, state and
federal special education programs are virtually indistinguishable in
those states participating. P.L. 94-142.1

In some respects, the story of vocational education parallels that of
.special education. The traditional program categories reflected In most
state vocational education. department organization charts had their
origin in.the 'radge of-activities allowed under the Smith-Hughes Act of
1917 and the federal.Vocational Education Act of 1963. In this sense,
states integrated federal and state vocational education programs.bir
institutionalizing federal purposes in state-designed programs. Yet,
because of the latitude allowed under federal law, and the extensive
overmatching of.federal funds by state and local governments, states
differed significantly in the ,structure of their local delivery 4y:sterna'
and in resource, allocation patterns. Thus, when the .1968 and 1976 Amend-
ments to the.VocatiOnal.EducationAct-set more prescriptive requirements
for the allOcation and use of federal dollars, ones. which conflicted with
existing state actions, the states generally responded by isolating these
new federal initiatives. Distinct units were established within the
vocational education divisions of SEAs to administer set-aside progkamb
and sex and race equity requirements. Massachusetts was the only oneof
our states where the SEA redirected state vocational education policies.
toward the needs of women, the handicapped and minorities.

,

As we
,

discussed earlier, the federal government does not specify a
role for state government in the administration of Title VII and civil"
rights programs. Four states -- California, Massachusetts, New Mexico,
and New York -- have developed state programs for limited English-speaking
students, and all four coordinate these efforts with their Title'VII
activities. State program requirements are modeled on the Lau guidelines,2

1New Mexico does not accept P.L. 94-142 assistance funds. The state is
obligated to meet Sec, 504'requirements,,however, by virtue of its accep-
tance of otherledral funds. For a discussion of New Meicico's decision
not to participate in .P.L. ,94142, see the companion volume to this report
containing case'studies of leach of the eight states.

2Massachusetts' Tiansitional Bilingual Education Law, enacted in'1971,
outlines the domponents of bilingual programs that must be provided to ESL
students and predates the Lau regulations. This statute, instigated and -

initially drafted by the federally funded Center for Law and Education in
Boston, illustrates the way state and federal actions affect each other.

4,
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.and the states' Title VII techniCal assistance funds are used
both the adMinistration of state' bilingual education-programs
network which links the states' bilingual constituencies with
providers.;

t
to support.
and a
service

4

,,.

In'civil rights, however, state programs tend to be isolated from
federal,activities. For example, the New York SEA exercises its.a*ir
diactiminatiOn powers by investigating and issuing findings om-discrimina-
tion complaints filed under state law, but-the-federal Office.forCivil
Rights (OCR). is,reeponsible for investigating complaints filed under
federal law. ,While staff in the New York SEA have worked claaely.with OCR
in Washington in developing- desegregation proposals,,. they complain .

abouregional OCR staff who investigate a school district withoutinform--
. .

inform-

ing the state-in advance. This lack of coordination apparently stems from"-
a federal strategy of making compliance questions a responsibility of
the federal government -- a strategy based on .a longstanding-Federal lack
of confidence in the expertise and cOmitmentof state civil rights'

-agencies (especially in the desegregation area) and A concern abOut OCR's
mandates to respond to citizens' complaints.1

The impact of state compensatory and remedial education oh the
administration of Title I was not consistent across those states with
'programs in operation at the.time of our fieldwork.2 In two cages,

Missouri and Virginia, state remedial education programs are administered
by separate SEA offices in isolation,from TitleI. In theseaEates, the
programs'have different targeting requirements (although many of the
students eligible for Title rservices are also eligible for services
under state programs) and.different,though parallel, programmatic emphases.
In California and New York, however, the SEAs made a major effokt to
coordinate the design and administration of the state and federal programs.
Targeting requirements are siMilar'to those in Title.I,3 and local
schools and school districts ace encouraged to coordinate-the delivery of
compensatory education services supported-by federal and state, as well as

lodal,.funds. A

. This variation In the interaction of state and federal compensatory
education prqgrams can be explained by'hree interrelated-phenomena: (1)

the timing of the4frogram's initiation:A2) the rate's education priorities

r-
1 Larson, M. A., & Winslow, H. A.' Finding the Common Denominator:
The Capacity of State Agencies to Assist the HEW Office for Civil
Rights, Menlo Park, CA.: SRI International, Sept.: 1979.

houisiana.enacted a stat .program-of remedial services for those

i
students who fail a stand rdized annual achievement test, but it was not
implemented in the 1981-8 \school year.

3California's spate compensatory education aid is allocated to districts

based on poverty --and transiency. New York's. state compensatory
education funds -are distributed to districts on the basis of test scores;
at the school level, the same achievement measures are:used to target
federal and state funds..



at that time; and (3) the broader political' environment of. the state. For-
I

example, California's initial compensatory education program was enacted
at roughly the same time that ESEAwas,being deliberated in WaahingtOn. A
major expansion pf the state's program occurred in the early1970s and is
attributed largely to the efforts of Superintendent-Wilson Riles, support
from the'aegislatprd fdr compensatory eddcation, and-the political need to
direct snore' state edudition aid to urban school districts. The California
compensatory,elaucation,program bears many, similarities to Mitle I, including _

a pOverty-based.allocation formula and. tight.administrative and account-,
abilitylrequirements. j

,

.1 'Althoughthe California_Ahd_lederalprOgrams in design,.
they were administered as two distinct, but parallel, pOgrama"lintil the
mid-1910s, At that time the:SEAphilosophlvohanged,inItWowaya.
rather thin ,view,- remedial programs -as a supplement torthe basic educa-,,/-
tion program, 'that'_ were se-en as part of a comprehensfve. educational
program'and'second, instead of- focusing on thedistriotaa the locus of
decision- making for the school, emphasis was placed on 'coordinating-
educational programs for the disadvantaged itudentat.the chOoljevel.
New York underwent'a similar shift in emphasis when the Board of Regents
mandated that tefnelyl'help be given to all students Who performpoOrlY on
state-wide competency tests. This shift resulted in the.merger of the
administration of state and federal compensitory educationprograms into

/one office which. uses.a unified process for application, monitoring,and
review. In both cases, the changed' state and SEA priorities led,, these
SEAs to allow districts (or' schools) to use state and federal funds
together ti) Nerve a common target population --the mosteducaellsnally,
disadvantaged students.

r

Virginia, on the other hand, enacted its remedial education .program
in 1980. The program, which is administered by a different offide than r.

'Title I, is designed to reduce the student-teacher ratios in'schcsol,_
districts with large concentrations of low-"achieving'Primary grade
-students. Education support for this program stemmed from the state board
of education's concern with raising educational standards and:from the
.legislature's desire to direct more state aid into urban areas. Because'
this program was passed almost 15 years, after Title-I, it developed-
in a different political climate. As a result, the state's program .

emphasizes basic skills instruction, rather than Title I's emphasis on
economically disadvantaged pupils. Additionally, Virginia's concern
about Title I supplanting regulations hampered Otate-coordination pf
the twdyrograms. State officials are reldctant'to. merge state-level
administration of both the federal and state'compensato .ry prograths
because of'possible supplanting violations. Thus, although there may
be an overlap in the children eligible for participatibn in these programs,
state efforts to coordinate the programs administratively are minimal.

Unintended Administrative Impacts of Federal and State. Programs

The dual roles state education agencies perform in administer-
ing both state and federal education programs may result i several

1
Many of these latter reguireMents originated'in California, when
the state developed more far-reaching and stringent Title I guidelines'
than the federal government in the late 1960s.

1
1
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-uninEended negative effects: lack of coordination among programs, unwar-
ranteciadministrative_burden4-and the emergence of SEA stiff with
loyalties to federal peogram offices that can undercut state policy. These
effects-largely haVe beep attributed to the influx of federal education
programs.,; although some evidence suggests that, to the extent these

,'. problems exlst, their causes extend beyond the involvement'of the ,federal
government% . As part of our`ingiiiry into.fAeraland state program
'interactions, we sought to'uncover the extent to which these problems
existpd.in our states arid theAu*ces to which they liere attributable.

The number of federal and-state programs for special needs students
administered by most state education agencies has-caUsedeome obServers
to guestiOnwhether these grograms,haveresulted in'a lack of coordination
at the state and local levels. We sough,evidence about this lack of coordi-
nation across programs at the state

f
A few caveata are necessary,, hdwev0*, before discussing'fragmenta--

'kkon and coordination. Ultimately, the extent to which'education policies.
AA- fragmented or coordinated is measurable only at the school or district
'levels: In spite'of the positive;valuesiaAached to'program coordination,
deffortS to coordinate are only useful,in their Abilityto further some ,

end -- improved delivery of educationalservices or,imprdved operating
fffaency. Meetings convened by state administrative officials to

addrips issues related to duplication, economy.and-efficiency may have
little or nothing to do with achieving coordihard Service "delivery at
the;schoolor district level. 'Infacti 9oOrdination.effortkmaY
.actually.impede effective service delivery because they takgcprogram
manager'' attention away from more pressing program probler, especially'
when theprograTs being coordinated have little in common. As a
result, while'statecoordination may'have some adMinistrative benefits,
these benefits may be of littlesignifiefince in orchestrating more coherent
programs for students. Program coordination both in the sense Of deliberate

,

'steps to,dovetail instructional efforts-and in the sense of leSs deliberate
actions. to make programs somehow fit'into the school setting almoq
invariably fall to those actually deliverins,services to students.

, .

Lack of C4ordination .

-1

1
Sources not disputing the existence of these problems butt casting

doubt on the assertion that federal programg are-the.primary cause, include:
Murphy, Jerome T. iThe Paradox of State Government Reform." In The Public
Interest, No. 64, SumMer, 1981, pp. 124-139; and Cohen, David K. "Policy
and Organization: TheiImpact of ptate and Federal Educational Policy,on
School Governance. " .Harvard Educational ReVie411, Vol. 520No.4, Nov. 1982,
pp. 474-499.,

Programs which serve very
program coordination at the
in grades K-3 has no direct
Vocational education program.

erent targett groups may need little,
e level. For example, a Title I program
tional bearing on a postsecondary

3
In a similar vein, David Cohen observes that increasing coordination

'may not have any "Simplifying effect on the organization of education
goVernance... it may only- complicate things by adding other layers..."
Op. cit., p. 486.
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r
As noted earlier, vertical program coordinatiOn (,between a federal and

related state'education program0,was fairly evident across the stales

studied. Oky the vocatidhal education set-asides and Title I-programs in
some states were charaCterizedby Separate, uncoordinated administration
with related state programs. Horiiontal coordination(across a range of
federal and state education programs) was a'much lees evident pheninenon,
although we did fitness several modeststepg in, this direction and,a more
dramatic effort in California to coordinate a wide array of education
programs as part of a poliCy emphasizing %chool-based improvements.

The morelodest coordination fforts we found included the use,of
a unified applicativ across,a TMM er'of federal' and /or state programs

and a unified reviewf process for federal and state programs. Both _

New. York and California do this. New'York's application, for example,

marries'tAe s te's mandate for student remediation with state
and federal co pensatory application requirements. Npw MeXico, Virginia,

and Californi have irttituted a unified review,Orocees which simultanously
reviews districts' (and, in California, schools') conformance with an

(array of state and federal curricular or program requirements. Federal

progFams are unevenly included in these review processes. 4'he reasons

for this uneven treatment vary but typically involve Agues about the
freafticy and detail of'the review process needed in partiddlar programs,
the Orientation of the reviewers (technical assistance versus-compliance),
and the expertise'required to'conduct the reviews.

We also found other types of coordinations Several 'states referred

to cOordingtiOn'aCpities between,federal'Orograms Wich h#d overlapping
set-aside ande, primarlly vocatienal education. and the handiCapped
program. 'Wyoming bag.developed a "broker system" which attempts to
coordinateserVices from several programs goin§ to a district from.a.
centralized vantage point initheSEA. Each region' is matched to a state
"broker," who aids the district and relays information about problems the
district is encountering to higher SEA officials.

-J

Mostfof these state efforts to coordinateradpinistratiOmpof
4

the

Teducational systemapreodwarfed by the magnitude of CalifOrniaYs plans for
coordinating education programs. ..California.employs consolidated dhplica-
tions, monitoring and review along with schoollevei plang-in an effort
to achievea coherent gducationaljrogram inevery school in the state.
While vocational education remaine,independent,Of. these procedures,. and.

special education participates only in part, all'other federal and state
special needs and improvement programs are included.

A state's efforts to coordinate programs,w er administratively or
programmatically, are largely a function of the three broad 'factors we have
previously discussed 4 -'fedeial signals, state litical.traditions and

climate, and SEA priorities., Caliefornia's creation of a comprehensive
.philosophy to encompass.all_education programs reaching the school is an
SEA pfiority that was facilitated ,by the state's political,traditione and
climate') which .affirm strong state direOtion of education. The use of
consolidated:program application and review procedures appears to coincide
with state and SEA policies to,ensure that all districts and schools/I:meet
minimal program standards in a variety of areas.
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p.

Federal signals have in some cases fostered horizontal coordination
across federal programs in the states by including set-aside funds
provisions. More frequently, however, federal signals (primarily in ESEA
Title I) have stressed clean audit trails as a necessary condition for
ensuring'the proper use of federal funds. With the Aception of California,
officials in most of ourstatea_41d"not complain that' the audit process
Constituted a-bignificant disinedntiVe to their coordination of federal
and state programs, butwe suspect that it is a cost associated itivittO
current federal accountability requirements. The fact that separate
Title I and state compensatory education programs existed in'three of the
five states operating these programs underscores this assessment:

, Once again we emphasize that coordination does. not by itself constitute
a desirable goal. Thevalue of coordinaiion lies primarily in its connec-
tion to improving educational service delivery. Coordination, particularly
across disparate programs, as a goal unto itself can be highly counterpro,;
ductive./ As one chief stateNschool officer aptly.commented, "I can't
think of anything worse than a federal mandate to coordinate all programs."

Adminiitrative Burden

Federally induced administrative bur&it at the state level (excessive
paperwork, data reporting and manipulation) emerged as far- less of an
issue than popillar accounts had led'us to believe. Considering the
financial, assistance available to SEAs from the. federai government, thie
finding is not surprising. We did uncover a few-exceptions to this

- general finding especially with respect to the vocational education
planning and data reporting requirements and the due process procedures
required by P.L. 94-142.- Several state officials, believed these require
ments needlessly taxed state and local staff,- but even in these cases,
several state officials acknowledged the administrative 'subsidies they
received from the federal government. ne official summarized,
"There are too many regulations, but I'll live with them for thedollar.."

We speculate that the adrlinistrative burden associated with federal
policies-may emerge as a biggler problem for /local authorities where
explicit administrative set-asides are uncommon, and the administra-
tive costs associate with some activities are less obvious than at the
state level. At the local level the source of administrative burden can
pmve a significant. actor. Both SEA and district respondents in several
states we visited not the marked increase in state-imposed peperwork
burden on schools. A egislative study in California found that most
paperwork requirement on schools were district-imposed, next state-
imposed, and the fewest were of federal origin. Similarly, one local

1
The only major state-level unreimbursed federal administrative functions

reported to us were federal audits and civil rights investigations. '

ederal auditors received.significant criticism in the states we visited, .f
Ut more for their targets of inquiry and their inconsistent criteria than

for the time and paperwork they required.
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official in New Mexico commented, "Over*tiMe people eve becomj more
receptive and see that the intrepion is ;not, that muc . This paperwork
thing is the great myth of federal programs."

-
Federel'Franchises in.the States

We uncovered'no dramatic instances inithe states. we visited where
state administrators of.federal rograme functioned as a federal franchise,

altering state policies-to assim late federal'expectations. Performance

of state managers of federal pr rams reflected theilarger theme of mutual

state ane federal influence which we found charaofe5izing the system as a
whole. These managers had to be responsive to federal\ signals as well'as

state political and program priorities. In many state e, federal prograM
managers found.little capital in calling upon their federal program ties.
As a result, they engaged in no overt attempts to redirect state policy
decisions.
. a \

In several. states administrat s of federal programs did function ,
fairly autonomously, however. Th independence of these managers can be
explained by (1) historic program "empires" (some; such as special.educa-
'tion, predated' major federal intervention)02) program managers' access
to a federal stream of support; and, (1) the separate administiative track

assigned certain federal programs Within SEAs. In half of our states, SEA
offiCials expressed concern about these empires and noted efforts taken by
SEA management to minimize their strength. California officiale,'for
example, cited their cost-pooling approach to supporting SEA staff.

Many observe have noted the significance of vertical networks in

the implementation of federal programs. Our evidence confirms tha
federal programs f equently are administered.at-the state level by f irly,
autonomous staffwho form vertical networks, but it also.suggeste that
these staff are cautious about maintaining fidelity to state priorities

and political traditions. While federal prograi managers in our states
were committed to federal goals and policies, they did not operate
as a federal franchise that bypassed or undercut state policy.

Intergovernmental Policy and. Program Conflicts

Conflict is an inevitable byproduct of federal choices either to
influenCe state agencies to address national objectives onto bypass state
goveinment in favor of direct dealings with local officials. Thus, the

1
See Derthick, Martha. TheInfluence of Federal Grants, Cam idge:

Harvard University Press, 1970; Hill, Paul T. Enforcement an Informal

Pressure in the Management of rederal Categorical Programs in Education,
(Prepared for the Office of the HEW Assistant Secretary for Education),
Santa Monica, CA: Rand Corporation, Au4. 1979; and Elmore, Richaikd P.,

& McLaughlin, Milbrey W., Rethinking the Federal Role in Education,,(Paper

prepared for the School Finance Project), Washington, DC: U.S. Depart-

ment of Education, 1982. These authors define vertical networks as
"local,, state, and federal.employees who owe their Jobe to federal

programs." Elmore:6134cLaughlin. Ibid., p..6.
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existence of conflict is no s &prise. Of interest het'ije are which federal
ignals cause conflict, and what the basis of the conflict is.

.

the federal government during our fieldwork in the spring of 1982. This

In general, we did not find intense conflict between the states and

finding may have resulted partially from new federal signals sent to the
states in the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act (ECIA) of 1981
and federal funding cuts in numerous federal education programs. But
while state officials did convey a "wait and see" attitude toward4Oese
,changes, they also reported that certain conflicts they had experienced
with federal programs were reduced. In particular,, they pointed to Title
I provisions contained in the Education Amendments of 1978 that introcluced.."
flexibility for many states operating similar compensatory programs.
Several SEA respondents feared thelEcIA 1981 revisions to Title I removed
this flexibility.

Budgetary Encroachment

A number of critics claim-thattfederal service mandates for handicapped
and limited English proficient studentemay distort state education budgets
by encroach'ng on funds for other students, particularly the general education
student. I our 'eight states the budgetary encroachment influence of
federal pol y was particularly difficult' to assess becauSe of the various
forces that shape budget shift and because of state policies which resulted
in pronounced situations of en r achment on their own. Encroachment is
fundamentally a problem of dwin ing fiscal resources that calls into
question any policies, federal or state, that establish funding priorities
for different program categories.

For example, California by its own policy determination teguires'funds
for limited English proficient students to'be-taken off the top of the
states compensatory instruction aid.: Hence, bilingual services encroach
funds for disadvantaged students. In Missouri, again by-state choice,
special education funds and-school transportation funds have first funding
priority froth the state's education. aid formula ;. Consequently, state-special,
programs encroach On the general education program.

We encountered a strong backlash toward special edUdation in virtually
all of out states in part suggesting problems of budgetary encroachment. In

Massachusetts, interest grOups, legislators and other government officials
expressed' the strOngest ppiniOns we heard about special programs being'
operated at the expense of regular ones. ,They.attributed this outcome to
the lack of a "lobby for the .regular child." The Massachusetts situation

ms's complicated by the relative low level of state fiscal support and the
intense competition for funds at the local level. Occasioned by Proposi-.!
tion 2 -1/2.. To the extent that:2.12.'94-142 reinforces state.special
educationprotections, federal requirements probably play a .role` in
pudgetarY encroaChMent across-the states, but state factor'S are equally
influential. . Notably, we found little pressure on state funds that could
be directly attributed to the federal mandate to serve limited English
proficient students. Indirectfederal influences.may'someWhat explain
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California's fundingbilingual education off the top of their state
compensatory program, but in general. states appelr to interpret the Lau
requirements primarily as district rather than'state obligations.

StatelConflicts with Federal Signals

While we did'aotfind intense', across- the -board conflict in-our
states, we did uncover several areas where specific federal signals were
highly discordant with state policy preferences. Most of these conflicts
revolFed around federal signals that were relativelytrecent and that
called for changing existing state procedures or programs. Paradoxically,
we found the likelihood of sustained conflict between federal and state
Policies far higher in states pursuing agendas similar to those adopted by
the federal.government. Isolated.federal programs with no-state Icounter-
parts and the non-participation of a etate'in a policy area (e.g., civil,
rights). minimized conflicts between the two governance levels, although
these arrangements' may. be indicative of deeper state conflicts with the

-.&.!loals of federal Programs.

Conflicts between the federal government and the states over federal-
edudion policies ;do not reduce to clear categories of philosOphic
conflicts versus technical complaints. While occasionally such a"distinc-
/tion is possible, usually philosophic differences find their way into
technical provisions and administrative actions, which later become the focds
of controversy.. For examPle, the federal government and California use
different numbers of limited English proficient students to trigger require-
mehts mandating bilingual services in a school. This difference'represents /
the rare Case of'a fairly-straightforward technical conflict. However,
Massachusetts' policy -of not counting handicapped children by handicapping
condition constitutes a basic philosophic difference between Massachusetts
policy and federal law.' C

T,

State conflicts with P.L. 94-142 and the special set-aside provisions
of the Votational Education Act dominated state officials' -lists of problems
with federal programs and pdlicies. Particularly irksome were the "prescrip-
tiveness" of P.L, 94-142 and the planning, data reporting and excess costs

,provisions of the Vocational Education Act, As one state official complained
with respect to the vocational set'Laside, "The federal ggwernment is "taking
a manpower program and making a social policy outof it!"

4

State officials also repeatedly complained about the unwillingness of
federal authoritiab to specify what was required. Thus, while they attacked
P.L. 94-142 for its prescriptiveness, they railed against the vagueness of
die "related services" provision. The remark of one 'California official
was shared by officials across most states we visited, "We can live with
detailed instructions, but we can't liire with fuzziness or retroactive
penalities."

'This conflict has been resolved by allowing Massachilsetts to convert its
state child count into federal categoOs by,statistical procedures which

Massachusetts-equate the two Massachusetts officials repomt this,comprOmise was_reactied-T-
after the chief seate achool officer thregtened to sue the fede;a1 government.

,f4e
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. In contrast to P..-. 94 -142 and the'-fed9cal vocationalSducl
Program, ESEA Title a res.vrelatively little critical comet* frOM State
officials in our sample1,. 'Most of our states consideidd.the district.
comparabiljtyprovisiongof Title I a paper charade and the singUlarly
most vexing aspect of the piogram next to the federal auditors. Several.
respondents observed that the supplemental goalg of,Title I hadbeen
'institutionalized in tat and locariofficials' minds._ Consergupatly,-
they saw little".need for districts to compute comparability figures that
had majginal program 0impact\ in the first place: Nevertheless, a few 4
stateskretained.these requirements in gpite'of the'new.ECIA Chapter 1
proviSionsthat replaced these computations with. a requirement fora
district plan to ensure comparability. *

Two areag7.where we expected to find intergovernmental ,discord, but
did not,,deserve mention. First, state officials reported hardly any
instances of conflicts with federal requirements to provide services
to private school students, even though our state sample included two
states which constitutionally prohibit private school aid (Missouri and
Virginia) and two states with sizable proportions of private School
populations (Massachusettsand-Louisiana)., We suspect that the issue of
including private School students in federal programs may create greater
tensions at the district than at the state level.

Second, with one exception we heard relatively few complaints
about federally induced problems in state efforrts to coordinate multiple
programs. Except 'for California, few state officials viewed the federal
programs as a major factor contributing to problems in the horizontal
coordination of programs. As we,nkirted in the previous discussion of
coordination, many factors -- federal, state, organizational -- impede
coordination. For example, organizational divisions such as special
education, vocational education, and elementary and,secondary education
have existed as separate empires for some time. Coordination of activities
even within a single.program division can often, demand significant energies
of an orga zation's leadership. Perhaps because of these factors,
officials'i our states placed relatively little value on horizontal
policy coordination at thig point in time.1 Without SEA policies that
focus on coordinated services or administrative requirements, complaints
about factors hampering coordination are unlikely.to emerge.

w

A

State Response to Conflict

The states we visited demonstrated markedly different responses to
conflicts with federal programs. States, such as California, Massachusetts,

1This situation may be changing as more states face federal SEA staff
reductions which threaten monitoring, review, and technical,adsistance-
'activities within program divisions. If the states choose to continue
these efforts, they may consider coordinating resources across programs.
In addition, school improvement programs patterned after California's
approach may stimulate greater state priorities involving horiiontal
program coordination.-

12
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and New:Vork.hctively worked political connebtiqns to .shape federal'.
piogi'amrequirementS:' ellifornia,offiCials pointed out,thatpany state
Title

. .

I directors refer'to,the 1978 Educat* AmendMents as:the'"Relief.
fbr/California-Act," refleCting:the'staWs.heaVY!iobbyingof members
of Congress and AgencY. officials; Th0).L:44-142 requireMintwaiVing the

,..:supplement..mot-supplant-provision for states'. that' demoristat free .

apPropqate4mblic educ'at'ion available -to all handicapped:Children was,the
"brainchii&-offthe MastcaphSsetts-Departinent of EdscatiOlimand was, introOtimed
by MasSachusetts Congressmanand'Speaker:Of-the Mouse, ThoMas'17'..Meil''.1'.
The;Massachugetts..SEA-endeivored'to gualifTfdr the:wakiVerin'partas an
effort to test'its'implementation by federal admihistratora.

These dramatic actions by states and .SEAs',to,influence federal poli
are accompanied by many more numerous, less publiCized'efforCe. to resolve
conflicts. The Massachusetts SEA resolved its opposition to a federally'
imposed handicapped child count procedurebased on handicapping labels by
agreeing to the use of a statistical' echnique to convert the state's
'unlabeled child. count datainto federal categories: The Louisiana SEA wag,
able to,renegotiate the state's ESEA Title IV -B: funding formult more to
its liking (i.e.,.with less weight attached to high-cost children by
submitting a revised formula in anew round of IV-B state approval plans).
The new fdrmula reflected' the stale prograM managers' learning from other

. .

states that the federal government had allowed more laeitude,in writing
.

the IV -B formula than they had originally surmised.",Simiplar bargaining
was occurring between several of our eight, states and th4 federal government

((with respect to funds distribution formulas for the Chapter 2 block grant
program of the ECIA.

These illustraeions demonstrate the states' tendenCy to handle conflicts,
through the process.of political bargaining, negotiation and compromise.
.The more populous states exhibited a more assertive approach to inflpencing
disagreeable federal requirements, yet all the'states,we studied engaged
in negotiations over state plans,', audit exceptions, and criticism contained
in prograM'reviews. SEA officials in our states relied on state networks to
inform them of-diScre ionary leeway within programs and to raise common
concerns abbut deg ngs with federal agencies.

Summary

.
The findings,Wediscuis in this chapter portray a robust and diVerse.

federal/state governance system. We did not see states passiciely admini- 1

stering federal education programs, nor did we see states reluctant.to
tackle educational agendas of their in -- some 'of Whichreflected federal
.objectives, and others which'did.not.

1See Murphy, Jerome T.' "Differential Treatment:Ofthe States: A Good
Idea'orWishful Thinking."Draft prepared for the School'Fitiance.ProjeCt).,
Cambridge: Harvard UniVerSity,,InstitUtefor Educationalyolkcy Studies!,.
Augsst 1981. -
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State political traditions, climate and SEA priorities actively
influenced the translation of federal education prografis and. policies,,
the states studied. Because these state factors vary greatly across the
states (particularly their contextual meanings), state administrative
responses to federal programs and policies are quite diverse. For example,
in one state, districts'are free to adopt .a vagiety.of innovative designs
in their ESEA Title I programs; in another, distridt are restricted in
yheir choice of instructional content and design. Ope state conducts,
considerable-oh-site compliance monitoring of P.L. 94-142; another state
relies on off-site compliance review. These examples demonstrate a
few of the different ways we saw states tailor federal programs to the
state environment.

." At the same time we found thaiTatate forces actively shape federal '
programs and policies, we-also found federal. program, and policy signals
heavily influencing the course followed by the states. ESEA Title I and
P.L. 94-142'programs retained considerable coherence from state to state
in spite of individual state influences. Years of federal signals empha-
sizing the supplemental, compensatory education focus, along with the.
.galvanizing force of federal audits, explain the marked congruency which
characterizes Title I programs across the states. P.L. 04-142, through
its legal protections and mandate that state laws at a minimum
federal law, embodies some of the strongest influencesOn state administra-
tive behaVior. All of the states we visited had to alter their jawb,
regulations.or practices to comply with federal. handicapped requirements.
Retaining federal dollars proved a powerful federal incentive for state
participation in vocational education in spite of-their discomfort with
the new planning and set-aside requirements contained in the 1968 and 1976
vocational education amendments. Consistent with federal signals, however,
the basic vocational education programs across the states were diverse.

Administrative problems-frequently associated with federal programs,
-- lack of coordination among-programs, administiative burden, and a.
federal franchise in the states-that countervails state policy -- emerged
in this study as complex problems that cannot simply be attributed to the
,Operation of federal programs. While federal initiatives may be implicated
to varying degrees in these problems, state program requirements, organiza-
tional structures and diminished fiscal resources at state'and lOcel levels'
contribute substantially to the complaints expressed by state and local
officials about these issues. In general, opinion at the state level did
not ihdicate these areas as major sources of dissatisfaction with federal
protms

Finally, state conflidts with federal programs,did not exhibit the
intensity we had expected from popular accounts. While we didlnot find a
massive level of tension between the states and the federal government,. some
real conflicts were apparent in the areas of vocational education and
special educati6n. State-conflicts in vocational education center` on the
newer requirements regarding extensive planning, data collection and set-
asides-for students -with special needs. Special-education conflicts focus,
on federal proscriptiveness especially regarding due process procedures and
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the open-ended nature of reFuirements like related serviCes. Both,these
areas of conflict represent federal signals that are relatively new and
that pressure, states to alter existing program operations. In contrast,
we found little state conflict with federal programs that gave states,
major discretion (ESEA Title IV) or that had existed for some time (ESEA
Title I).



CHAPTER VI: THE STATUS OF THE IMERGOVERNMENTAL
SYSTEM -- CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS o

This study addresses a fundamental issue in the distribution of
federal assistance to state and local governments:' the balance of federal
objectives and accountability with recipients' needs for flexibility and
discretion. Many critics of the tightened federal aid provisions, which
evolved in the.19700, and the increased number of federal-programs-of the
same era. have urged restriking the'bilance between federal, accountability
demands and state disoretion. In fact, ECIA Chapters 1 and 2, passed by
the 97th Congress, sought specifically to increase the discretiolially.
latitude available to states both in ESEA Title- rand several oth grant
programs (including the ESEA Title-IV and Title Wprograms). This .study
was designed to help policymakers. understand the impacts that_the previous
configuration of'federal,programs and policies, had upon. the states'
governance of education. Lessons from past experience can prove useful as
paicymakers consider proposals to.reformulate the federal-state balance.

In'this study we attempted tolissess the balance tha defined the
federal-state governande of education-in 1981-82. ,While fe focused on
this year,' westrove'to incorporate a vision of the previous; 1'5 years of
federal-state administrative relations that Shaped the current context.
On one side of the scale, we sought ithorotigh understanding of federal
requirements of the states, -- the federal signals for state_behavior. On..
the other-side, we soUghtto document the states' responses. to, and 7,

expepiences with, federal programs and policies. Findings from, both
these perspectives form the basis foe our Conclusions about the federal-
state intergovernmental system in education.

vf ' At the outset we should note that we did not icaducta research
inve igation of the implementation of each federal program or policy
included in the study, nor did 'we evaluate the educatioal-benefits
,the programs. 'The study intentionally avoided a focus on legal intent
of, and state compliande with, federal law.. Rather, our purpose was to
develop-an accurate depiction of federal-itate'interactiOns.around a' ,'

number of programs in place at the beginning -.of 19806,,programs that
reflected the predominant federal interests,of the past 15 years: the.;.

education of special needs students. Fashioning new balance between
federalobjectives and accountability and. recipient discretion inevitably
inviiilves new policy determinations about the-Structure-and implementation

k-erof these federal programs.

. .

The. time period in which. information is gathered can. confound' research.
results:' To a mited extent-our,results may,suffer frOmihis problem.
We conducted. our .state interliiaws4n-thespringO& 1982, a transition
period for the federal government during which new block grant legisla-
tion in education (ECIA C ter.2)-waS,justl)eing implemented, and both.
federal and state offidia were uncertain about. which federal signals ..

would remain in force. The winds of changejnayhave causedrespondents
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reports about the administration.of federal programs and policies to be
more sanguine than actually 0 the case. Cleagy, the loss of federal
funds lit state agencies was amore realistic'el(pectation than ever .

before. We doubt, however, that our findings_are far off the mark.
First, in our interviews we emphasized's retrospective glance at the'

n. ,ostates' administration federal programs and poies.Ltpies. These interviews,

c
;oncentrated

on how states administered federal p
:g

rams and policies, not
just on opinions concerning federal aid or antici ated future actions.
Second, while impending change may inspire nostalgia for past ways, it can
also expose a deeper reality beyond the.postOring and negotiatIng that
forms much of the style and substance of intergovernmental relatiohs.

,
.

We also note that the sample of states we studied is slightly'
skewed in the direction of economic stability. Although we selected the
states to represent among other things a range of fiscal conditions, once
we visited the states we recognized that we had few fiscally strapped
states in our sample. The eight states studied include two,with restric-
tive tax' and: expenditure limitations (California and Massachusetts) and
two that have undergone revenue shortfalls in the last two years (New

York and Missouri). Yet, none of our states at the time,of our visits
dhad to make dramatic cuts in state funding of education as seen in
Michigan and Minnesota, cuts that have threatened state support of
programs for special needs students. We interpret this "sample bias" as

a stabilizing force lending.credibility to our long-term assessments

regarding federal and state program interactions. In the short.term,;
'however, our state sample does not reflect the educational side effects
expeqpnced by, states most hard-pressed by a recessionary economy.

We present our conclusions and implications for federal pOlicy in

three parts. First, we summarize the study's major findings in terms of

how the ihtergovernmental_system functions. Second, we discuss the
intergOvernmental outcomes associated with the different strategies that
define the federal programs we studied. -Finally, we consider the implica-

tions of our findings for the various prescriptions recently offeredas
ways 'o-improve the governance and delivery of existing educational

services for special needs students.

Federal-State Interactions and the Intergovernmental System

Below we list four Major'conclusions'about the functioning of; the ,

federal-state system: These conclusions depictla system that is both.

robust, diverse and interdependent-3

'Contemporary federalism fihds'bOth the states and,federal govern-
ment'as'strong actors in education*.

1 Although federal budget cutehad been enacted in Congress the funding
,

cycles of these programs combined withthe states' authority to carry,over

.funds from preceding years had'pOstponed their actual impact oh the states.
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Federal an state policy priorities for the education of special
needs students, while convergent in some cases, more frequently
are divergent.

.0, t o States have developedorganizational capacities Which surpass
4

thoseof 15 years ago, but these capacities remain partially
dependent on federal dollars.

o While intergovernmental conflicts exist, they are neither massive
nor common across all federal programs. Similarly, many state
administrative problems are overstated and inaccurately ascribed

r
to federal programs as their singular' source.

We-elaborate each cOnclusion in-the paragraphs which follow.

Contemporary federalism finds both the states and federal government as
strong actors ieeducation.

In contrasts to the conventional wisdom that federal dominance and state
weakness characterize the intergovernmental system in'education, we idund
both actors possessing considerable infludnce over the actions of the other.-,
This phenomenon recently has been noted by other obserVecs who posit a
causal relationship between the emergence of an expanded federal role and
he expansion of the powers of lower levels of governance. As David Cohen
contends, "When policy expanded at higher levels, parallel and semi - uto-
nomous centers of power and organization also grdw at lower levels."

The states andSEis,in this-.study actively shaped the course
federal education programs followed in the states., They asserted' their,
influence by picking and choosinq the,federal programs- in which' they

'would participate (although only one' state chose not to participate n a
federal grant program we studied', several stated chose not to pursue
Title VII or civil rights efforts), and by tailoring,-federal programs*
to suit state political traditions and SEA priorities. The SEAS we
studidd, when confrOnted with federal geogram signals they found objec-
tionable,.endeavored to alter those signals both ihreugh political and
administrative channels.

Tedefal signals also lade a .diffeience in the ways states behaved
toward and administered federal ,programs., First, federal polidies made an
'impact at a level beyond the particular'strategy empioyedl.The federal
government, simply through adoptiIn ok.a pet of policy 'priorities, legiti-

...mized state adoption of ,those-pridrities., The national focal, pointha,-
the federal government,comMands gives added exposUre and. legitimacy -to
those isSues_it chooses to address..Mbstatate officials in our study
acknowledged that, the existence of policies toward apeCial needs students
'brought added justification,to their undertaking: programs oftheiffolh.
Federal choices about goals, objectives, and'approache& are important
inpuenqes on state actions. Policymakersshould-notunderestiniate the

1
Cohen, David C. "Policy and Organization: The Impadt of State,ancl
i'eaeral'Educational,Policy on School Governance!" Harvard'E ucatiOnal
Review, Vol; 52, No. 4, Novembef1982, p. 478.
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importance of the choices which confront them; their decisions about which

objectives to undertake and what strategies to, use in attaining' those

'objectives significantly influence the behavior of state actors.

At the programmatic level, fedeial signals influenced state Conduct

in different ways. A basic uniformity characterized state dmplementation

ofthe ESkA.itle I ,ana P.L. 94-142 programs. While the federal signals

that emanated from thede programs were different in content (a supplemental-

add-on program versus a service mandate), they both shaped-State beha,vior

in auniforM direction. Federal.signals-conveying decision-making dibcre7_

Lion (ESEA Title INTHand the vocational education basic, program) resulted

in diverse administration. patterns across. the states. Federal `signals

that focused on federal -to- -local relationships exclusive oCa",state
administration:rdle were.'relatively uninfluential in shaping state conduct

except as they served to:legitimizeeffortS in states where the political

culture and/or SEA priorities were supportive.

The mere existence of a sp4ific federal signal was not, however,

the major source of influence on state behavior. Rather, the stateg'were

influenced most by those signals that "counted." These were signals that

.endured over time, were emphasized by formal and informal administrative

actions, and carried legal dr political consequences for the state. or

SEA. Timeand negotiation were important ingredients in allowing states

to figure out which signals counted. Thuit, federal policy is Character-

ized by. a continuous evolutionary process in which both 'federal and state

actors engage.

Federal and state policy priorities for, the education of special needs 1*

students, while convergent in some, 'cases, more frequently are divergent.'

This study indicated that whill federal and state special needs

priorities converged in some areas nd in some states, in most states

those priorities diverged. We observed divergence between state and

federal priorities in three arenas:. (1) the states' administration

Of federal,programs; (2) the existence oesignificant related state
,..

programs focused on sPecial needs students; and (3) the state political
environment supporting special needs programa%

In federal program administration, locdl autonomyjlorms placed major'

copstraints on several SEAs in our states, shaping their oversight posture

in performing .monitoring.and rgview functions. Federal requirements

strengthened the ability-of SEAs to oversee district adherence to program

protections for specipl,needa studentaaalaebidly, in ,vobitionaleduca-

tion several states passed "the requirements for matching special needs

set-Asides onto local districts. As a result several . states reported

returning portions of set-aside funds. Only one state exhibited a policy

of its own to increase the participation of disadvantaged students in

vocational education.

Thp existence of related state programs for spedial needs students

also reflected diVergence betweefi state and federal priorities. Several

of the states we studied operated related state programs, but these

.
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programs were unevenly distributed across groupsof Speciaineeds students.
Handicapped students were served by state programs n all the states,.
although state laws prior to P.L. 94-142 were not as strong as they are
now in the majority of states. State bilingual prorams operated in four
states. Compensatory/remedial instruction programs existed in four
states, but only two of these involved'significant dollars and numbers of
children. 'While six of,ouristudy-states had some form.of,civil rights
statute,' only two states assertively pursued state enforcement of civil
rights protections akin to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act. In sum,
while federal/state priorities (as evidenced by:parallel state proqiams
and policies) have Converged in some states, and,gor some target' groups,
the general picture is one of divergence: .

The political environme surrounding special needs programs reinforced
this picture. In some states w strong statutory protections for
special needs students (especially Special education), several respondents
reported diminished support in the legislatures and in some-instances
efforts to roll back protections. In states which had not 'established
related state programs, we found little inclination bo initiate these.
programs. As one chief state schOol officer remarked, "If we haven't tad
these programs here'before, why should we expect to in the'future?"
Civil. rights activities in those states pursuing such policies were
likewise facing more criticism than in the past. Legislators had little
interest in supporting these, endeavors, thus leaving those state activi-
ties that did exist highly dependent on SEA leadership and uncertain
federal financial assistance.

The divergence between federal and state objectives,occurs, primarily-
in the equity arena. Clearly, the states we studied shared the objectivee

, of the vocational education basic program. Other educational areas not
within the scope of this study (e.g.,"teacher training, basic skills,,and'
school improvement) may show a similarly close fit between federal'and
state objeCtives. Peterson's thebry of federalism offers' one explanation
for this federal-state divergence in the equity arena. He argues that the
federal government tends :to pursue equality goals, -wtereawthe states and.
locals exhibit more concern in the areas of efficiency and competency.
According to his theory, these different emphases are produced by the
'structural relationship of the.two levels -- states and locals concerned
primarily with economic development, the federal level addressing a
balance between econdmic development and redistribution Concerns.'

If federal-programs for special needs students Weretothrihk con-
siderably, we doubt that state priorities for 'special needs students
would emerge in ihOie states without state programs.2 While some states

'Peterson, Paul. City Limits, Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1981.

.2Handicapped eat:dation programs constitutea-partialexcePtiOn to this
patterrii however, several state policymakers predicted a roll -back of
current protections if federal laws were significantly weakened,
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may face political and social pressures to address the needs"Of special
istudents, the.federal governmeAt, by shifting ta, cmn priorities, may

'legitimize a shifi'away.from sucj programs. Moreover, fiScal resources"
were awissuerin most of the stiies we visited. Even those states with
revenue surpluses expresppp concern about,,,cashreserves for the future.

-

As a result, virtually none of the states we sampled.believed they
possessed the fiscal resources to undertake new priorities that C4rried;a
significant price tag. .

States have developed organizational capacities which surpass those
df 15 yeara,ago but' these capacities remain partially dependent on
federal dollars.

'The organizational capacity of state education .agencies on the whole
has improved markedly over 'the past 15,years. As .a result,,mosi SEAs,
possess both the expertise and staff to exert state educational leadership
and to undertake a number of functions such as prograffaValuation, oversight,
data processing and policy analysis. Xt the sametime.that SEAs' capacity
hds increased, SEAs have shifted their functions away from curricular
content,toward'procedurewto improve educational programs (e.g., technical
assistance, planning, evaluation and reporting). This shift'in functions.

owes its 'origins to a combination of.forcelri including federal emphases in

'these areas. The improved capacity and shifting functions are assoc ated
with a third general change: expanded SEA authority over school d ricts.

Clearly, the extent of this pxpantied SEA authority varies from sta to

state, but in all the study states the trend was evident.

We found that several factors includingi-but not li%ited tovfederal
funds contributed tothe change in state capacity. However, the improved
capacity of SEAs, while not totally a federal product,remains partly
dependent on federal funds,,, ()Tithe average; SEAS funded approximately half
their staff with federal funds. While several stateivshifted specific SEA
staff to state funding sources, fiacal conditions placed limits on most
states' abilities to pursuethis strategy'widely. Consequently', proposals

for changes in the federal role need to,take account of the vulneralaWity
Of SEAs4 improved capacity,'especially if these changes are posited on the
existence of such a capacity.

While intergoVernmental conflicts exist, they'areneither massive nor
common across all federal programs. .Similarly, many state administrative
problems are overstated and inaccurately ascribed to federal programs as
their singular sourde.

This study revealed consistent points of conflict between'the states
and: the fe0eral government regarding education,prograMs',,bue400nflict was

not common acrdesail federal programs. P:1,4 94-142 and'thenewer
portions of the vocational edUcation prograin'tepeatedlyaMergedinthey
case states Arithe ireasOfgreateattOnflict. These programs are the
most recently implemented federal programs, are CharactIriZed:_by ambi-

guous or changing signals, andreqUire the states to change ebeiblitthed,
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procedures and policies. In contrast, ESEA Titles I and IV were viewed as
less troublesome programs by our state respondents. In the Title / ,
program signalsAre relatively more established, while Title IV offers
the states wide latitudebe civil rights. requirements and ESEA Title
VII produced little state confliatjargeiy because,of the minimal adMini7
strative role: placed, on SEAs by these prOgrams. In Sum, federal-stpte
tensions were focused on specific-programs and appeared far fromover-
whelming the federal-state relationship.

State administrative problets such as ailack of Coordination;:edmini-
strative"burden, and a strong federal franchise within the SEA did not
appear as major problems to our state respondents,. To some extent,these:
problems existed, but -our ,analyses revealed their origins were far more
complicated than the actions of the federal government. For exampleL,the
phrase lack of coordination has become so commonly used that marly,tritids,
fail to realize that coordination is not an end `'in itself" but *means to
achieving efficientandappropriate.serVide delivery. Measured- -ageinfitY
this standard, the modest across progteM-7soordination effOrtsWe'Withessed
in several.of.the-case states appear reasonable,,, but wholesale toordiAtion'
if.not'attaChed:toanother.goal'eUch.: es sdhooi site planning Would appear"..
counterproductive: Administrative burden pioired e'similat non-isideet-
the state, level. Me speculate that,it-the local level a different,outcome
may result froM.the accumulation of federal andetatereporting requirements/
that are:not,,escopenly'subsidized'hy"fundssgt'aside :ftie administration.
The -atitonomoua pOWerof fedexal-PrqOani'ma6agegk).nthestatei'may be
equally exaggerated. :In generil federal progreM.manegers,'While possessing
beneficial. funding ties to the federel gOverpment, found little political
clout within their atates in'trading'On theae,iinkageE4

Federal Strategies and Their State -Level Trade-offs
.

.

The foregoing conclusions relate tofindinge about the intergovern-.,
mental system. Thresults of this study also can be viewed in terms of
the state-level impactaoffederal program strategies. As noted in
Chapter III, theie-strategiesiange fedi' e. 'reliance,onfew.federel
dollars and abypass,of state, administrative structures tadOnsigeieble,
federal, funding and a dependence n SEA managerial Actions: Looking et.
our findings through the lens of ederal strategies, three doncluaions-
emerga: .: , . ..,' .

o Federal 1actions can achieve a basic level of unifOrmity throes-
tthe states, but they do so at,the price of federal-state conflict.,,
Time and the,inftision 'of sizable emounti.of federel money appear7
to mitigate this conflict.

Granting moreAe4afon-making discretion.to:the:statee'reatilts in : 0
wider program variations across the; Thiaatretegyjeadi
to little federal-atate'doriflictbecauee'*ailbsfaizes the suppozft
'of staWselebtedinitiatives. While a loWlevel of conflict la
desirable; wide. variations may be andesirable,if,federal and statet
priorities:do:not,converge.
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Federal actions that'ypass State-level addinistrative structures
:do not engender state efforts to address federal program objectives'
.>,

except
t
in those states 'where the political epvironment is receptive

to such actions.
. , ' At .

.

. .` ;_ ,
In the subsequent paragraphs we summarize the

,
trade-offs.we found,

associated; faith the federal strategies that had come to define each !

of the federal education programs included in this study. 'The'costa'and
benef4ts noted relate, to state impacts; since we did not.investigate_a-,.
local instructional Or administrative impacts, we age unable, to,address"
tfiese issues. Conceivably, a federal strategy that.bypastge7; :state
administrative structures could attain impressive local rAdlts. pence,
hereader should be aware that this discussion providei only a partial,
glimpse of the comparativ 1ti t ofdifferentfederal:strategiell; , -

The lesson emerging from these desciiptions of the state- level
impacts of different federal strategies is that all approaches hav h

trade-offs. Attaining,uniform standards brings oonsiderable conflict '

i

that can erode political support., Requiring states tOmatch federal
dollars may build state institutional and fiscal support, but it also '..

may'dininish the number of states able to participate. Folicylakers.have ,..

toassess these trade-Offs in terms of the goals of the; ,endeavor.,' A
sense of the broad purposes is essential-to determine if costs are worth
the benefits.

The ESEA Title I Strategy: Federal Dollars and
Oversight Coupled with State ManagemOit

ESEA Title I has relied on r(; full federal financial assistance
to purchase instructional services fordisadvantaged children tabove \

and, beyond those the'students would normally receive, (2) a lathe federal
,oversight role emphasizing compliance (primarily through fiscal'audits
and'comOliance reviews) and (3).an active administrative role for state 2.:1
education agencies that emphasizes application approval, monitoring and 1

review. The early years of state and local administration of Title I
were marked by conflict over the tension between what constituted general
aid and supplementarf activities. In the late 1970s the program was' ;

criticized for its inconsistent administrative interpretations Of the,
`non-;Supplant fiscal requirements. But by the spring of 1982, .these
conflicts were notably ..absent in the states we visited, and the Orogiam
was viewed'with general approval, by state officials. MbreOvers'the'Title
,I progiam,relativeto Other programs we studied was charabe(rized by a
renarkable degree of core consistency in its administration. Apparently,

.

tine has aided the.Title I program to reach its current plateau by
allOwIng routinization, accommodation, and the intergovernmental bargain-
ing necessary to clarify and adjust program signals.

Two potential costs were apparent from pursuit of the 'Title I stra-
tegy, however. First, the federal emphasis, on isolating federal dollars
from other state dollais,in order to ensure they were supplemental
contributed to the program's frequent administrative Separation at
the state level. While this' separation .signal has been muted somewhat
by recent federal signalt.to facilitite'thecoordination of federal
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and State compensatory education progtams,i. the Title I. program
remained separate in the majority of states we studied. 'Second and
'relatedly, Title I was the least institutionalized,Of the special
-needs programs we examined. Title I had the leaat constituency behind
it at, the state level and though popular as a federal program appeared
too expensive .for state legislators to absorb. 1,16 attribute' this low

.

level of institutiOpalization in large part to the full federal funding
approach that emphasized sizable outside funding but built a minimal'
state base of funding and program authority.

ESEA, Title IV and TitleV: Federal Financial' ,
Assistance to Advance State Priorities'

t
These two prOgrams, relative to, the others, embody considhable

administrative ,:discretion for SE4p both with,-respec, to program Uses and
funds distribution. Like Title. I,' the strategy employs AP federal
assistance, but unlike Title I, federal oversight is .less 'pronounced.
Federal dollars. are allocated to,the states for the'purposes° of improving
state managerial ,capacity and local instructional offerings. The SEAs
play a major adMinistrative role in operating the programs! Because
states have-%latitude' tO pursue their own priorities in the way, funds are
used, program administration,varies considerably across the states. The
programs are highly popularwith,SEA officials and generate little
conflict. However; federal 'leverage over state behavior is not high in
these programs.

The P.L. 94-142 Strategy: Federal Service Mandates
and Oversight. Coupled with State,Administration

The P.L. 94-142 strategy embodies three unique features: (1 ) ip lieu

%of full federal funding, the program uses service mandates to ensure all
handicapped children 'the right to a free, appropriate public education
and establishes a cost-sharing strategy :among federal, state and local
agencies; (2) the program employs cohbiderable federal admiMistrative
oversight (plan Approvals and compliance reviews) that is heightened
by the legal rights (free appropriate public education, clue process
protections) the_law confers; and, (3)1 the federal government, in return
for assistance, requires state adoption of federal policies and state
administrative oversight of locai compliance. The P.L. 94-142 strategy
had visible effects across our study states. The federal program and
state programs effectively fUnctioned as one; the core program exhibited
marked uniformitYeand administrative consistency across the states.
L.

Special education was well institutionalized relative to other
,programs we studied, not primarily as a function of current federal
strategy, but because of relatively strong state constituencies that
lobbied the states to establish state programs for educating handi-
capped children. The existence of state programs, that predate the

P Pa'

1Particularly relevant are prOvisions of the EducatiOn Amendments-of
1978.
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federal strategy, explains one major negative,iMpact.Of this approach:
P.L. 94-142 is the source of considerahle conflict betleen the states aii'd
the federal government, . All'Of our states reported backlash againstthe
federal protections for handicapped children ,--"bickliash-that could,
potentially threaten state.fiscal support, laws andenfor4ement efforts.
Several state officials however felt their_own laws, if left Without the
federal laws, could not'withstand currentdeiands for rolling back Protec-
tions. The P.L. 9.4 -142 strategy Of building on existing state procedures,.
but ,calling for those procedures to meet` more rigorous nationally defined
minimal standards,:,represents a_course likelto be fraught with inter-
governmentaltension.'LowIlevels of federal financial assistance have
exacerbated thj.s tension. Like Title I, however, time,and the infusion
of federal d011ars could reduce this.conflict..

(/

The Vocatil. EducatiOn Strategy: Shifting Federal'
Signals in a-State-Administerea Program

. The vocational education strategy relies on federal dollars over-7
matched_ significantly by state dollar's to accomplish two objectives:
the provision of vocational education services to meetnatIonaland',
state needs and (more recently) the expansion of vocational instruction
to special needd students. The program,. consistent with; ts shifting
objectives, relies on state administrative discretion in the baSio.
grant program and federal"vereight and:prescription of state managerial
roles in the hewer portions of the program (e;g., state planning and
set-asides,forspecial needs students).

Not surprisingly, the strategy has resulted in mixed impaCtsjn
the states. 'The set -aside programs across. the, were consistently
adMinistered as separate SEA,componenta, but statesshowed notable
variation in their management of the basic program. The shifting federal
signals characterizing the vocational education program, coupled with the
considerable discretion extended the states by past signals,,have,brought
thefederal government oonflictapproximately equal to that 'generated by
the'-p.L. 94-142 strategy.. This conflict is likely tocontinue until time
`and/Or federal-state-bargaining and negOtiating resolve the tension.

ESEA,Title VII and the Civil RightsStrategieSt
Limited Federal Funds and Limited State Involvement

ESEA Title VII andsthe civil rights programs are considered together
because they emboav_siMilar'state strategies: 'a reliance on limited
fiscal resources and *bypass of state administrative structures.1-
This strategy yieldadstmilar state outcomes in both instances. The
SEAS in our sample actively participated-in these policy areas only-

-When stage factors (political climate and SEA priorities) spawned

1Importantly, the programs disbussed,donot share similar strategies at-
the local-level. See Chapter III for a description: of these differences.
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similar programs at the state level. .As a'result, thesefedtral" sttate.r
gies rarely engendered administrative conflicti)etween.ttestates and
the Itderal government excel*, in those few states that-monitored, their own
:civil rights, policiesfaggressively.

Implications for Proposals to Improve Federal:Education

The debate over the proper balance between federal accountability and
state and local discretion hat produced numerous.prescriptions.for Improv='
ing federal ,policy.' While thikstudy)was, not detigned .to. prescribe new

e,directions or evaluatthdir,consequences, the study'4 findings are, .s

relevant to a number, of alternAive polidies recently advanced. In this
section,-werelateour findings to four troad prescriptions:

o consolidation of majOr.programs'into block"grant0
o ,ttreaMlininglederairequir,ements; :

o *teformUlatingthedesiqn. oficUrtent-progrims,and4
'o fOrmaliiing federal differential treatment ,of the states.

Each-of these broad categoriesembrayes a_ran4e of more precise-proposals
to alter federal educatiorLprogramss Because the alternatives are, so.
numerous end.vary,eignificantiy,in their. recise formulation, our discus-
sion of. policy implications 'focuses only_ori the,general -assumptions end-.

.
directions associated with each broad category.

our data do not prove or disprove the desirability of any particu-
lar approach to reform. Rather, we bring informaiion,collected in the
course.of this study to bear, on various issues raised by eadh'Approach.
Consequently,, the,following statements do not constitute a thorough
examination of the reform approadhes considered. -

Consolidation of Major Programs into Block.Giants

Distinguishing block grants from dategoricalArap is "more difficult
than 'it appears... One authority notes:

t

Block grantrecipients must usually comply with some admini-.
.\strative, planning; and fiscal reporting requirements, as well
as with Various nondiscrimination andftnvironmental standards

.-tet,by the federal government. On the:other hand, many cate.
.(3brical,grants allow recipients copiderable discretion in'
progtam design. and administration.

1
S'everal proposals incorporate more than one approach. See for example

Reisneri'Elizabeth. Delivery of Educational Services to Federally Identi-
fied Target Groups: 'A Comparison and Analysis of Current Approaches,
(Paper prepared for the School,Finande Project), Washington, DC: U.S.
Department of Educetion, October 1981',.:

2
Hastings, Anne H. "The_Block Grant Record: Lessons from Experience."

Phi Delta Kappan,,Vol.'.63,'110. 5, Jinuery'l$02,-0. 330.
-%
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The block grant currently, discussed with.-respect. to future education
-.

policy typically invOlve'clustering existing cateporical'programs-together
4(ESEA Title ,I and ESEA Title ,VII, for instance) and increasing the
discretion available tostati or local authoritieS. Thedefinition of
which state And-16balauthorities (SEAs, state legislatori, state boards
or governors)-would wield this newly delegated authokity'varies depending,
on the .specific proposal under consideration.

The findings reported in/this study indidate that increased state,
disCretion will-result ingreater variation irethe way programs are

''designed anclimRlemented. In areas where federal objectiVeS strive to '

prOnigte mcire-bnIfoit treatment'of special 'needs students', 'block grants
are likely to prove cOntterproductive. The inclusion,Of new actors in

`federal program determinations:will'also constitute.a significant depar-
tare from current program ppetations. In this study, the state policy-
makers outside SEAs did nOe.evidence widespread knOwledge about existing
federal programs; Were they'to become major decision-makers in,the-
future, they would be starting from a considerably different.point than..
most SEA officials

.. Y:.,
'Streamlining Federal-Requirements

,. -. ,
.

requirements.Proposals to-streamline federal un the gamut.from deregu-
,lating federal provrams1 (and hence expanding-State andloCalTdiscretion) :
toclearing.;away unnecessary, ineffective or costly requirements.2 Given
this breadth, it:A.sdifficult 'to capture adequately the major thrust of

,the streamliting approach: Neverthelesamost proposalsanticiOate a
reduded set of federal signals: (albeit for different.reasons)transMit-
ted to state anOocal officlals. As such, .these proposilb fall Within
the general set'of options normally associated with'the:on-going bargaining

. -,
and negotiation processes characteristic of the intergovernmental - system,.

t .

4

The information collected in this study cannot address the issue Of
which, federal requirements are unnecessary, ineffective or costly relative
tO,the-benekits they: provide.. But the-study's findings do have implica-
tiokis'ffor other cOnsiderations involved in streamlining federal programs.

1Clune notes; "The deregulation thesis in edUdation may be briefly
stated as follows:, it iapossibleto reduce the number and intensity.Of
legal Obligations on educational:organizations Without decregsing the
quantity or 'quality of edudation in any respect."-
The beregulation Critique Of .the-Federal Role:i.n Education, IWOrking-
-Papef.11322):, VadiSon, Wisconsin: -Wisconsin Center for Education ReseArch,"'
February4582, p. 1.

t,

Levin suggests,-'A reading of at-least sdnte:of the regulations
attached to-federal categorical grant programs fok disadvantaged,-bilingual
and-handicapped students will:AUggest thatthe benefits in terms of
contributions to equity ate.prObably less than thecosts of'dOmpliande and
enforcement." Levin, Henry P.S. '.!IPederaI:Gianis and Educational Equity."

Harvard EducationAl'ReView, Vol: 52, No tOtnvember 1982, p. 455.
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As we-previously noted in considering the_bloc)c grant approach, increasing.
the-discretion of state. Officials'(i. component of deregulation) is likely
to decrease the uniformity of federal education' programs across the
states.

Not all streamlining proposals would automatically increase discie-
tion, however. State officials' initial responses to Chapters 1 and 2 of
the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act are instructive. The
officials we, interviewed' believed they had lost valuable flexibility in
the Chapter 1 (former ,Title I) program; moreover, they distrusted the
program latitude allowed in the new Chapter 2 program. Thesefresponees
raise two considertaions for policymakers considering streamlining propo-
sals. First, immediate removal of requirements by the federal government
constitutes only one signal among many. As we noted'-previously, state
authorities wait to view the Cumulative meaning og.federal signals t6 see
whether bhey count. Streamlinedprograms may noC:a.ttainthe-desired
discretion for several years. Second, stre'ailining,federal requirements.
can remove details that decrease the vagueness and ambiguity of federal )

signals. While several state respondents railed against federal prescrip-
tiveness in vocational education and P.W-94442, they were equally
disturbed by fuzzy, ambiguous, and incomplete signals. State offic als
seek definition and clarity (and\thus more detail) almost as much they,
do the removal of federal requirements.

,

Reformulating thel)esign_of Federal Education Programs

The-prescriptions falling within this category of reform proposals
range even mote widely than do those included in the streamlining.category.
They include proposals to ,alter the mixof federal compliance and assistance
techniques,1 ideas to restructure the incentives ccintained in federal
'programs,2 and notions to incorporate school-level plans as alternative
accountability mechanisms.3 While proposals vary, they share a common
trait: the formulation.ofimore effective policy instruments to achieve
existing goals and objectives.. The reformulation approach is at heart a-
itinkering apprqach to federal education programs. Like streamlining;
tinkering id-a.COmmon technique in the federal-state bargaining and
negotiation MOSs*

lElmore, Richard F. & McLaughlin, Milbrey W. Rethinking the Federal
Role in Education, (Paper prepared for the School Finance Project),
Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Education, . September 1981. 0

2See Hargrove, Erwin C. Strategies for Implementation of Federal
Educational Policies: Compliance vs. Incentives, (Paper prepared for the
School Finance Project), Nashville, TN: Institute for. Public Policy
Studies, Vanderbilt. University, August 1981.

3See Turnbull, Brenda J., Smith, Marshall S. -& Ginsburg, Alan
L. "Issues for a New Administration: The Federal Role in Education."
American Journal of Education, Vol. 89, August1981, pp. 396-427.
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Thilt study cannot identify-which 'incentives are- more effective or
which mix of compliance:an4 assistance:would generate desired improve-
ments in services for special student populations. .We did observe,
however, that federal enf ement mechanisms (fidcal audits in Title I
andcompliance reviews in P.L. 94-142) were quite influential in shaping
state administrative.behav Importantly, these mechanisms did not
operate:alone; they were coupled with the long evoldtionary program history
of Title I. In .P.L. 94 -142 they were linked to mandate's. .These observa-
tions underscore. the importance of assessing the,mix.of signals attached
to program goals. Individual signal alterations `are likely to become
meaningless or confusing. "-

For the intergovernmental system to function, one mustl4ect tinker -
ing and realignMent of signals to take place. Policymakers should be
aware,,however, that a shift in signals Usually produces intergovernmen-
tal conflict because operating assumptions and routines must be altered.
Belatedly, :state response will not be:automatic. 'Reformulations of
federal strategies, once decided.mion, will take'time to show their
impact.

Differential Treatment of States,
4. .

.
,

In many respects differential treatment could be categorized as a
proposal to reformulate existing federal education'policy designs. But
bedAdbe of the attention it has received, we treat it as a distinct
proposal category. Differential treatment has emerged since the 1960s as
a means of tailoring federal policies to the different political, fiscal,
economic, and cultural realities in which the state's must implement
federal education policies-,ri!%Because federal policies are designed
largely to catch the bad apples, all states are reduced to a lowest
common denominator. Hence, federal policy fails to bring out the
best in states. The ideas put forth to date as a means ofachieving
differential treatment incluge alternative customized monitoring and
compliance strategies, finaaial incentives in thesform of bonuses,
waivers, bypass arrangements for unresponsive state governments, and
relaxation of federal requirements for states eideeding mandated minimum
standards of performance (or the obverse, adding federal requirements for
states which fail to meet such standards).

As observers hale4'noted; federal edocition polidies already incorporate
- .

some differential treitment mechanisms (e.g.; TitleiI's ,incentive grants,
P.L. 94-142's no supplant waiver, bypass arrangements for states prohi-
biting aid to prrVate school0., and furs allocation criteria wiiich
attempt to adjust for relative'need). Additionally, although government

1,

I.

1Murphy,. Jerome T. Differential Treatment of the States: A Good Idea
or Wishful Thinking? (Paper prepared for the School Finance Project),
Cambridge, MA: Institute for Educational Policy Studies, Harvard Graduate
School of Education, August 1981.

2
Ibid.
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officials will disavds#.differential treatment publicly, federal political
appointees and program managers informally inject levels of differential
treatment into their day-to-day lunctions.1

I
. .

The major debate regardin§ future differential treatment designs
concerns more their feasibility thanAheir'desirability. Differential
treatment'Proposals that belie their operationon some determinabton of,
how faithfully or well states are meeting.national goals and objectives
typically run afoul of three interrelated issues: (1) gaining political
consensus to enact the proposal: (2) arriving it-clear and Objective
criteria 'for judging,state perTormance;_and (3) implementing pOlicies

set
As a result

1

atreatment proposals trigger
et of challenging questions. For examp e, how does one know a state has
achieved minimum standards? What are thOse standards? ., Who will judge
state pe-rformance? In spite of these challenges, some, analysts have -

offered differential treatment schemes designed to tailor federal
interventions to the unique capacities and political conditions in the
states.2

This study cannot resolve the questions surrounding differential
treatment proposals, but it does add perspective to sane diMensions of the
debate. Firdt, we did uncover instances.of informal differential treat-
ment in the administration of, the federal education programs we studied.
California officials sensed tilat they were audited for compliance More
frequently because of their high visibility and their parallel state
programs. ,We found that federalauditors investigating ESEA Title I
visited some states significantly more:than.others. Consequently,
federal policymakers already adjust their techniques to differences among
the states.

Our inquiries into state programs for 'special populations also
raised considerations about the extent to which federal policy could
formalize these informal administrative actions. Defining programs at
the state level is not easy. State programs like their federal counter-
parts are a melange of legal provisions, goal statements, and administra-
tive renderings. As a result, some legal provisions are never translated

'Murphy notes, "Ancedotal evidence suggests...that a fair amount of
differentiation takes place informally.". Ibid.,-p. 13.

".1.`C.

2Elmore proposes a differential state assumption strategy that requires
all states to meet uniform guarante16. Beyond this minimum, states which
assume responsibility for federal requirements would develop their own
policies and procedures in specified areas to ensure adequate services.
Other states would follow federally mandated program requirements. See
Elmore, Richard F. Differential Treatment of States in Federal Education
Policy, (paper prepared'for the School Finance Project), Seattle, WA:
University of Washington, January 1982.



into action. Local control traditions limit states from mounting admini-
strative efforts to monitor and oversee' district compliance with state
rules and requirements. These observations suggest that proposals to
assess states', performance face serious technical-difficulties in defining
and assessing minimal state performance.

Likewise, the political feasibility, Of differential treatment
entails casting a Wide endpgh het through the proposed policy to interest
sufficient numbers of Congressmen to vote fok.it. A critical mass of
states must believe they would benefit from the new policy. We found
that the pmioiities of the greater !Itumber of States in our sample currently
did not converge, with federal priogities. While a changed federal
strategy would almost certainly present-the states with differs toost/
benefit trade-offs, the few voluntarily adopted state prOgrans we observed
with strong similarities to related_federal programs.cist ddlibtson the,
political feasibility of mOstproposals for differential treatment Unless
minimal federal requirements in these programa ar reduced considerably.

. Future Federal Policy, in-Context

Determining the future courseof fedeial policy requires policymakers
to wrestle with issues for whichAnswers are not:readily available. We
have posed some of.these Issues in this report. Should fedekal sisnals

:be reformulated to strike j better balance between federal gOali and'
state discretion? Should stringent requirements be relaxed?. Or should
polio old steadfast and capitalize.on the ameliorating aspects of time
and istent federal signals?

, -

We.have endeavored to shed light-on a set of background questions that
pertain to the resolution of these issues -- questions about administrative
problems experienced by'the states, the nature Of the state political
environment surrounding national equityobjectives-vthe substantive
policies produced by stated as'administratiye agents of federal programs,
and the capacity of states and their. SEM:to:take on federal responsibili-
ties. Hopefully this' information will provide'abetter basis on which to
judge the merits of alternativesprescriptions.

In deliberating future policy configurations, federal policymakers
also will ,have to grapple with a changed context. SEAS today arescon,
siderably:.different entities'than they were 15 years ago. The removal of
federal funds, while likelyto'set SEAs.back somewhat-, is not likely to
erase completely the organizational' patterns whiCh'CUrrently characterize
SEAs. Similarly, the states have changed. markedly in the way they
conduCt education policy. Most states are accustomed to a federal
presence and have come to accept in varying degrees the equity agenda
which has dominated federal aid to education. While we found state
officials expressing mixed opinions about the desirability of a reformu-
lated federal-state balance, we found few state respondents who could
conceive ofithe federal government not playing a role in education policy.

140



Inevitably, Policymakers,will.have to address the iesueoUfederal
purposes. The,Conclusionsof this study center ptimarily.onfederal
adiinistrative approaches, or more Specificallyi_trade-offa between
federal accountability and state discretion. Yet discussions of federal
administrative.apprpaches are meaningless when they are conducted apart
from .a consideration of federal education purposes. 'An assessment -

of the app ;opriate balance between federal and state authorities ultimately
must. tell,' On adetermination of the goals'of federal' involvement;
against the Costs, and benefits of tools available for achieving those
goals.,

e
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APPENDIX: CATEGORIZATION SCHEME FOR TEXTUAL LEGAL ANALYSIS

Int Oduction

:..This appendix describes'the,categoiization scheme used for the textual
analysis of lawliOncluded in -the study. An initial analysis resulted in
nine categories C&legalproVisionsi Rather than following the typical
organization'of rulaw(e.g., policy and purpOswatstement, authorizations,
a0OroOriations,:state plan requirements,-etc.') these Categories are derived
from analyzing the functions that various legal provisions perform. The
next section,ok:thiErapPendix,IntrodUces the nine-CategOries.and lists the
kinds of provisions,includedwithin'eaCh, including definitions. The final
section presents theresultsof analyzing-the statute and.. for
each law and.categorizing-proVisions according to this framework.

-Categories of the Legal Analysis

),
u!TableA-1, lists the nine,categokes used in the textual legal analysis.

Under each category (typed in capital'letters)-are,the kinds'cf provisions
included in each, along with a'definition of eackprovidion. Following.are
definitions for:each of the categories.

Qualifying Conditions

The term qualifying conditions is used to reflect the Purpose.cf.this-
set of instruments: how doei'thepotential,recipient of assistance qualify
to receive'it,,or under-what circumstances do the other instruments become
applicable (generally, in the case of the cross-cutting laws)? Formula
grant programs usually-iequire2,what we refer.to as'a "plan-applicatiOn,R7
which sets forth how thereOlient'will commence or continue the implementa-
tion of a program of indefini 0 duration. A "project application," On:the '-,-
other hand,:describes the recipient's intended approaCh to implementing a
project for a specified amount of funding over some finite term. "Recipient.,,

authority" is.a requirement that the state or local agency shows that :it hald
the 'necessary authority (generally by.designation of the governor or legisla-'
ture) to undertake the required activities. Fiscal requirements may be
either proof of the establishment of:adequateiacCounting systems, or indica-
tion that some minimum level of funds must be'generated.(through the statutory
forMula) before an assisted. program can beundettaken. With the civil
rights statutes, the existence of federal financial assistance is the -

condition for an agencyqualifying".to be subject to that set of requirements.
The requirement of "deVoted staff" refers toA.aws that specifiCally require
a person or unit, of an agency to be responsible for its Management or
implementation, the Title IX coordinators.' "Responsible entity" means'
that the'law requites oneiof several,potentially eligible-state or local
agencies to be selected as the responsible agenCy for,. the law's implementation.
"Advisory bodies" may be.required to be established as a qualifying condition.

1
The task leader,for the legal analysis
the contributions made .to thid phase of
Quarles, perrin;QUirles Associates, and
Group, Inc.

, Hal Winslow, wishes to acknowledge
the legal analysis by Mr. Perrin
Mr. James 'Nieman, The Research.
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Definitions

QUALIFYING CONDITIONS

Plan Application

Project Applicat ion.

Fiscal Requirements.

of Provisions by CategOrY-

DEFINITION _

Document setting forth how the recipient-will
accomplish the'pUrpoSee.:01,an'ongOing4 fOrmula

type Program.

DOcument describing how.the potential recipient
will handle a discrete sum of money.to accom-
plish a. particular project.

Minimum dollar amounWthat must be generated
tO'qualifythe recipient for fUnding for 'civil
rights lawsgsthe'existence of federal- funding to

".qualify" 'as subject to,the1rules

Devoted Staffing Require. Wheie reciPientmustSpedifyitegf-Member of
a special unit in the agitIcY.ip handle program

respOnSibilities.. . ..) : '

, 4

.::

Responsibile Entity Require- The'recipient muet show that it is the entity

ments with .sufficient legal responsibility to under-
take programhoblPga4ona,.or has. acquired
necessaty.authoritY.'

ments

Advisory Bodies

Number of Beneficiaries

Assurances

FUNDS ALLOCATION

Distribution Formula

criteria for Project ApproVai

Numerical SetAsides

Cases where advisory bodies are to be created
and involved-as a condition prior to receiving
funds.

Where a Minimum number of 'beneficiaries must be,

4dantlfied to qualify the recipient for funding.:

Explicit affirmation by the recipient that it
will comply with general or specific provisions
f the law.

A formula used to distribute program funds
among eligible recipient agencies'.

For project-type grants, the criteria used,tO

make funding decisions among ePOlicants
_

Requirement'' hat specifieclportions of a
recipient's allocation be "set aside,for use

on a particular subset of activities:'

J4



Table A -1 continue&

Caps/Maximum Entitlements

Fixed,Pro ect Duration,.

Phase-Out Provisions

FUNDS TARGETING

Agency Characteristics

A-3 I (

A limit on tiwamouht of funds that can be
generated by a fortulkor awarded through a
prOject competition.'-',-

A 1fifiit on: the duratiOn of the project funded,

allopOosed to ongoing formula-type programs.,

Requirements_.that recipient make eiplicit plans d

to take over. programs When federal.funding4s
terminated. '

-
.

r

Agency Size/Total-PopUlation

Size of Target,po ulation

Characteristics of Target
Population

Project Characteristics

Characteristics of the recipient agency as basii
for targeting money:tb.the,agency.

Overall size or student. population- of 'agency as

funding criterion.

Numbers, of children,withididentified beneficiary
group as funding criterion:

O '

Funds-directed to agencies based on the charac-
teristics of students of relevance to the pro-
-gram purposes.

JUnds to agencies dependent on showing that
particular kinds of projectS or attributes of
projects will be employed.-

,

,PROGRAM OVERSIGHT

Application Approval Authority

Application Review Opportunity

Discretionary Funding Authority

monitoring of Operations

The authority to review and approve ,or disapprove
applications for funding submittedby other
agencies.

Agency's right to review,another agency's appli-
cation made directly to federal overnment, but

without approval/disapproval pow .

Authority to make decisions about which,eligible
agencies will be funded and at what amounts. ,May

be accompanied by general criteria for deciOlon7

making.

Requitement:that oversight agency investigate
program operations to.ascertain compliance or
quality of the4o7tivities.
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'Table A- continued

4

PiscalAUdits

Recordkeeping Requirements

Reporting Requirements

Enforcement Authority

4

Evaluation RequireMents,

Advisory Body view

Technical'Astistance

PROGRAM DESIGN

Size Standards_

-A-4

Responsibility to review financial records to
Oitermine fiscal integritkof projects:

Vircnifileins requiring that information be coil t-

ed::and /or maintained regarding ,the program.

Provisioni:obligiting the.40cipient to transmit
specified information to the oversight agency
regarding the program.'

, s.The take actions to instances
OenOnCompl hoe, or to iequire the doing of. ,

specified things.

More or leds systematic assessments of the pro-
gress of programs relative tef theiripurpOses.'

The existence of advisory bodies compOsed of
stakeholders with the mandate,to examine and'

, :
review programs.

lkplicit authority and obligation teinOVide
various sorts bf instruction anOielp-to agency
personnel implementing the. prOgram.

'Required_ Characteristics

Personnel Standards.

GrOupNeeds Assessment

Individual Needs Assessment

Specified Planning Process

-Provisions specifying criteria regarding the size
(number of partidiPanta, amount/J*6f funds) that
must be involved in a project.

Necessary elements of S fUnded project.

Specifications of the type or qualifi -tions of
persons to be involved in pr ations.

Requirement that the needs f a defined target
group be identified and eats -seed as part of the
deciSion-making regarding s rvices to be provided.

Requirement that theneeds f each individusl member
of the defined target group be identified and related
to serviced,to be provided.

Beyond the requirement,pf planning, provisions
specifying how the planning,is to occur, whattsteps
must be'taken to accomplish the planning function.
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Table A 1 continued"

Required Stakeholder
Involvement:

Administrators
'Teachers /Other Staff
Patent*
Studenti
Non-public:school

stakeholders-

Advisory Board

PROGRAM OPERATIONS

Authorized.AdtiVitiesi

Express .y Prohaited.
Activities

Required Activities

Service Type

Service Level

Student Selection Criteria

Stakeholder Involvement

Advisory Bodies

Provisions that specify particular persons.or
groups with some stake in the outcome'or
operations of the project who must be involved
or consulted in the proceSs of designing the
project.. Non-public school.Stakeholders include
private school officials and industry represen-

*
tatives.-

*A collection of individuals with some interest or
expertise in the, prOgram'purposes who form an..
advisory body,,rather than being'consulted

Provisions which specify activities that are
authorized for financial support or to attain
compliance with program rules.

Explicit lists of activities that may not be part
of thiprogram, or that. absolutely represent now,
compliance. Not includ4 are inferred prohibitions,
such 'as the opposite of required activities.

.

Activities that must be undertaken to achieve
proper program: fUnctions or compliance with
program rules.

Requirements pertaining to the type or:nature of
services to be rendered without specifying the
activities to be undertaken to constitute the
service type.

Requirements pertaining to the quantity of ser-
vices that must be delivered to a program
beneficiary, or group of.beneficiaries.

Rules regarding the studen characteristics or
magner of selecting students for inclusion in '

the services to be rendered.

Requirements that persons with dome interest in-
the program's purposes and outcomes be involved
in day-to-day operational decision-making.

Provisions requiring that advisory bodies be
involved in program'operaticn decisions, usually
in addition to program design:and oversight roles.
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Table A-1 continued

Evaluations

Complaint Resolution

Deciiion Review Process

FISCAL CONDITIONS

Maintenance of Eifort

MatChing

Comparability

Equalization-.

A-6.

Explicit requirements that the condUCt and resultt
of program aluationa are to be usedin making
program operation decisions.

Requirementslor.the establishmint of procedures
and foruxis for resolving disputes'regarding
gramoperations. mew

Systems require4,for a standing process to rou nely,

_.:...or upoOtHspecifii4 octurreno0,_reviewdeoisionsmade:
regarding program operitiOns.

Requitements that non - federal support to an agency, ,,
program or individUalsite held at a specified level.

b_
Requirement that a specified proportion of non-
federal funds be applied with the federal funds to
the program budget.

Regyment that non-federal support to/projects
or beneficiaries be provided at equivalent levels
to similar non-federally funded activities or

persons.

Provisions which in some manner compensate for the.
inability of an ageqcy to achieve a high. yield
from some appropriate tax rot*:

.No Supplanting Prohibition on the use of federal funds to pay for
serviced,Zir material:thatWould hive been or, ,-

should be paid for With non-federal.monies.

Equitable.Provision . Requirements designed to ensure that in the
provision of non-federal resources, recipients of
federal money will be. treated in an equitable.

,

manner with'non-reciplents.- ':

., Alb

Excess Costs: .Provisions limiting the use of federal monies. to
the .costs of,prograffilvor services which exceed
normal costs OfTaerving'the target group.

No Commingling

Coordination

Explicit prohib tions against mixing of accounts
of dikferent fun ng,sources or bucieet categories.

Requirementsfto identify and effect complementary
usesof separate progiams and funding sources.

fd



Table A-1 continued

SANCTIONS.

Funds Withholding

'Repayment of Expended Funds

Ineligibility for Other

Programs

Compliance Plan

Litigation

EXCLUSIONS/WAIVERS

ExClusions or Waivers

By -Pass Provisions

s.

,A -7

Power tostop;the flow of funds to the recipients
pending the correction of some instance of.-,
noncompliance.

PoWer to order recipients to:repay fUnds deter -
mined, to have ,been misspent vis-a-vis program
rules.

A

Authority to suspend recipient's eligibility for
programi other than the one in which the condition
of noncompliance has been identified.

A

Authoriti.to impose's specified set of activities to
achieve compliance, the performance of which will
suspend the use of other sanctions.

',Specified authority and procedures-to initiate
judicial actiOnegainst the noncompliant recipieN

Provisions which exclude recipients fr the opera-

tion of certain rules or otherwise w- ethe.opers.!,

tion of those rules undercertain cumstanCes.

Provisions which transfer the responsibility for
accomplishing specified program purposes:.from'.c
the recipient to some otheragenSK, usuallyAcCord,-
panted by proportionate los4 of fanding.
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Some laws require. that there be a mini0OZOnumber f beneficiaries",beforeT
an agency Can.participateA10 eligible Children in the Ca'se-of:Tile
Finally, mostA.aws*require written assurances Of.rcomplianCe with the' law in.:
general,, or, epecific aspects of it.

funds Allocation
1

These provisions pertain to the manner by.Whichfunda are distributed
from the federal level to the prime recipiefit (the-SEA for state-adMinistited

Hprograma,.the LEE ,for federal-local grants). This is accomplished by a
".distribution formula" or 'criteria for project approval (in the case of -.

project grants like TitleyII). For special purposes, th-OliW may also
eatablieh"numeriCal 64t-4sided," WhiCh direCt'that some percentage of the
monies be spent on designated activities (e.g., the 20% disadvantaged
set-aside for vocational education funds.) "Caps/MaXimum'entitlements" may
be established'and are distinct from:the number achieved by applying a

-- formula. For example, P.A. 54-14,2 provides funds based,'-on the number Of
handicapped children in the state, but limits thianumbet that will be funded
to 12% of the totalpopulation. Finally, the allocation of funds is lso
affected by limiting activities to some "fixed project! duration" or
providing for the "phasingout" of federal monies for the activity' bei g
assisted.

Funds Targeting

'Targeting of funds pertains to the manner in which assistance monies
are distributed among the service providers. Funds can be targeted based on
"agency,characteristicse.g., institutions for neglected or delinquent
children)ethe overall size or total population of the agency, size of the
target population (e.g., number of handicapped children), the characteristics

.of the target population (e.g.,."educationally disadvafitaged") or on project
charaoteristicsAe.g., an innovative .project).

Program Oversight

Program oversight includes the various ways the federal government
.provides for administrative supervision of the implementation of the vario
laws. .These functions are discrete fromthe on -site administration of
service delivery and thus exist, primari,ye.as SEA. functions. The alloCat On,

of funds within a state may'occur on the basis of the SEA's apprOval of an
application, or with consideration give to the opportunity for the SEA to
review the application withoutthe power to veto it (e.g., ESEATitle
The law may grant the SEA the discretion to fund or not fund .a given activity
Under the statute (e.g., E8EA Title IV-C). Monitoring of local operations
for compliance with the applicable rules may be required of the SEA; in
addition to audits of their fiscal integrity. Recordkeeping:and,reporting
may be a requirement for SEAS to implement. In addition, the law may
directly require LEAs to keep records and make reports on program'operatio
The law can grant enforcement authority eo,the SEA, and mandate the conduct
of periodic evaluations of the effectiveness of the programs' operations.
Advisory bodies maybe required at either the_state or local levels -to
perform oversight functions. Finally, the statute' May explicitly require'
the SEA to perform technical assistance ,functions.
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Program Design

0

This se instrufents .is intended to influence the manner:inwhiCh
.assisted 0 rams are organized:and deeigned..st the service delivery level
(gene theA.EAs).- These instruments may specify elements of_design --
the size or the characteristics.of theprogram, perionnel who must be :

included,-7 or they may set forth.prOcedural-type requirements governing the
design of programs. The latter type-include asseesments of, student needs on
a group or individual basis, specification of all or4PortiOns of the planning
proCese;:or:a.list.oUstakeholders who must. be involved in the design':
.administratOrs,teachers, parents, students, and non - school, stakeholders
(such as rePresentatives,of.nOn-public schools). .,4einally,requiremente may

kestablish advisory bodies to be involved in the design .of programs je.g.,
'the patent advisory councils under Title 1),.

Program Opeiations

Although the federal government has not endeavored to become intimately
involved in day-to-day prOgram:operations, seveFal instruments exist to
influence those operations. -Program operations are most directly affected
by the specification of activities which are either authorized, expressly.,
prohibited, or required. The, law may-specify a certain type or level of d
service to be required. Beyond these tools, program operations are controlled
by specifying who has a voice in program decision-making,,eitber through
specification of someqxocess for decision-making, the specification: of
stakeholders to be involved in decisiOns, the existence of advisory bodies,
or the incorporation of results of prior, evaluations in decisions regarding
operations..,Laws may also provide for disputes regarding, operations by
requiring the establishment of a complaint resolution function; or an
blished forum for revieWing program decisions (e.g., the procedurilleafeguaide
of P.L. 94-142);

Fiscal Conditions

, .

These instruments involve, constraints on'the. use of federal ftnds, the,,
relailonsiiip Of4ederal to'norLfederal funds, and the ManageMept of.tnds. ,-

Fiscal 1ondition are the most
.

well-known Ofthe'"strings" on federal'
.

financial assistance. Maintenance:Of effort specifies the overall,level,,of'
state and locAleSupport that must be maintained duringthe couroe'Oe:.the -..

federal assistance. Matching requirements require. a state or local'Contribu-
tion,to'the assisted program. COmparability requires that assisted.ictivities.
or institutions be supported at equivalent levels to non-assisted oried:.
Fo-supplanting prohibitsthe replacement of state or 1601 ftnds witAi .'

federal monies. ElquiiableproVision,relates to-comparability but gpyteri
how,non-federal fundi.are to'be diftributed to achieve equivalency. 1Bicce
costs rules restrict tne. Use of federal monies to costs of the assidied
activity over-and above normal Operating or eduChtional costs. No Ommingling,
requires the use Oseparate accounts for federal PrograM monies. Coordination:.
rules require, efforts to-make use of various sources. assistance COOplemen- :

tary and compatible. ,Y;r-! ..

..
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Exclusions/Waivers

A.final set of instruments involve ways that,the,recipients can'be
relieved of-a particularrequirement. Two main types of exclusions or
waivers have been employed: The' first is a waiver from the maintenance of
effort requiretentf4 and. aspects of-thS nOsupplanting requirements if other
conditions are met. The second is a waiver from the requirements of serving
children in non - public schools where state:or local law prohibits the agency
from doing so: Gaining such waiverseither case triggers additional
instruments (e.g., reduction in funds granted, or "by-pass" provisions) to
,,Compensate for the noncompliance.

Matrix.of Legal Provisions

Using the categories just described we analyzed each laW included in
the study in order:, to categorize its provisions according to.this framework.
Table A-2 summarizes the results of that categorization Oroceis in the form
Of a.matrix. Each entry in the matrix is marked with one of three symbols

"S," "L," depending on whether the particular. legal provision
creates a requirement pettainindto the state level, the local leyel or

both,:.(espeCtively. ExCept for those programs where the state agency is
itself the primary service providers the "8".*.hbOl'referkto the role of
the:State agency as overseer or statewide administratot'4>the statutory
initiative. The symbol "L"'refgrs to a requirement pertaTning to the

. service delivery filOction. Use of, the combined symbol, "S /L," involves
requirements directly applicable to both the.service provider and oversight
rales of the respective levels of goveinment. -The combined symbol is not
:used for a requirement that directly pertains to the local,level but is. the
Isnbject (implicitly or by explicit reference) of general state -level oversight
activities.': The oversightfunction:is a separate category.
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